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Abstract
Previous years have shown exponential mobile data traffic growth and the traffic growth
is expected to persist. Moreover, a significant amount of the traffic is generated in
indoor traffic hotspots. In order for network operators to maintain a satisfied user
base, comprehensive upgrades of the network are required, thus, Heterogeneous Network
(HetNet) deployments are upgrading the traditional macro-only networks. In this thesis,
the main scenarios of interest are the co-channel and dedicated channel dense indoor small
cell deployments. By means of experimental and theoretical studies the new challenges
introduced by these scenarios are addressed.
This thesis contributes with an evolution study in an operator deployed 4G network,
and simulations show that indoor small cells are very important in order to reduce the
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of future cellular networks. Moreover, the indoor small
cell solution is also attractive from a user throughput performance point of view. If
possible, the network operator should deploy the small cells on a dedicated carrier, thus,
reducing the required indoor small cell density.
Given the large potential of indoor small cell deployment, several femto measurement
campaigns have been performed. First phase of the measurement campaign verified the
indoor propagation models used in the simulation tool. This step is important in order
to build confidence in the simulation accuracy. A second femto measurement campaign
was performed to fully understand the consequences of uncoordinated indoor small cell
deployment and to identify the most critical interference challenges. For uplink the most
critical interference issue is increased noise rise at co-channel macro cells. For downlink,
closed subscriber group femtos require a dedicated macro carrier to avoid indoor macro
coverage holes. These findings were used in the development of an autonomous uplink
and downlink femto power control algorithm which protects the co-channel macro users,
and at the same time provides femto users with the guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS).
Today, WiFi is the de facto indoor small cell technology. Therefore, a combined WiFi
and 3G femto measurement campaign is carried out to determine the strong and weak
points of each of the competing technologies. The main differentiator, from a user point
v
of view, between WiFi and 3G femto is shown to be latency and the User Equipment
(UE) power consumption; WiFi outperforms the 3G femto in both latency and UE power
consumption.
In high traffic scenarios with dedicated channel and dense indoor small cell deployment,
intra small cell interference should not be neglected because strong interference coupling
between multiple indoor small cells is inevitable. Therefore different Inter-Cell Interference
Coordination (ICIC) schemes have been developed, most promising a dynamic Carrier
Based Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (CB-ICIC) solution. The proposed CB-ICIC
scheme improves the network capacity of up to 60% by means of muting strong small cell
interferes, thus protecting low throughput users. Also a low complexity load balancing
approach is developed, which delivers a network capacity gain of approximately 10%. In
general, it is possible to combine Interference Rejection Combining (IRC) receivers with
the developed CB-ICIC scheme or load balancing schemes in order to increase network
performance even further. By combining the proposed CB-ICIC framework, IRC receivers,
and four transmit antennas, it is shown that the network capacity is increased up to 180%,
despite there is no coordination between the network and UE ICIC techniques.
Dansk Resumé
I de foregående år er mobildatatrafikken vokset eksponentielt, og det forventes at væksten
fortsætter. Derudover er en betydelig andel af datatrafikken genereret af indendørs mo-
bilbrugere. For at tilfredsstille mobilbrugerne er mobilnetværksoperatører nødsaget til
at opgradere deres mobilnetværk. Som en konsekvens heraf, bliver traditionelle netværk
som udelukkende består af udendørs macro celler erstattet af heterogene netværk. I denne
afhandling er dedikeret og fælles frekvens allokering af indendørs små radioceller det
primære netværksscenario. De specifikke udfordringer introduceret i dette scenario er
undersøgt ved hjælp af eksperimentelle og teoretiske studier.
Denne afhandling bidrager med et netværksevolutionsstudie i et operatorbaseret 4G
netværk. Simuleringsresultater viser at små celler er vigtige i bestræbelserne på at re-
ducere de totale driftsomkostninger i fremtidens mobilnetværk. Baseret på de oplevede
datahastigheder, er små celler også en attraktiv løsning. Ydermere, for at reducere det
nødvendige antal af indendørs små celler er dedikeret små celle udrulning at foretrække
for netværksoperatører.
For at fastslå potentialet af små celler, er det nødvendigt at foretage små celle målekam-
pagner. Første fase er at verificere de indendørs udbredelsesmodeller, som bruges i de
forskellige simuleringsværktøjer. Dette er vigtigt for at opbygge troværdighed i simuler-
ingsværktøjernes nøjagtighed. Derefter er en femto celle målekampagne udført for at
forstå konsekvenserne af ukoordineret indendørs femto celle netværksudrulning og for at
identificere de mest kritiske interferensudfordringer. Øget støjniveau ved macro basesta-
tioner er den mest kritiske problemstilling i uplink. I downlink er det påkrævet at have en
dedikeret macro celle frekvensallokering for at undgå macro dækningshuller i tilfælde af
begrænset-adgangs femto celler. Disse resultater bruges til udviklingen af en automatiseret
uplink og downlink femto power kontrol algoritme, der beskytter fælles frekvensblok macro
brugere samtidig med at femto brugere er garanteret de aftalte datahastigheder. I dag
er WiFi den gængse indendørs små celle teknologi. Derfor er en kombineret WiFi og 3G
femto målekampagne udført for at bestemme styrker og svagheder for de før omnævnte
teknologier. For en slutbruger er den største forskel latenstid og mobiltelefonens strømfor-
vii
brug, og WiFi leverer de bedste resultater for begge parametre.
I scenarioer med høj datatrafik og høj små celle tæthed på en dedikeret frekvensblok
er det nødvendigt at tage højde for intra små celle interferens, da det i disse scenar-
ioer er uundgåeligt med stærk interferens imellem små celler. Af denne grund er to
inter-celle interferens koordineringsløsninger udviklet. Den mest lovende løsning er en
dynamisk frekvensblok baseret inter-celle interferens koordineringsmetode, denne løsning
er i stand til at øge mobilnetværkets kapacitet med up til 60%. Dette opnås ved at
mute specifikke frekvensblokke for små celler, der forårsager stærk interferens, således
at interferensen mindskes for brugere med lav data hastighed. Derudover er en mo-
bilbrugerbalanceringsalgoritme med lav kompleksitet udviklet, og denne algoritme er i
stand til at øge mobilnetværkets kapacitet med 10%. Generelt er det muligt at kom-
binere de udviklede metoder med interferens afvisende radiomodtagere for at forbedre
et mobilnetværks ydeevne yderligere. Ved at kombinere frekvensblok baseret interferens
koordinering, interferens afvisende radiomodtagere med fire modtage-antenner er det
muligt at øge mobilnetværks kapaciteten med op til 180%. Og det er på trods af at der
ingen koordinering er i mellem netværks- og radiomodtagerteknikkerne.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter presents the motivation and objectives of the PhD thesis. In Section 1.1
the past, current, and future trends in mobile communication are summarised. It is
argued that indoor small cell deployment is an attractive deployment method. However,
indoor small cells also pose new challenges which are fundamentally different for network
operators compared to typical macro-only networks, as described in Section 1.2. Section 1.3
summarises the mobile communication advances and Section 1.4 recapitulates the new
transmission spectrum opportunities and challenges. Naturally, it is not feasible to consider
all small cell deployment aspects in this thesis. Therefore, in Section 1.5 objectives are
highlighted and equally important the scope of the PhD thesis is defined. Section 1.6
outlines the scientific methodologies applied throughout the PhD study and Section 1.7
lists the contributions during the PhD study. Finally, Section 1.8 contains the thesis
outline.
1.1 Mobile Traffic Evolution
In the dawn of the mobile communication age, the all-important technology driver was
cellular voice calls. This called for wide area coverage and modest capacity requirements
as cellular phones were in the beginning for a selected few. Times are changing, and the
mobile communication has evolved dramatically since the beginning. To put numbers
in perspective, according to [7] the number of mobile subscribers in the USA in 1985
was 340000, in year 2013 this number was approximately 1000x higher; 336 millions.
Nevertheless, voice calls are no longer the mobile adaptation driver.
Before 2011, the main drivers for teenagers to buy a mobile phone in USA were
safety and text messaging [8]. And teens in the USA really embraced text messaging, on
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average they send or receive more than 3000 text messages per month. However, this
significant number of text messages do not explain the immense traffic volume increase,
which has been witnessed lately. Today the big thing in the mobile communication
world is; broadband data applications or apps. Apps is a general term used for video
applications, social-networking applications, and messaging applications to name a few.
Today, such applications are the main driver for mobile traffic data, particular video
streaming applications. In 2013, the largest mobile traffic data contributor was video
services, with 40% of total mobile data traffic. On second and third place you find
social-networking and web browsing, respectively [9].
People are not only using their smartphones and tablets when at home. On average
each person having a smart phone watch 5 hours of TV on their smart phone per week,
50% of the time the person is not at home [10]. This is caused by the fact that people are
always carrying their phone, and they expect to be able to use it where ever they go, e.g.
sharing a picture or video with their social circle or being entertained when commuting.
This clearly indicates that people expect to be on-line all the time, and it is up to the
network operator to provide seamless network coverage and capacity to the ever increasing
demands of the end user.
1.1.1 Future Mobile Data Traffic Growth
What are the drivers of tomorrow? Video streaming is not a one-day wonder. In fact, video
streaming is expected to increase to more than 50% of the total mobile traffic volume [10],
mainly due to larger screens with higher resolutions which require increased video bit rates.
Apart from video, it is difficult to predict what are driving mobile traffic data volumes
in 10 years. It is important to remember that services such as YouTube, Facebook, and
Netflix were basically non-existing 10 years ago, and few could predict the influence they
have had on the mobile communication industry today. However, this has not stopped
people from trying. Figure 1.1 illustrates the mobile data traffic volumes per month from
2008 to 2013 [11–16]. It is seen that the monthly global traffic volume has increased from
33 PB1 in 2008 to 1.5 EB2 in 2013. Moreover, predictions indicate that the mobile traffic
volume is not levelling off. The latest traffic volume reports predict that the mobile traffic
growth is continuing [16], in fact, the predicted Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)
is 61% from 2013 to 2018. Similar, in [9] a CAGR of 45% from 2013 to 2019 is predicted.
Generally speaking, all mobile traffic growth reports agree that mobile data traffic keeps
increasing, but there is no consensus on the actual growth rate. Consequently, mobile
networks must undergo significant upgrades to keep up with the mobile traffic growth, not
only today but also tomorrow.
It is not only the increasing traffic data volumes which are a challenge for network
operators. Also the spatio-temperal traffic distribution variations within the network is a
11 PB (Petabyte) = 1015 B
21 EB (Exabyte) = 1018 B
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Fig. 1.1: Global mobile traffic per month since 2008 [11–16]. The predictions for 2014 to
2018 are based on [16].
challenge and should not be taken lightly. Today, it is not unlikely to have confined areas
generating substantial amount of mobile data traffic, also referred to as traffic hotspots.
This scenario is one of the most challenging traffic distribution scenarios, as a massive
number of simultaneous user are requesting mobile data services. Realistic examples of
such traffic hotspots are transportation hubs or sport venues [17].
1.1.2 Solutions to Increase Network Capacity
In order to keep up with the mobile data traffic growth, network operators generally
speaking have three methods to increase the network capacity [18].
• Increase the number of cells
• Improve spectral efficiency
• Use more transmission spectrum
However, network operators can not rely on a single strategy, thus a combination of each
of the above methods is the most realistic approach.
By deploying more cells in the network, more radio resources are available, thus, the
spatial spectral efficiency is increased and the overall network capacity is improved. New
deployment paradigms are developed for future network, which is described further in
Section 1.2.
Spectral efficiency is the measure of the received bits per second per Hertz. Methods
to improve the spectral efficiency includes transmission techniques such as beamforming,
Multiple Input and Multiple Output (MIMO), channel-aware User Equipment (UE)
scheduling and interference management. At the receiver side, the spectral efficiency
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is improved by increasing the number of receive antennas or by exploiting interference
knowledge. With the introduction of more complex mobile communication systems, the
spectral efficiency improves. However, the spectral efficiency is bounded by the Shannon
capacity [19] and systems such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) are closing this gap [20].
Section 1.3 summarises the mobile communication evolution.
Finally, the available spectrum can be increased to accommodate the future traffic
volumes. This might seem as the most simple and promising solution for an operator.
However, spectrum is an expensive and sparse resource and allocating additional spectrum
is not straightforward. The transmission spectrum topic is further discussed in Section 1.4.
1.2 Heterogeneous Network Topologies
Historically, cellular networks are primarily consisting of wide area macro cells, depicted
in Figure 1.2a. This deployment strategy is effective for voice centric networks with more
uniform traffic distributions. On the contrary it is not effective for hot spot scenarios,
where the main challenge is to increase the spatial spectral efficiency. And this problem
becomes more pronounced in the future, where even larger share of the mobile data volume
is generated from indoor locations [21] and with an increasing building penetration loss
for modern energy efficient buildings [22]. Therefore, network operators must adapt the
network to the spatio-temperal traffic distribution in a more efficient matter than wide
area macro cells.
A new network deployment paradigm, called HetNet, has been developed to carry
the traffic in typical traffic hotspots, see Figure 1.2b. The HetNet deployment scenario
is described in [23,24]. On the contrary to macro-only networks, HetNets consist of an
overlay macro network supplemented by small cells. The term small cells covers base
station technologies such as micro cells, pico cells, remote radio heads, and femto cells.
The differentiator between the small cell technologies are typically the output transmission
power, backhaul connectivity, and deployment methodology. HetNet deployment method
ensures wide area coverage from the macro cells, and the small cells provide additional
network capacity where needed. The open literature contains several HetNet performance
studies, and the conclusion is clear; HetNets are capable of boosting the UE throughput
performance by oﬄoading hotspot UEs to the small cells.
However, the deployment of outdoor small cell also experiences the problem of increasing
building penetration loss, since the signal still has to penetrate the outer building wall.
Yet, if the small cells are deployed inside the buildings, the signal only penetrates indoor
wall(s) to reach the indoor UEs, as depicted in Figure 1.2c. Hence, in this thesis the indoor
femto cell technology is of main interest.
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(a) 3-sector macro sites forming
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(b) Heterogeneous Network (Het-
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(c) The indoor small cells (black tri-
angles) are typically deployed unco-
ordinated by the end user in their
residence.
Fig. 1.2: Three examples of network topologies, from the macro-only deployment to dense
indoor small cell deployment.
1.2.1 Indoor Femto Cells
Femto cells are low price and low power base stations targeted for indoor deployment
scenarios [25], as depicted in Figure 1.2c. The main femto use case is improving indoor
voice and data coverage. Opposite the outdoor deployed base station technologies, the
femto is deployed indoor close to the indoor users. This reduces the distance dependent
path loss and the femto signal does not have to penetrate any outer building walls to reach
the femto user. This is an advantage, as the penetration loss of outer building walls can
severely reduce the indoor signal strength.
However, the main differentiator between femto cells and other 3rd Generation Part-
nership Project (3GPP) base stations is the backhaul connection types. For the other
base station types the network operator provides a dedicated backhaul connection for the
base stations, this could be wired or wireless. On the contrary, the femto backhaul is
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potentially via public Internet without any Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. This
concept allows the end user to use any existing Internet connection as femto backhaul.
Such a solution is motivated by reducing the femto deployment cost and increasing the
femto plug & play capability. However, this solution implies architectural changes in the
operators core network.
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Fig. 1.3: Radio and femto access networks in Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System (UMTS)/High Speed Packet Access (HSPA).
Due to the massive number of femto cells, it is necessary to reduce the number of
connections towards the core network for scalability reasons. Therefore, in UMTS/HSPA
networks, an extra entity is required for femto operation, the femto gateway, see Figure 1.3.
Apart from aggregating a large number of femto connections towards the core network,
the femto gateway also performs femto identification and configuration of operational
parameters of the femto access point. The femto gateway connects to the Serving GPRS
Support Node (SGSN) and the Mobile Switching Center (MSC) for packet switched and
circuit switched communication, respectively [26]. In the femto ecosystem, no dedicated
Radio Network Controller (RNC) entity is present. Instead the RNC functionalities are
moved either to the femto access point or the femto gateway. E.g. the Radio Resource
Management (RRM) functions are moved to the femto access point while the inter-RNC
mobility functionality is moved to the femto gateway. More information on UMTS/HSPA
femto system architecture is found in [27].
For LTE, two types of femto architectures are specified, see Figure 1.4. The first type
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Fig. 1.4: Two types of femto architecture are defined for LTE, with and without a
dedicated femto gateway.
is very similar to the UMTS/HSPA approach, where the femto cells connect to a femto
gateway, and the femto gateway acts as a femto concentrator towards the core network
entities: Mobility Management Entity (MME) and Serving Gateway (SGW). On the
contrary, the second femto architecture does not include any femto gateway, here the femto
access points connects directly to the MME and the SGW. From LTE Release 10 and
onwards, X2 interface between femto cells is defined [28]. If the X2 interface is present, it
enables message parsing between the femto cells, which can be exploited for interference
management and power control configuration, just to mention a few possibilities.
Further femto deployment savings are achieved by allowing user deployed femto cells.
The femto access point is delivered to the end user, and the end user takes care of the
deployment of the femto, similar to WiFi access point deployment. Thus, the network
operator reduces the femto planning time and cost. The only end user requirements
are a power plug and an Internet connection. This deployment method is referred to as
uncoordinated deployment. Moreover, if an end user installs a femto access point, it is
possible to restrict the access to the femto cell, such that neighbours and other people not
belonging to the residence are not allowed femto service. This type of access restrictions
are called Closed Subscriber Group (CSG). Furthermore, coordinated femto deployment is
also a possibility. Coordinated deployment is typically targeted enterprises or public areas
where an operator can access the deployment location. In such a deployment scenario, the
access type is typically Open Subscriber Group (OSG) without any access restrictions.
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Existing studies have shown that HetNets consisting of macro cells and small cells
offer the best compromise in terms Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) [29–31]. The absolute
savings varies according to available spectrum, access method, etc. Apart from the TCO
aspect of indoor small cell deployment, the experienced user throughput is also of high
importance; it must be ensured that the indoor small cells are capable of delivering
satisfactory user throughputs, today and in the future. Potentially, indoor small cells
deployment reduce the TCO and at the same time significantly improves the UE throughput
performance.
1.2.2 Indoor Femto Cell Challenges
Deploying indoor femto cells is not risk free, though. One of the main challenges are
related to the interference coupling between the femto and macro cells. Most significant, is
the deployment of indoor CSG femto cells. CSG femto cells potentially pose a great threat
to the co-channel3 macro performance. When an authorised user is in the vicinity of a
CSG femto access point, handover or cell reselection towards the femto cell is performed.
The consequence for the authorised user is improved signal power and quality. On the
contrary, non-authorised users in the vicinity of a CSG femto access point are not allowed
to handover or cell reselect to the CSG femto cell, resulting in worsened received signal
quality. Worst case scenario is that the macro service is compromised in case of too
severe femto interference. Potential solutions are hybrid access mode and OSG [32,33] or
deployment dedicated carrier [34].
The co-channel deployment of macro cells and CSG femto cells have been studied
extensively, thus, the main scenario of interest in this thesis is the uncoordinated deployment
of OSG femto cells on a dedicated carrier. Consequently, the macro cell and femto
cell interference coupling is not relevant. On the other hand, strong intra-femto layer
interference is inevitable. With the increasing traffic volumes the femto density also
increases, and in apartment or enterprise environments some femto cells are strongly
interference coupled. It might seem thoughtless to allow the end user to decide the
deployment location of indoor femto cells. However, this is a viable deployment strategy,
if autonomous configuration features are developed to handle the network optimisation.
Such configuration features could include femto power control, Range Extension (RE)
configuration, carrier assignment, and interference management.
1.2.3 WiFi and Related Challenges
Today, WiFi is the de facto standard for indoor small cells. WiFi access points are plug &
play capable and only require a power plug and an Internet connection. Both are typically
already available in the residence of the end user. Hence, beside the cost of the electricity
3The term co-channel is used when two or more base station technologies are using the same frequency
band.
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and the Internet backhaul, there is no monthly subscription fee associated with WiFi
deployment. And today, WiFi is available in a plethora of personal devices.
The promised peak throughput rates of WiFi are also appealing to end users. The peak
throughput performance of WiFi Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
802.11n is 600 Mbps and is enabled by 4× 4 MIMO, 40 MHz transmission bandwidth, and
64 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM). Succeeding WiFi releases, e.g. 802.11ac
supports peak throughput data rates up to 866 Mbps per spatial stream, and is achieved
by transmission bandwidths up to 160 MHz, 8 × 8 MIMO, and 256 QAM. Thus, WiFi
is a cheap, simple, and high performing solution to facilitate the indoor data capacity
requirements. But there are also some WiFi specific disadvantages. The high peak
data rates are also a product of the utilised transmission spectrum. In contrast to 3rd
Generation (3G) and LTE, WiFi utilise unlicensed spectrum. At 2.4 GHz, 100 MHz of
bandwidth is available for WiFi, and at 5 GHz even larger chunks of spectrum is available.
However, the exact amount of available spectrum and corresponding regulation is region
dependent.
In contrast to schedule based medium access in HSPA and LTE, WiFi medium access
is contention based. Consequently, in apartment buildings with no coordination in WiFi
deployment and transmission channel selection, the experienced throughput performance
is potentially far from the theoretical peak throughput rates [35]. Nevertheless, in large
public areas where coordination is possible, improved WiFi performance is expected, but
the inherited disadvantages of contention based access is still present. Recent WiFi studies
have also focused on autonomous WiFi channel assignment, a comprehensive overview of
the techniques are found in [36].
Moreover, compared to the femto technology, WiFi does not feature native voice call
support. Obviously, Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) applications such as Skype can
provide voice support, but WiFi lacks the seamless service provided by macro and femto
cells. However, 3GPP is currently investigating how to improve the 3GPP to non-3GPP
oﬄoading [37], and thereby improve the end user experience.
1.3 Mobile Communication System Evolution: From
GSM to LTE-A
The witnessed mobile data growth rates were not possible without a mobile communication
evolution. More than 20 years ago, the first phone call via Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM) was made. The evolution of GSM later included data services
such as General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and Enhanced Data rate for GSM Evolution
(EDGE). In terms of data rates, GPRS and EDGE are ancient, however, voice calls are
the main use case for GSM.
With the introduction of UMTS and HSPA the first step of the immense traffic data evo-
lution was taken, since the HSPA data user experience is superior to the GSM experience.
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And with the introduction of smart phones, with large screens and cameras, applications
beside voice calls and text messaging became popular. The data traffic growth has been
further propelled by the introduction of LTE. A smart phone usage analysis claims that
LTE users consume between 36% to 132% more data than HSPA users, depending on
the region [38]. Compared to GSM and HSPA, LTE enables transmission bandwidth of
up to 20 MHz, thus, enabling significant higher peak data rates. Apart from the flexible
spectrum configuration, other noteworthy LTE features include 4×4 MIMO and Inter-Cell
Interference Coordination (ICIC) features.
The latest leap within mobile communication systems was brought to us by Inter-
national Mobile Telecommunication-Advanced (IMT-Advanced) compliant systems or
fourth generation systems. The 3GPP candidate is called Long Term Evolution Advanced
(LTE-A) and is also known as LTE Release 10, thus, it is an evolution of LTE Release 8/9
and not a completely new system. The introduction of Carrier Aggregation (CA) marks
an important evolution in order to meet, or exceed, the IMT-Advanced peak data rate
and spatial efficiency requirements [39]. CA enables aggregation of up to five legacy LTE
carriers, hence a maximum system bandwidth of 100 MHz is possible. Hence, CA-enabled
UEs can be scheduled on multiple carriers, which enables increased UE peak data rates.
LTE-A supports intra-band contiguous/non-contiguous or inter-band non-contiguous CA.
This enables network operators to exploit their potentially fragmented spectrum for im-
proving the experienced user peak rates in the network. The interested reader can find
more detailed information on LTE-A CA in [40, 41]. Dynamic ICIC techniques which
exploit CA have also been developed, such techniques are further discussed in Chapter 4.
LTE-A also introduced inter-site CA and Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP) techniques,
however these topics are not within the scope of this thesis. For inter-site CA and CoMP
studies the interested reader is directed to [42] and [43], respectively.
1.3.1 Interference Challenges and Solutions
Interference related challenges are not a new research topic within wireless communication.
However, the type of interference challenge depends on the particular wireless technology.
E.g. in GSM macro networks, inter-cell interference is mitigated by applying frequency
reuse and frequency hopping schemes [44–46] and advanced receiver technology [47]. In
UMTS/HSPA frequency reuse 1 is applied, enabled by the properties of spreading and
coding, and this involves new interference challenges. In UMTS, UEs connected to the
same cell can be scheduled in the same Transmission Time Interval (TTI) and on the
same frequency band due to the properties of Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
(WCDMA). UE transmissions are orthogonal in the code-domain. However in frequency
selective (multipath environments) transmission channels, the orthogonality properties
are not preserved which leads to Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) and/or intra-cell interfer-
ence [48]. Therefore, in order to mitigate ISI and intra-cell interference complex receiver
types are employed in UMTS/HSPA networks [49,50].
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The introduction of LTE, once again led to new interference challenges. However,
careful system design eliminates certain types of interference though. ISI caused by
multipath propagation environments is eliminated by applying Cyclic Prefix (CP) prior to
each transmitted symbol. Moreover, intra-cell interference is effectively mitigated by the
multiple access scheme; Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) [51].
Remaining is the inter-cell interference which potentially limits the UE throughput perfor-
mance if not properly accounted for. Especially, UEs located at cell edge may experience
strong interference from neighbouring cells. Therefore, proper ICIC can lead to significant
improvements in cell edge UE throughput performance.
In LTE Release 8, 3GPP defined a solution to mitigate inter-cell interference called
Release 8 Frequency Domain ICIC [52,53]. In Downlink (DL), a framework enables im-
proved cell edge UE performance by coordinating the scheduling process with neighbouring
enhanced Node Bs (eNBs). Basically, cell edge UEs are scheduled orthogonal to UEs
in neighbouring eNBs. LTE Release 8 also provides ICIC solutions for Uplink (UL). In
UL, eNBs can coordinate the scheduling of cell edge UEs and indicate the experienced
interference level. However, a major drawback of the Release 8 ICIC solutions is that
they only protect the Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) and Physical Uplink
Shared Channel (PUSCH) (the DL and UL data channels) and not the physical control
channels. This means UEs can end up in a control channel coverage hole.
In LTE Release 10, enhanced Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (eICIC) was intro-
duced [54]. eICIC is designed to minimise the macro DL interference towards small cell
UEs in HetNets [55]. This is achieved by configuring certain macro subframes as Almost
Blank Subframe (ABS), where only control signalling for legacy UEs are transmitted. With
eICIC enabled, it is possible to apply an aggressive cell selection bias towards co-channel
small cells. In 3GPP terminology, this is known as RE. Thereby, more UEs are oﬄoaded
from the macro cells, resulting in improved HetNet throughput performance.
1.4 New Spectrum Opportunities
Equally important, or maybe even more important, is the radio frequency spectrum
available for mobile communication. Radio frequency spectrum is a crucial element in
modern-day society. Unfortunately, spectrum is a sparse resource and without government
regulated spectrum allocations and auctions, a rogue battle for radio frequency spectrum
is not unlikely. Fortunately, spectrum use is regulated, not only on country-level but also
across national borders, this ensures regional (or even worldwide) operability of personal
equipment for end users.
However, as users crave for higher data rates and seamless coverage everywhere, the
need for spectrum increases accordingly. And this is not available, at least not in the
typical cellular spectrum range from 700 MHz to 2600 MHz, let alone region or worldwide
availability. A snapshot of the US spectrum allocation from 700 MHz to 1800 MHz is
used as an example, see Figure 1.5. Yellow colour denotes free spectrum, and it is clearly
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not the dominating colour in the figure.
Fig. 1.5: Radio frequency spectrum allocations from 700 MHz to 1800 MHz in USA.
Yellow colour denotes unassigned spectrum [56].
Alternatively, governments and standardisation bodies can start allocating spectrum at
higher frequencies. At the World Radio Conference in 2007, the spectrum band covering
3.4 GHz to 3.6 GHz was allocated for terrestrial mobile services [57, 58]. This band is
interesting for two reasons mainly; first, it is available in large parts of the world. Second,
a considerable amount of contiguous spectrum is available for multiple operators, allowing
for wider transmission bandwidths supported by mobile communication systems such as
LTE and LTE-A.
The downside of the higher carrier frequency is poorer propagation properties. There-
fore, the 3.5 GHz band is not as suitable for wide area macro coverage compared to lower
frequencies [59, 60]. Moreover, the signal from an outdoor macro or micro base station
has to propagate through an outer building wall in order to reach an indoor user, and the
building penetration loss is also typically increasing with frequency [22]. On the other hand,
by increasing the carrier frequency, the required antenna size is reduced. Consequently,
more antennas can be implemented without increasing the footprint compared to antennas
for lower carrier frequencies. This allows for improved antenna beamforming capabilities,
increased transmit/receive diversity, and multi-stream MIMO.
Considering the small cell advantages combined with the amount of available spectrum
at 3.5 GHz, indoor small cells are believed to play an increasing important role in future
indoor deployments [61]. Not only does the signal, between a base station and an end user,
not have to penetrate a outer building wall, the outer building wall reduces the interference
from outer base stations which are deployed co-channel. This effect is more pronounced
for higher frequencies. Therefore, indoor small cell operating at 3.5 GHz is considered
a promising solution for boosting indoor capacity in confined areas or to improve deep
indoor cellular coverage.
1.5 Scope and Objective of the Thesis
The objective of the PhD thesis is to investigate the potential of indoor small cell deploy-
ments. Not all small cell deployments challenges are feasible to cover in this theses, thus,
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the scope of the thesis is further defined in this section.
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Fig. 1.6: The scope of the thesis is marked with bold text.
Figure 1.6 aids the reader to gain an overview of the scope of the thesis. The initial
problem is the data traffic growth, as argued in Section 1.1. Several solutions can be
applied in order to address the traffic growth. In this thesis the solution of interest
is Network Evolution. In reality, a network operator would naturally not resort to a
single solution only, but rather a combination of several solutions. The third column
includes the different network evolution paths. It is decided to focus on the Indoor Small
Cell Deployment option. The last column includes options for improving the network
performance even further. It should be noted these improvement options are not limited
to the indoor small cell option. The non-bold options are included in the figure to give a
broader overview of the solutions to improve the indoor network capacity.
Network evolution covers a wide variety of deployment scenarios. The focus is narrowed
down to Macro Upgrade, Outdoor Pico Deployment, and Indoor Femto Cell Deployment.
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Initially, it is necessary to challenge the hypothesis that small cells in general reduce
the TCO for network operators compared to macro-only networks and other HetNet
deployments. This is important, as reduced TCO is a main driver for the indoor small cell
technologies. In the network evolution investigation, the default simulation scenario is a
operator deployed network from a European metropolis.
Next part of the PhD thesis is dedicated to investigate techniques for improving
the performance of indoor small cell deployments. The focus is on a dense small cell
environment, where small cells are the main source of interference, the default simulation
scenario is the 3GPP Release 12 Small Cell Scenario 3 [62]. This challenging task is
addressed by means of Carrier Based Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (CB-ICIC) and
small cell load balancing. Furthermore, a combination of network based techniques and
advanced receiver structures are carried out to reveal the performance of uncoordinated
ICIC. Is it worthwhile? Or are no further improvement available?
In practice, it is important that ICIC techniques are applied in both DL and UL
direction. Nevertheless, this thesis focuses on DL direction; i.e. data is sent at the base
station and received at the UE. This is decided since the data traffic volumes are typically
DL centric, with a DL to UL ratio in the order of 7:1 [63]. In theory, the proposed technique
in Chapter 4 would also be applicable in UL direction. In practice though, the main
challenge would be to identify the strongest interfering UEs. Moreover, all simulations
assume LTE Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) mode. However, it is important to note,
that the proposed techniques are also applicable for Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode
networks if the cells coordinate their DL:UL switching point and the network is time
synchronised.
The introduction of HetNet imposes great mobility challenges, also for indoor small
cells. The interested reader is directed to [64], which contains a comprehensive summary
of several state of the art mobility techniques. In this thesis, mobility is not considered.
Thus, after the initial cell association the UE do not cell reselect or handover to a new cell.
1.6 Research Methodology
The complexity and dynamic nature of mobile networks makes purely analytical evaluation
infeasible. Therefore, it is necessary to resort to other scientific methodology means
in order to investigate the mobile network performance. In this PhD thesis, network
performance results are based on a combination of experimental results, theoretical models,
and system-level simulations. Figure 1.7 illustrates the relation between the applied
methodologies. In the following sections, the pros and cons and the applicable scenarios
are discussed for each of the scientific methodologies.
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1.6.1 Experimental Analysis
Measurement campaigns are planned and designed to the extended it is practically feasible
and makes sense. Obvious, it is not practically possible to organise a measurement campaign
including tens of base stations and hundreds or thousands of UEs. The experimental
measurement results are used for analytical model extraction, and the proposed models
are used in the development of system-level simulators. To the extend it is possible, the
experimental results and developed models are compared against existing results and
models in open literature, respectively. This step is crucial in order to build confidence
and reliability in the experimental results, since the accuracy of system-level simulators is
no better than the underlying modelling assumptions. Furthermore, experimental analysis
is important as certain real-life performance issues might not be identified or captured
due to simplifications of the system-level simulation modelling assumptions.
In the development of empirical models, it is paramount to avoid too case-specific
input parameters to the proposed model. The objective is not to develop a model which
perfectly describes a site-specific case, as the usage of such is very limited. Instead, a
generalised model which describes a more generic scenario is preferred, thus, measurements
from several measurement locations are important to satisfy this need.
For the experimental measurements the utilised equipment is either UMTS/HSPA or
WiFi compliant or simply continuous wave signal transmissions. This is primarily due
to availability constraints, and currently UMTS/HSPA and WiFi are the most widely
available. However, model extraction experiments are not necessarily technology specific,
thus, the conclusions can be applicable to other technologies as well.
1.6.2 Monte Carlo Simulations
When measurements are not practically feasible, system-level simulations are the preferred
methodology, in particular Monte Carlo simulations [65]. Monte Carlo simulations relies
on random number generation, and by running simulations repeatedly a distribution of
the desired but unknown entity is obtained. Such a simulation approach is effective for
communication networks where the overall network performance relies on several complex
and inter-dependent processes and models. It is important to obtain enough samples in
order to ensure statistical significant results. Moreover, the samples must be acquired
when the overall network has reached a steady state, i.e. the average number of user in
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the network is constant over a long term scale.
In order to ensure confidence in the system-level simulator tools, the system-level
modelling is based on experimental measurement results. Furthermore, it is ensured
that the utilised simulation tools are properly calibrated before any simulation studies or
feature development are initiated. 3GPP defines a set of simulation scenarios which are
suitable for such calibration purposes. These standard scenarios do not necessarily reflect
realistic network performance, however, they enable comparison and calibration between
simulation results produced by individual parties. Thus, the 3GPP scenarios are ideal
for feature oriented development. Obviously, it is not possible to calibrate the operator
deployed network from Chapter 3 with 3GPP reference scenarios. In this case, the path
loss estimation is based on ray tracing techniques [66] and the ray tracing prediction is
calibrated with experimental measurements.
1.7 Publications and Contributions
During the work of this PhD thesis, several publications have been authored or co-authored.
A chronological list of the published paper:
• N. T. K. Jørgensen, T. Isotalo, K. Pedersen, and P. Mogensen, “Joint Macro and
Femto Field Performance and Interference Measurements,” in Vehicular Technology
Conference (VTC Fall), 2012 IEEE, September 2012, pp. 1–5.
• T. Kolding, P. Ochal, N. T. K. Jørgensen, and K. Pedersen, “QoS Self-Provisioning
and Interference Management for Co-Channel Deployed 3G Femtocells,” Future
Internet, vol. 5, no. 2, pp. 168–189, 2013.
• I. Rodriguez, H. C. Nguyen, N. T. K. Jørgensen, T. B. Sørensen, J. Elling, M. B.
Gentsch, and P. Mogensen, “Path Loss Validation for Urban Micro Cell Scenar-
ios at 3.5 GHz Compared to 1.9 GHz,” in Global Communications Conference
(GLOBECOM), 2013 IEEE, December 2013.
• N. T. K. Jørgensen, I. Rodriguez, J. Elling, and P. Mogensen, “3G Femto or 802.11g
WiFi: Which is the Best Indoor Data Solution Today?” in 2014 IEEE Vehicular
Technology Conference (VTC Fall), September 2014.
• I. Rodriguez, H. C. Nguyen, N. T. K. Jørgensen, T. B. Sørensen, and P. Mogensen,
“Radio Propagation into Modern Buildings: Attenuation Measurements in the Range
from 800 MHz to 18 GHz,” in 2014 IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference (VTC
Fall), September 2014.
Furthermore, a journal paper is accepted for publication in January 2015:
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• B. Soret, K. I. Pedersen, N. T. K. Jørgensen, and V. Fernández-López, “Interference
Coordination for Dense Wireless Networks,” January 2015, accepted for COMMAG
- Special Issue: Recent Advances in Technologies for Extremely Dense Wireless
Networks.
The work in the PhD project has also been used in Nokia Networks (formerly Nokia
Siemens Networks) customer projects. These joint projects are typically collaborations
between Aalborg University, Nokia Networks, and a network operator. The objective is
primarily development of network features or network performance evaluations. During
the project period, bi-weekly or monthly, meetings are arranged with the involved parties,
where the preliminary results are shared and the direction of the project is agreed upon.
The projects are typically concluded with a presentation of the project outcome to a
broader audience in the customer organisation.
Two patent applications have been filled with colleagues from Nokia (former Nokia
Siemens Networks) and Aalborg University. Moreover, a significant time of the PhD project
has been dedicated to simulator development. In this thesis, two proprietary system-level
simulators are used for the simulation type of studies. Beside the implementation work of
the developed features itself, simulation scenario calibration with existing results and bug
fixing also required a considerable amount of time and effort. Finally, a 3GPP technical
document was submitted [67] based on the experimental measurement results.
1.8 Thesis Outline
This thesis consists of seven chapters and eight appendices. In order to ease the thesis
overview for the reader, Figure 1.8 shows the structure of the thesis. The rows show the
methodologies from Section 1.6, and the columns depict the topics of the thesis. The figure
shows how each topic is treated both by means of measurements and simulations, with
the exception of the combined UE and network based ICIC approach. The Experimental
Studies and Simulations Studies naming also covers the analysis and post-processing of
the measurement and simulation results.
• Chapter 2: Experimental Analysis - Several measurement campaigns are performed.
The main objective of the measurement campaigns is verification or development of
simulation models. Measurement campaigns for indoor propagation path loss and
outdoor micro cell propagation characterisation have been performed. A measurement
campaign is carried out, to quantify the DL and UL femto interference towards co-
channel macro UEs and macro cells. Finally, a measurement campaign benchmarking
the performance of the indoor femto and indoor WiFi user experience is performed.
• Chapter 3: Network evolution studies - In order to improve the mobile data network
capacity, several network evolution paths are available. Three candidate solutions -
macro upgrade, outdoor small cell deployment, and indoor small cell deployment -
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are studied for a operator deployed network. Each solution must be able to provide
certain Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) performance to the UEs, thus, the best evolution
path is found by comparing UE performance and TCO.
• Chapter 4: Novel CB-ICIC framework - To improve the DL UE throughput perfor-
mance in dense small cell environments, a CB-ICIC framework is developed. The
proposed framework is characterised by maximising the network capacity subject to
certain GBR. The framework ensures that only carrier changes with a positive net
benefit are carried out.
• Chapter 5: Low complexity load balancing algorithm - To balance the user load
of the small cells, a low complexity load balancing algorithm is proposed. The
algorithm dynamically adjusts the RE value for each small cells according to the
instantaneous load conditions.
• Chapter 6: Combining network and UE based ICIC techniques - ICIC techniques
are not exclusively targeted the network side. Several ICIC techniques are available
at the receiver side, thus, this chapter is dedicated to study the combined effects of
network and UE based techniques. Furthermore, a summary of the ICIC techniques
are presented to give an overview of the most promising solutions.
Chapter 2
Experimental Investigations
In this chapter the findings from the experimental investigations are presented. Some of
the findings are already documented in published papers. Therefore, parts of this chapter
are structured as a summary of the published papers. To ease overview of the experimental
investigations for the reader, Table 2.1 list the experimental investigation and the outcome
objective.
The objective with the experimental investigations is to gain further insight into
relevant small cell deployment considerations. First, a measurement campaign concerning
micro cell propagation characteristics at 3.5 GHz is described in Section 2.1. The objective
is to understand the potential of micro cell deployment as a solution to increasing indoor
coverage and capacity. Furthermore, the measurement results are used for propagation
model extraction. Next, Section 2.2 presents a validation of a indoor propagation model
followed by a co-channel macro and femto interference measurement campaign in Section 2.3.
The objective is to identify critical femto to macro co-channel interference issues. This
is important to investigate based on experiments, as system-level models might be too
simple. Moreover, based on the co-channel macro and femto interference analysis, a self-
provisioning and interference aware femto power control algorithm is developed and verified
in Section 2.4. Finally, an indoor measurement campaign comparing the performance of
High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) femtos and WiFi Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) 802.11g is performed. The objective is to shed light on the pros and
cons of each of the technologies from an end user point of view.
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Table 2.1: Objectives of the experimental investigations.
Experimental Investigations Objective
Outdoor path loss propagation
and outdoor to indoor penetra-
tion loss
Extraction or verification of outdoor propaga-
tion model and building penetration loss.
Indoor path loss propagation Extraction or verification of indoor propaga-
tion model.
Co-channel macro and femto in-
terference
Identification of critical femto to macro inter-
ference issues.
Femto power control algorithm
verification
Verification of fundamental parts of a proposed
femto power control algorithm.
Femto versus WiFi measurement
campaign
Quantification of the end user experience.
2.1 Small Cell Propagation Characteristics at 3.5 GHz
As discussed in Section 1.4, new spectrum at 3.5 GHz is expected to be used for small
cell deployment, potentially both outdoor and indoor. Therefore, the objective of the
measurement campaign is to model the outdoor 3.5 GHz propagation characteristic in a
below roof top small cell environment and compare it to 1.9 GHz propagation. Previously,
3.5G GHz propagation characteristics have been studied for macro cell environments
mainly related to Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) deployment
studies [59, 60]. But below roof top small cell studies at 3.5 GHz have received less
attention.
2.1.1 Measurement Methodology
At the transmitter, two continuous wave signals at 1.9 GHz and 3.5 GHz are combined and
transmitted simultaneously. The transmit antenna is deployed at a typical urban micro cell
environment below roof top. The location is determined with a Global Positioning System
(GPS) receiver. At the receiver side, a network scanner measures the received power at
1.9 GHz and 3.5 GHz. At the same time the measurement position is continuously tracked
using a GPS receiver. Measurement routes are planned in the vicinity of the transmitter,
such that the measurement routes cover both Line of Sight (LOS) and Non Line of Sight
(NLOS) propagation. Furthermore, to measure the building propagation loss, measurement
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route are also planned in indoor environments. When measuring indoor, the exact receiver
position is determined from building blueprints.
2.1.2 Measurement Analysis
For the full measurement result details, the interested reader is referred to [3]. The
following LOS and NLOS path loss models are adopted:
LLOS = OLOS + 10 ·NLOS · log10 (d) [dB] (2.1)
LNLOS = ONLOS + 10 ·NNLOS · log10 (d) [dB] (2.2)
where LLOS is the LOS path loss, LNLOS is the NLOS path loss, OLOS is the LOS
off set coefficient, ONLOS is the NLOS off set coefficient, NLOS is the LOS distance
dependent coefficient, and NNLOS is the NLOS distance dependent coefficient. The O and
N coefficients are found by linear regression, the optimisation constraint is to minimise the
Mean Square Error (MSE). Measurement results are summarised in Table 2.2. For LOS
propagation path loss, the 3.5 GHz carrier frequency increases the path loss roughly 4 dB,
whereas the NLOS path loss is increased with almost 6 dB. In practice, the consequence
is a reduced effective coverage area of the outdoor small cells.
Table 2.2: Outdoor propagation loss measurement results.
1.9 GHz 3.5 GHz ∆ path loss [dB]
O [dB] N [-] O [dB] N [-]
LOS 39.1 2 42.9 2 3.8
NLOS 27.7 4 33.5 4 5.8
Table 2.3 summarises the outdoor to indoor building penetration loss measurement re-
sults. Largest penetration loss is observed for the modern building, due to the construction
materials and techniques. It is also for modern buildings the largest difference in building
penetration loss is measured, on average the building penetration loss is 5 dB larger for
3.5 GHz. For old building types and shops in a pedestrian street, the difference between
1.9 GHz and 3.5 GHz is smaller. Based on these findings, a 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) technical document [67] was submitted, and the proposal of increasing
the building penetration loss for 3.5 GHz was subsequently adopted in the 3GPP small
cell enhancement specification [62].
Furthermore, a measurement campaign focusing specifically on outdoor to indoor
building/material penetration loss was also carried out. The objective is to determine
the frequency dependant penetration loss for several building materials. The frequency
range is from 800 MHz to 18 GHz. The detailed measurement campaign and analysis is
found in [5]. The measurement analysis shows irregular frequency dependency for the
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Table 2.3: Outdoor to indoor building penetration loss measurement results. Values
in dB
1.9 GHz 3.5 GHz ∆
Modern building 17.5 22.5 5.0
Old building 7.2 11.5 4.3
Shops 10.0 13.0 3.0
different materials. However, it is evident that the modern building penetration loss is
approximately 20 dB higher compared to old building penetration loss. This is explained
by the energy efficient construction techniques and the use of energy efficient window
glass. The authors of [22] reach a similar conclusion. The consequence from a mobile
communication point of view is reduced indoor coverage and capacity from outdoor base
stations.
2.2 Indoor Path Loss Investigation
The objective of the indoor propagation investigation is to extract a indoor propagation
loss model or verify existing propagation models. The indoor measurement campaign
was conducted at the Tampere University of Technology campus. Five femto locations
was selected, ranging from a small office (approximately 10 m2) to large open areas. The
building structures differs from old concrete buildings to more modern steel and glass based
buildings. The diverse locations and building structures ensure that the measurement
campaign represent a more generalised indoor environment and not only composed of a
single type of indoor environment. In total, the measurement campaign covers more than
40 indoor locations, resulting in more than half a kilometre of indoor measurement routes.
2.2.1 Measurement Methodology
In order to keep track of the positioning on the indoor measurement route, markers are
placed on the measurement route for every 2 m in offices and for every 5 m in corridors and
large open spaces. In Figure 2.1 a sketch of two measurement routes are illustrated. Based
on the building blueprint, the distances from transmitter to the start of the measurement
route, to the end of the measurement route, and to the markers on the measurement
route are computed. The distance between the transmitter and measurements in between
marker are found by interpolation.
A femto of the type Thomson TG870 was used as transmitter and a Rohde & Schwarz
TSMU network scanner was used to measure the received signal strength, in Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS)/HSPA this is known as Reference Signal
Code Power (RSCP). The accuracy of the measurement device is ±1.5 dB. The femto
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Transmitter Measurement route Measurement marker 
Fig. 2.1: Sketch of two measurement routes in a single measurement location.
carrier frequency is 2.1 GHz (wave length is 0.14 m) and the transmission bandwidth is
5 MHz. The sampling frequency of the network scanner is set to 10 Hz and the walking
speed during the measurements is approximately 1 m per seconds, ergo the measurement
spacing is roughly 0.1 m. The accuracy of the RSCP measurements is ±1.5 dB.
In order to filter out fast fading effect, it is decided to apply spatial filtering. For each
meter of measurement route, the measurement samples are averaged, see Figure 2.2 for an
example. By doing so, the filtered samples are spaced 1 m. It is these filtered samples
which are used to calculate the indoor propagation path loss.
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Fig. 2.2: Spatial averaging applied to all measurement samples.
The indoor propagation path loss in dB (LPath) is computed as:
LPath = PTx − PRx +GTx +GRx − LCable [dB] (2.3)
where PTx is the transmission power, PRx is the received power, GTx is the transmit
antenna gain, GRx is the receive antenna gain, and LCable is the cable loss. In (2.3), PTx
is known and PRx is measured by the network scanner, the rest of the parameters are
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unknown. Therefore, calibration measurements were performed in an anechoic chamber to
determine the unknown parameters.
Some of the measurement are performed during work hours, where it is not ensured
that people do not enter or leave the measurement area. Naturally, this could effect the
measurement accuracy, however, measurements were repeated if significant variations
were observed, e.g. a large group of people enters the room where the measurements are
performed and doors or windows being opened or closed.
2.2.2 Measurement Results and Analysis
In order to evaluate the measurement results, the measurements are compared against
the International Telecommunication Union Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) indoor
prediction model [68]:
LTotal = 20 · log10 (f) +N · log10 (d) + Lf (n)− 28 [dB] (2.4)
where f is the carrier frequency in MHz, N is the distance power loss coefficient, d is the
separation distance in meter (d > 1 m), Lf is the floor penetration loss factor in dB, and
n is the number of floors between transmitter and receiver (n ≥ 1). For all measurements,
the transmitter and receiver is located on the same floor, the carrier frequency is 2.1 GHz
and the measurements are performed in office environment. Then, the constants are
inserted in (2.4) according to the measurement environment [68, Table 2 and 3]:
LTotal = 20 · log10 (2100) + 30 · log10 (d) + 15− 28 [dB]. (2.5)
To ease the comparison of the measurements and the ITU-R prediction model, least square
curve fitting [69] is applied to the measurement results. The utilised fitting model is:
LTotal = 20 · log10 (2100) +NFit · log10 (d) + 15− dfit [dB]. (2.6)
Figure 2.3 presents the measurement results, the curve fitting, and the ITU-R indoor
propagation prediction model. By visual inspection the curve fitting match very well with
the ITU-R prediction model. Close to the transmitter the difference is not visible. At
larger distances the difference is increased. Table 2.4 summarises the ITU-R prediction
model parameters and the curve fitting parameters.
Table 2.4: Comparison of ITU-R prediction model and curving fitting parameters.
N [−] d[dB]
ITU-R model 30 28
Measurements 31.0 27.7
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Fig. 2.3: Indoor propagation measurement results compared to the ITU-R indoor propa-
gation prediction model [68].
The quality of the fit is found by computing the standard deviation of the error. The
standard deviation of the error between measurement samples and the ITU-R model
is 6.3 dB. Considering the measurement equipment accuracy and the shadow fading
component defined by ITU-R for the office environment (10 dB), this is found a good
match.
2.3 Co-channel Macro and Femto Interference Mea-
surements
Co-channel macro and femto deployments have been studied extensively by means of system
level simulations in open literature [34,70]. In contrast, this investigation contributes with
a co-channel macro and femto measurement based analysis. By performing measurements
in a live HSPA network, it is possible to reveal any shortcomings in the system-level model
assumptions. The object of the measurement campaign is to reveal any potential critical
interference issues in a co-channel macro and Closed Subscriber Group (CSG) femto
deployment. The focus is on the potential degradation of the macro performance. More
users are served by the macro cells and it is important that the performance of the macro
users are not compromised by interference from a single or few femto cell deployments.
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The Downlink (DL) Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are macro CPICH EcI01 and
macro throughput. For Uplink (UL) direction, the KPI is noise rise at the nearest macro
base station. Finally, all results and conclusions are documented in [1]. A reprint of this
paper is found in Appendix A. However, this section contains a summary of the most
important results and conclusions.
2.3.1 Measurement Methodology
The measurement methodology for the DL investigation is similar to the procedure
described in Section 2.2.1. A HSPA Universal Serial Bus (USB) data card2 is used as
measurement device. All measurements are performed during off-hours which means the
test network is empty, thus, by using multiple HSPA USB data cards, it is possible to
control the interference during the measurements. Figure 2.4 illustrates the macro cell
edge measurement environment. The blue × marks the femto access point location and
the dashed red line depicts the outdoor measurement route. The black line corresponds to
the outer building wall and the grey lines illustrates the inner walls. Only the window in
the femto office is depicted in the figure.
X 
Start End Building – Top view 
13 m x 25 m 
Fig. 2.4: Example of an measurement location. X marks the femto location, and the
dashed red line denotes the measurement route.
In order to measure the femto effect on macro DL performance, four different DL
measurements are performed. The four measurements cases are defined as:
1Common Pilot Channel (CPICH) Energy per chip over total received power (ECI0)
2Sierra Wireless AirCard USB 309
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1. Measure macro CPICH RSCP and macro CPICH ECI03 when femto is switched
OFF.
2. Measure macro CPICH RSCP and macro CPICH ECI0 when femto is fully loaded.
3. Measure macro High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) throughput, CPICH
RSCP and macro CPICH ECI0 when femto is switched OFF.
4. Measure macro HSDPA throughput, CPICH RSCP and macro CPICH ECI0 when
femto is fully loaded.
For the UL measurements, the measurement User Equipment (UE) connects to the indoor
femto, and starts a High Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA) transmission. During
the data transmission, the measurement UE is moved away from the femto access point.
This continues until the UE loses the connection towards the femto cell. Noise rise at the
nearest macro base station is the main KPI. From [26, page 179] the definition of noise
rise (NR) is:
NR = ITotal −NT (2.7)
where ITotal is the total received wideband power and NT is the noise power. Thus, during
the measurement timespan the macro Radio Network Controller (RNC) logs the required
information.
2.3.2 DL Measurement Analysis
Figure 2.5 depicts the macro and femto RSCP, the macro ECI0, and the macro Medium
Access Control (MAC) throughput, respectively. The location is macro cell edge, as this is
the location where the most severe macro performance degradations are recorded. Below
the main DL measurement observations are listed.
• Macro RSCP ranges from -90 dBm to -80 dBm, the femto RSCP varies from -95 dBm
to -70 dBm. Femto RSCP peaks when measuring just outside the window.
• Without the presence of femto interference, the macro ECI0 is approximate -5 dB
on the entire measurement route.
• A fully loaded femto causes the macro ECI0 to drop to -10 dB just outside the room
where the femto is deployed. The macro ECI0 remains unchanged on the remainder
of the route.
3It is noted that the term ECI0 includes both interference power and noise power, which is also known
as ECN0.
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(b) Femto interference impact on macro ECI0.
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(c) Femto interference impact on macro MAC throughput.
Fig. 2.5: Macro performance degradation due to femto deployment. Measurement location
is macro cell edge.
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• The macro throughput is degraded when measuring outside the femto room. The
throughput drops from 6 Mbps to 3 Mbps. Unaffected on the remainder of the
measurement route.
• No outdoor macro coverage holes are detected.
Measurements also showed that a femto which is not serving any users do not cause any
macro throughput degradations despite the transmission of CPICH and other mandatory
control channels. For sake of simplicity the results are not shown.
If no degradation of macro throughput performance is allowed or a macro user enters
the building where the femto is deployed, a potential solution is to deploy a femto-free
macro carrier, which is studied in [34]. This solution is also tested, and measurement results
confirmed that this is a feasible solution to eliminate the macro throughput degradations
caused by femto interference.
2.3.3 UL Measurement Analysis
Figure 2.6 illustrates the UL interference at the macro base station during a measurement
at macro cell centre. From the figure, the thermal noise floor is -105.6 dBm, which is
observed at the beginning and the end of the measurements. During the measurement, the
UL interference peaks at -99.6 dBm. From (2.7) the maximum noise rise is then 6.0 dB.
During all the UL measurements, the measured noise rise was in the range from 3 dB to
6 dB.
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Fig. 2.6: Macro noise rise caused by femto UE. Measurements are performed at macro
cell centre.
In network planning, maximum allowed noise rise is an important design parameter
when calculating link budgets. Typically, the maximum allowed noise rise is 3 dB [26].
Therefore, an experienced noise rise of 6 dB is clearly too high. In practice, the consequence
is a reduced macro coverage area and potentially leave macro cell edge UEs without macro
coverage. Potential solutions to reduce the noise rise at the macro cell is to reduce the
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femto coverage area (reduce the femto CPICH power) or apply UE power capping. Both
solutions are tested, and solves the noise rise problem. However, the downside to both
these measures are a reduced femto coverage footprint. Measurements show a femto
coverage radius less than 5 m is not uncommon. Thus, co-channel CSG femto and macro
deployment at macro cell centre is less attractive due to the relative small femto coverage
footprint.
2.4 QoS Aware Femto Power Control Algorithm
Manually configuring the femto power control is time consuming and cumbersome. Al-
ternatively, some global and conservative femto power policies could be applied. This
would protect the macro performance but at the same time reduce the femto performance
gain. Therefore, a autonomous power control algorithm is proposed in [2]. This section
summaries the most notable results of [2]. Moreover, a reprint of the paper is found in
Appendix B.
2.4.1 Design Objectives and Concept
The overall design objective is summarised in Figure 2.7 for a simple example with co-
channel deployment of macro and femto cells, each serving one user. The objective is to
adjust the femto transmit powers of CPICH and High Speed Downlink Shared Channel
(HSDSCH), as well as power capping of the femto UE maximum transmit power, subject
to the desired design criteria. The assumed design criteria are the following:
1. The femto cell coverage area shall correspond to the residence of the end-user.
2. Femto UEs shall be offered a Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) in downlink and uplink
in the entire residence of the end-user. The GBRs are planning parameters.
3. The generated uplink noise rise at the nearest macro cell from each femto UE must
be limited to NRFUE. NRFUE is a planning parameter that depends on the femto
density and the expected oﬄoad effect (for instance NRFUE divided by maximum
number of simultaneously active femto cells per macro cell area).
4. After fulfilling the above requirements, the generated femto interference towards the
macro UEs shall be minimised (save power, improve macro performance).
Summary of Power Control Algorithm
This section gives a short summary of the proposed power control algorithm. For the full
details, the interested reader is directed to the paper reprint in Appendix B.
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Fig. 2.7: Overview of system model and design objectives.
• The first step in the power control algorithm, is to configure the CPICH power of
the femto. This is based on the desired coverage area and the macro signal power
measured at the femto utilising Network Listening Mode (NLM) capabilities. The
stronger the macro RSCP the higher femto CPICH power. After setting the CPICH
power, the femto UE power capping is computed. Here, two aspects are important;
first the UE is not allowed to cause a noise rise at the nearest macro exceeding
the noise rise constraint. Secondly, the femto UE must be allowed a maximum
transmission power which is high enough to overcome the worst case UL interference
while being able to send data according to the GBR. If it is not possible to combine
both requirements, the femto cell coverage is reduced, and computations start over.
• Next step is to compute the power allocated to HSDSCH. Often the power ratio
between HSDSCH and CPICH is fixed, e.g. the CPICH power is typically 10% of
the maximum transmission power. A flexible power ratio enables tailored power
configurations to the given environment. The HSDSCH is configured such that the
femto UE data rate at femto cell edge equals the GBR. Finally, it is ensured that
the hardware limited output power of the femto is not exceeded. If it is exceeded,
the femto coverage area is reduced and all computations start over.
2.4.2 Concept Verification by Simulation and Measurements
In order to verify the core functionalities of the proposed Quality of Service Self Provisioning
and Interference Management (QoS-SP-IM) concept, a measurement campaign is carried
out. Verifying the full concept requires extensive measuring trials across a large region.
Therefore, the measurement campaign focuses on the prediction of femto coverage area
and estimation of uplink noise rise contribution from femto UEs. In order to cover the
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extremes in terms femto coverage estimation and noise rise estimation, macro and femto
co-channel measurements are performed at macro cell edge and macro cell centre.
A key element for verification is the ability to predict the femto cell coverage area
accurately as a function of the pilot and data power ratios. The CPICH power of the femto
cell is set to -10 dBm. Next, the femto indoor coverage is measured at four femto locations
with very different macro interference levels. The measurement UE is placed close to
the femto and connected to the femto. The femto coverage is measured by walking away
from the femto while the UE is kept in connected mode. The distance is measured to the
location where the measurement UE lose femto coverage or hands over to the surrounding
macro cell. The measurement results are presented in Figure 2.8a. A descent match is
obtained, however, it is noted that when the femto is located close to the macro base
station, the simulator underestimates the femto coverage compared to the measurement
results. Nevertheless, considering the shadowing effects measured in similar environment
in Section 2.2, the simulator is considered calibrated.
Next, it is verified whether uplink noise rise from femto UEs is effectively predicted by
the algorithm. The uplink noise rise caused by a single femto UE is measured at macro cell
edge and macro cell centre. A simulation scenario which corresponds to the measurement
environment is configured, and the outcome is presented in Figure 2.8b. It is evident that
the difference between the simulated result and the measurement result is insignificant.
Further noise rise statistics from the simulations are presented in the paper reprint in
Appendix B.
2.4.3 Performance Results
The presented simulation results are for the 3GPP dual stripe model [71]. Two reference
power control algorithms are included in the study. First, no power control, which means
that all femto cell transmit with 15 dBm, denoted NOPC in the figures. Second, an
adaptive solution which has been adopted for 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) femto
cells is also included [72], this is denoted 3GPP in the results. For the proposed QoS-SP-
IM concept, two GBRs in DL are simulated: 256 kbps and 1 Mbps, denoted QoS-SP-IM
(256 kbps) and QoS-SP-IM (1 Mbps), respectively.
In Figure 2.9a the macro UE throughput performance in DL is plotted. This figure
exhibits the protection of macro performance properties of the proposed algorithm. With
NOPC, 10% of the macro UEs are without service, due to strong femto interference. The
3GPP power control improves the macro performance significantly over NOPC, by reducing
the femto transmission power for some femto cells. The performance of the proposed
algorithm and a GBR of 1 Mbps is similar to the 3GPP performance. However, best
macro 5%-ile UE throughput performance is obtained with the proposed algorithm and a
GBR of 256 kbps. E.g. the 5%-ile UE throughput is 0 Mbps, 0.8 Mbps, and 1.2 Mbps for
NOPC, 3GPP approach, and proposed algorithm and a GBR of 256 kbps, respectively.
This clearly demonstrate the advantage of reducing the HSDSCH power according to the
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(b) Verification of simulated noise rise.
Fig. 2.8: Simulation and measurement verification.
environment.
Figure 2.9b presents the DL throughput performance for femto UEs. Here the results
are opposite compared to the macro UE throughput performance. The reason for this, is
that the proposed framework reduces the femto power, such that no more than the GBR
is provided at femto cell edge. It is noteworthy, that the GBR is fulfilled for at least 95%
of the femto UEs by using the proposed power control, however, the average femto user
throughput is significant higher than GBR.
Considering both Figure 2.9a and Figure 2.9b, it is concluded that the proposed power
control algorithm is capable of protecting the macro DL performance, and at the same
time provide the GBR to the femto UEs. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm allows for
easy configurable femto performance. However, this is involves a trade off between macro
and femto performance.
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(b) Femto UE throughput in DL for the dense femto sce-
nario.
Fig. 2.9: Macro and femto UE throughput performance in dense scenario.
2.4.4 Summary
A self-provisioning power control algorithm for UMTS/HSPA femto cells is proposed.
Femto UEs are guaranteed the agreed Quality of Service (QoS) performance (or better)
without compromising the macro UE performance. Femto NLM measurements are used
for femto power configuration, this ensures that the femto interference towards the macro
cells is minimised. Moreover, a flexible CPICH power to total power ratio assures that the
femto coverage is effectively limited to the residence of the end user. Equally important,
the proposed power control concept is designed such that the configuration is limited to
three intuitive input parameters; DL and UL GBR and femto coverage area in square
metres.
Dense femto deployment simulation results show that the proposed power control
algorithm effectively eliminates the macro outage in the network. Moreover, at least
95% of the femto UEs are provided with the promised GBR or more. Similar results are
obtained for a suburban deployment scenario, thus, the proposed QoS-SP-IM concept
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proves versatile and robust against the deployment scenario. In this work the focus is on
the most challenging scenario; co-channel macro and femto deployment and CSG. However,
the proposed power control algorithm is also applicable in dedicated femto deployment and
for Open Subscriber Group (OSG) femto cells. Finally, pivotal elements of the algorithm,
such as noise rise estimation and femto coverage area prediction capabilities, are calibrated
with measurements which provide confidence in the simulations results.
2.5 Femto or WiFi as Indoor Data Solution?
The objective of the study is to determine the preferred indoor data solution based on
the defined end user KPIs. All finding and conclusions are found in Appendix C which
contains a reprint of [4]. This section contains a summary of the most notable results
and conclusions. In open literature, it is possible to find a vast number of studies related
to femto or WiFi performance. Typically, such studies focus on KPIs individually or a
single KPI only [73–76]. This study contributes with a study involving multiple end user
KPIs, and more importantly, the interdependency between such KPIs. The three end user
KPIs investigated in this study are: throughput, latency, and UE power consumption. To
ensure realistic performance, this study investigates the femto and WiFi KPIs by means
of measurements.
2.5.1 Measurement Methodology
The throughput measurements are performed in office environment and in apartment
environment. The femto or WiFi access point is deployed in a room in the office complex
or the apartment and measurements are performed in all nearby rooms with coverage.
In each room, the DL and UL throughput is measured. During the measurements, the
measurement UE is moved around at walking speed.
Latency is measured as the Round Trip Time (RTT) between the measurement phone
and a destination server by utilising the ping command. Two ping intervals are defined; 2
seconds and 10 seconds. It is noteworthy, that potential Radio Resource Control (RRC)
set up time is included in the latency measure.
The UE power consumption is performed by powering the measurement UE with a
power meter which logs the power consumption every 1 ms. For the study, realistic usage
patterns are investigated, five test cases are defined:
• Idle and screen OFF
• Idle and screen ON
• Web browse, 15 second web page load interval
• Web browse, 45 second web page load interval
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• File Transfer Protocol (FTP) file download
It is important to note that during all WiFi test cases the cellular modem is in idle mode,
this way cellular voice calls are available via the macro network. In the web browse test
cases, 10 different web pages [77] are loaded with intervals of either 15 seconds and 45
seconds.
For all the measurements, identical test procedures are ensured as no user inputs are
required during the measurements. Moreover, all measurements are performed with the
same measurement phone.
2.5.2 Measurement Equipment and Configuration
The measurement phone used in all the measurements is Samsung Galaxy S III with
pre-installed measurement software. For the power consumption measurement, a DC power
analyser4 is utilised. During all femto measurements, the UTRA Absolute Radio Frequency
Channel Number (UARFCN) is 10788 which is also used by as macro carrier. Consequently,
all measurements are performed outside office hours or during the night in order to reduce
the interference from surrounding users. Further details on the configuration are found in
Table 2.5. Since it is not possible to acquire any HSPA Release 7/8 femtos or LTE femtos,
it is decided it is not a fair comparison if a IEEE 802.11n/ac WiFi access point is used.
Therefore, the IEEE 802.11g WiFi access point is used instead.
Table 2.5: Femto and WiFi capability and configuration.
Femto WiFi
Carrier frequency 2 GHz (UARFCN 10788) 2.4 GHz (ISM band)
Bandwidth 5 MHz 20 MHz
Transmission power +24 dBm +16 dBm
Version HSPA Release 6 IEEE 802.11g
Peak DL data rate 14.4 Mbps 54 Mbps
Peak UL data rate 1.45 Mbps 54 Mbps
DL Modulation Up to 16 QAM Up to 64 QAM
UL Modulation Up to QPSK Up to 64 QAM
2.5.3 Result Analysis
Table 2.6 summaries the spectral efficiency results. The DL spectral efficiency is roughly
0.5 bps per Hz for femto and WiFi at home. WiFi at office location reaches a spectral
efficiency of 1.5 bps per Hz. The reason for the increased WiFi performance at the office
4Agilent N6705B using Option N6781a
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location is a very limited number of interfering WiFi networks, as only single a coordinated
WiFi network is deployed. On the contrary, at the home location WiFi networks are
available per apartment basis resulting in approximately 10 interfering WiFi networks. In
UL direction, the trends are similar. Though, the femto UL modulation limits the femto
performance. And at home location, the backhaul limits the WiFi performance in UL.
Table 2.6: Spectral efficiency measurement results. Values in bps per Hz.
Femto WiFi
DL - Office 0.43 1.53
DL - Home 0.46 0.50
UL - Office 0.06 1.24
UL - Home 0.13 0.245
Table 2.7 presents the latency measurement results. With a ping interval of 2 seconds,
the femto latency is up to 5x larger than the WiFi latency, yet, the values are still within
the user expectations [78, 79]. If the ping interval is increased to 10 seconds, the WiFi
latency remains unchanged. The reason is the contention based medium access method
of WiFi. On the contrary, the femto latency is increased significantly, up to more than 3
seconds. From the measurement phone, it is evident that in between the pings, the RRC
connection is released. Thus, before sending the next ping, the phone needs to re-establish
the RRC connection. This requires intensive signalling between phone and network. In
fact, more than 30 control messages need to be communicated [80].
Table 2.7: Latency measurement results.
Femto WiFi
2 s ping - Office 99 ms 44 ms
2 s ping - Home 112 ms 23 ms
10 s ping - Office 3.1 s 50 ms
10 s ping - Home 3.3 s 26 ms
In Table 2.8 the power measurement results are summarised. From the table a clear
trend is revealed; in idle mode the femto technology shows the lowest UE power consump-
tion, while WiFi performs best when data is transmitted or received. The web browse
tests show that the WiFi power consumption is considerably lower than the femto power.
The measurement results show that the UE returns much faster to the idle mode power
level when connected to WiFi compared to femto. When connected to the femto, the UE
is kept in CELL_DCH state despite the web page is already fully loaded. The web browse
5This measurement limited by the backhaul performance.
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with loading interval of 15 seconds show the highest power consumptions, since the time
the UE spends in idle mode is shorter compared to the 45 second load interval.
WiFi also outperforms femto when it comes to the Energy Efficiency (EE) [4, Equa-
tion (1)] of a FTP file download. This is explained by the wider transmission bandwidth of
WiFi. It is more efficient to transmit with higher throughput for short time than transmit
with low throughput for longer time. Similar power results are reported in [81]. Moreover,
in [4], results for dual-cell HSDPA are also included which confirms this observation.
Table 2.8: Power measurement results. Best results are in bold.
Femto WiFi
Power - Idle, screen OFF 77 mW 94 mW
Power - Idle, screen ON 0.8 W 0.9 W
Power, Web browse 15 s 2.0 W 1.3 W
Power, Web browse 45 s 1.8 W 1.2 W
EE, FTP Download 139 kbit/J 1236 kbit/J
2.5.4 Summary
Measurement results showed that the DL spectral efficiency is very similar for femto
and WiFi. The only exception is when WiFi is subject to no or very minor interference,
in such cases the spectral efficiency of the WiFi is ~3x larger than the femto. In UL
direction, the trends are the same, however, the femto performance is limited by QPSK
modulation. Later releases of HSPA introduces features which improve the DL and UL
spectral efficiency.
More severe are the femto latency and femto UE power consumption. For femto UEs
these KPIs can not be optimised individually, as they depend on the RRC configuration.
High femto latency indicates that the RRC release timer should be increased, such that
less signalling is required when the phone needs to transmit data. On the contrary, the
web browse power measurements suggest that RRC release timer should be decreased as
the femto UE is kept in CELL_DCH mode for excessive amount of time. Therefore, it
is impossible to find a trade off which ensures comparable femto latency and UE power
consumption performance; it is one or the other. Consequently, WiFi offers the best indoor
data capacity package.
Nevertheless, recent HSPA releases have introduced a vast amount of improvements [82,
see Figure 17.20], e.g. dual cell support, higher modulation, and continuous packet
connectivity. Measurements from a HSPA Release 8 macro network in Appendix C, also
reveals improved data rates, reduced latency and reduced UE power consumption. Using
the measured macro latency as a performance indicator for a Release 8 femto cell, the
femto latency is still significantly higher than the WiFi latency, though.
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LTE femto cells are expected to further reduce the latency due to flatter system
architecture and simpler RRC state design [83]. In addition, enhanced power saving
features such as discontinues reception and discontinuous transmission enables flexible
power configurations. E.g. in [84] the authors report power savings up to 95% and less
than 20% throughput performance loss, when utilising the enhanced power saving features
such as discontinues reception. As a result, the performance of LTE femto cells could
potentially close the WiFi performance gap, however, it is important to realise that the
WiFi technology also evolve. E.g. new transmission spectrum allows for wider transmission
bandwidth and increase the end user throughput performance. Further measurement
campaigns are required in order to quantify the performance increase of the femto and
WiFi evolution and conclude on the outcome.
As a final comment, it is noted that femto cells natively offers cellular voice calls. This
could prove a significant advantage if an end user is without macro coverage. In such cases
femto cells are the best alternative.
2.6 Conclusion and Discussion
An indoor femto propagation measurement campaign was conducted to investigate typical
indoor office environment. A comparison with the ITU-R indoor propagation model shows
a good fit. The standard deviation of the error between measurements and the predictions
by the ITU-R model is in the order of 6 dB. Such measurement results are valuable in
order to calibrate and verify system level simulators as it enhances the confidence of the
simulators.
Apart from the indoor propagation validation, also an outdoor micro cellular prop-
agation campaign was performed. The objective was to model the outdoor micro cell
propagation at different frequencies. A model for 1.9 GHz and 3.5 GHz was proposed
in [3]. Results showed that outdoor micro cellular deployment at 3.5 GHz is less attractive,
as additional propagation and building penetration losses of up to 10 dB is not unlikely
compared to 1.9 GHz.
Co-channel macro and CSG femto interference measurements were performed with
the objective to identify potential indoor femto deployment showstoppers. Results show
that the indoor to outdoor femto interference is rather limited in DL and indoor femto
deployment does not compromise outdoor macro coverage and performance. Indoor macro
coverage holes are inevitable though. Thus, a femto free macro carrier is required for
guaranteeing indoor macro coverage. In UL however, femto deployments close to the
macro cell centre result in increased noise rise at the macro. Simple UE power capping or
reduction of the femto coverage area eliminate this risk with reduced femto coverage area
as a consequence.
Furthermore, measurement results and conclusions from the co-channel macro and
femto trial were used for development and verification of a QoS aware femto power control
algorithm. The design criteria of the algorithm, are to deliver promised QoS in the
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residence of the end user while minimising the interference towards the macro layer. This
is achieved by exploiting NLM features of the femto cell. The developed power control
framework outperforms femto power control methods defined by 3GPP in terms of reducing
the macro outage and femto power saving.
Finally, a femto measurement trial is performed which focuses on the end user experi-
ence using femto and WiFi indoor data solutions. Both technologies perform similar in
terms of spectral efficiency. The real differentiator is latency and UE power consumption.
In both disciplines, WiFi outperforms the femto technology. Measurements show that it is
impossible to minimise femto latency without increasing the UE power consumption and
vice versa. It is only possible to configure the femto such that it is competitive with WiFi
in either latency or UE power consumption. The femto technology is HSPA Release 6 and
HSPA Release 7/8 or LTE would improve the femto performance. The same is true for
WiFi, the tested version is IEEE 802.11g, which has since been succeeded by .11n and
.11ac. Therefore, new measurements are required to quantify the performance increase
introduced in later versions.
Chapter 3
Network Evolution Analysis
The exponential mobile data traffic growth witnessed the recent years forces the network
operators to upgrade their networks. However, it is less obvious how to upgrade the network
in practice. Several upgrade options are possible, ranging from macro densification to
deployment of small cells, see Section 1.2. Alternatively, it could also involve a technology
upgrade, e.g. upgrade all existing High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) sites to Long Term
Evolution (LTE) sites etc.
Ideally, the preferred option is the cheapest that performs according to the performance
requirements. However, scalability and future-proofing are examples of properties which
should not be neglected. It is not sufficient to upgrade the network today, and think it is
all good in the future. Consequently, choosing the ideal short-sighted solution might turn
out to be less than optimal in the long-term perspective. Thus, it must be ensured that
the decision taken today, is part of the long-term strategy.
In this chapter, three network upgrade solutions are investigated. The objective is to
determine the best solution in terms of network performance and Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO) for future traffic volumes. The optimal solution in urban environment is most likely
not the preferred solution in a rural environment. Therefore, the network analysis focuses
on the urban scenario. This scenario is selected as it is the most challenging in terms of
traffic density. The applied network layout is site-specific, however, the findings can be
applied to urban areas with similar network and environment characteristics.
3.1 Prior Art
In [85] the performance of relay nodes in a suburban area is investigated. The relay node
deployment is coverage driven. It is shown that the deployment of the outdoor relay nodes
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eliminates the coverage problems in the network. Furthermore, the deployments of relay
nodes also provides gain in average User Equipment (UE) throughput, in the range from
20% to 55%.
Other network evolution studies focus on the available spectrum utilisation. In [86] the
authors conclude that the spectrum is utilised optimally if a dedicated small cell carrier
is available. Furthermore, it is shown that a hybrid solution of outdoor pico deployment
and indoor femto deployment achieves a good trade off in user performance and small cell
density. An indoor network evolution study is presented in [87]. The authors compare
the performance of indoor 3rd Generation (3G) HSPA femto cells versus indoor 802.11g
WiFi access points. It is concluded that the WiFi deployment is superior, both in terms
of network outage and user throughput performance.
Another important parameter, which were not discussed in the previously quoted
network evolution studies, is the TCO. This topic has been treated in studies such
as [29,31]. Common for the conclusions in those is that indoor small cell deployment is the
preferred solution in terms of performance and TCO trade off. However, the conclusion is
sensitive to the network topology. The network layouts used in [29,31] are not based on
realistic network, hence, it is uncertain how accurate the TCO describes realistic networks.
In this chapter, a realistic network evolution study utilising an operator deployed
network is presented. The focus is on small cell deployment. In addition to the network
performance, the TCO of the available options is evaluated. Based on the network outage
performance and the corresponding TCO, it is possible to conclude on the recommended
deployment strategy for future mobile data traffic volumes.
3.2 Network Topology and Traffic Distribution
For the network evolution analysis, an urban area of an European metropolitan area is
chosen. All macro cell locations, antenna heights, antenna tilts, and antenna bearings
are gathered from an operator deployed Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS)/HSPA network within the area. The area under investigation is approximately
1.2 km2 and consists of four 3-sector macro sites with a macro Inter-Site Distance (ISD)
in the range of 300 meter to 400 meter. This is considered the reference network. In order
to achieve realistic Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) distributions within the
investigated area, all surrounding macro sites are considered fully loaded, meaning that
they cause interference towards the area of interest.
Apart from the realistic cellular network layout, a digital map of the area is acquired.
From the map, building layouts and building heights are available. This enables ray tracing
path loss prediction, in particular the dominant path loss model is applied [66]. Only
the outdoor path loss is predicted using ray tracing. For indoor path loss, the empirical
International Telecommunication Union Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) indoor path
loss model is applied, this is the model which was verified in Section 2.2. If the base station
is outdoor and the UE is indoor, or vice versa, an additional building penetration loss is
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applied. The building penetration loss is assumed to equal 20 dB. The UE Downlink (DL)
SINR is calculated as the serving Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) over the total
interference plus noise. The total interference includes the signal from macro sites outside
the simulation area and the loaded base stations inside the simulation area. No fast fading
effects are applied. Moreover, the effects of multi user scheduling, Hybrid Automatic
Repeat Request (HARQ), link adaptation, and other Radio Resource Management (RRM)
processes are captured by the applied SINR to throughput mapping curves. Users are
associated with the cell with highest RSRP + cell Range Extension (RE).
It is necessary to dimension the network with respect to the busy hour traffic volume.
Therefore, spatial traffic volume distributions from busy hour are used for the UE traffic
generation. Within the area of interest, a single traffic hotspot exists, located at a
transportation hub. The total traffic volume1 in the area is approximately split 80% -
20% between indoor and outdoor. Figure 3.1 illustrates the spatial traffic density and
the macro sector positions. Moreover, the traffic hotspot is clearly visible in the area
(red coloured area). From the figure, it is also possible to distinguish the building layout
and the road system. In multiple-floor buildings, the traffic is assumed to be uniformly
distributed among the floors.
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Fig. 3.1: Spatial traffic density. The black lines denote the direction of the macro sectors,
and the colours denote the traffic volume. Red colour indicates high UE traffic density.
Within the area of interest, the indoor floors cover approximately 930000 m2. E.g.
if the ground floor of a three floor building is 200 m2, this building contributes with
600 m2 of the total indoor square metres. Assuming an average apartment size of 100 m2,
1Traffic volume is the amount of data generated by all users in the area of interest.
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the total number of apartments within the area of interest is 9300, or equivalent 8000
apartments per km2. Later in the chapter, the value is used for evaluating the indoor
small cell penetration rate.
3.2.1 Traffic Growth Scenarios
The current traffic volume is denoted Reference. However, three additionally traffic
volumes are defined; Low, Medium, and High. These three scenarios cover short-term and
long-term traffic growth expectations, but no year is associated with the traffic growth
scenarios. It is assumed that the traffic growth factor is the same within the area, i.e. the
traffic growth factor in the hotspot equals the traffic growth factor outside the hotspot.
Apart from the increasing traffic volumes, the end user expectations regarding data rates
are also increasing. Table 3.1 lists data rate requirements for each of the traffic growth
scenarios. Consequently, a network evolution step is only valid, if the network provides
the Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) to at least 95% of the UEs. The percentage of the UEs
which are not served with at least GBR is referred to as the network outage. In other
words, the network outage must be below 5% for a network evolution step to be valid.
The network evolution study is DL driven. Thus, after deploying the necessary base
stations to carry the DL traffic, the Uplink (UL) throughput performance is compared
with the UL GBR to verify that the agreed Quality of Service (QoS) is fulfilled. The
UL:DL traffic ratio is 1:4.
Table 3.1: Traffic growth scenarios and the corresponding GBRs.
Traffic Growth Scenario Reference Low Medium High
Traffic Volume x12 x4 x50 x100
DL GBR 2 Mbps 4 Mbps 4 Mbps 10 Mbps
UL GBR 0.5 Mbps 1 Mbps 1 Mbps 2.5 Mbps
3.3 Network Evolution Options
The utilised network layout is based on data from an operator deployed UMTS/HSPA
network. It is assumes that all existing macro sites are upgraded to LTE. Therefore, the
reference network is a Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) LTE Release 8/9 network with a
carrier frequency of 800 MHz and 10 MHz of FDD DL transmission bandwidth. This is
the starting point in the evolution study. Beside the 10 MHz at 800 MHz, two additional
chunks of FDD DL spectrum are available; 20 MHz at 2.6 GHz and 20 MHz at 3.5 GHz.
The 3.5 GHz band is restricted to outdoor pico or indoor femto use.
2Corresponds to the traffic volume in 2011.
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The available base station technologies are limited to: macro base stations, outdoor
pico base stations, and indoor femto access points. Table 3.2 lists the properties of each of
these technologies.
Table 3.2: Summary of the base station characteristics.
Macro Pico Femto
Location Outdoor Outdoor Indoor
Tx power per 20 MHz 46 dBm 30 dBm 20 dBm
Tx bandwidth (DL) Up to 2× 20 MHz 1× 20 MHz 1× 20 MHz
Frequency bands 800 MHz and/or2.6 GHz
2.6 GHz or
3.5 GHz
2.6 GHz or
3.5 GHz
Antenna configuration 2× 2 2× 2 2× 2
Antenna Pattern According to [71] Omni-directionalv-beam = 90◦ Isotropic
Antenna tilt Coverage optimised No tilt No tilt
Transmission scheme SU-MIMO SU-MIMO SU-MIMO
Deployment Strategy Operator deployed Outage driven
Outage driven or
random with
ISD = 25 meter
Access type Open access Open access Open access
Range Extension 0 dB 3 dB 3 dB
Almost Blank Subframes 2/8 - -
3.3.1 Macro Upgrade
Densification of the existing macro network is not considered an valid evolution option is
this area. Thus, allocating additional spectrum is the only available option to improve the
macro network performance. Consequently, in addition to the existing 800 MHz carrier
an macro carrier at 2600 MHz is deployed at all macro sites. It is noted that Carrier
Aggregation (CA) is not assumed, meaning a UE can only be scheduled on either of the
macro carriers. Macro carrier load balancing is applied according to [88, Section 3.4.3]. In
the remainder of this chapter the macro evolution option is denoted:
D1: Macro Dual Carrier (DC)
3.3.2 Outdoor Small Cell Deployment
In the reference scenario, no outdoor pico cells are present, therefore the location of the
outdoor pico cells must be determined. The outdoor pico deployment is outage driven,
such that a pico cell is deployed at the location where the network outage is reduced the
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most. A more detailed description of the outdoor pico deployment process is available
in [85, 89]. The only constraint is that the pico cells should not be deployed in the middle
of a road, as this is not a practical feasible. If the outcome of the deployment algorithm is
on a road or similar, the pico cell is manually moved to a nearby building or lamppost.
The pico antenna height is 5 meter.
Next step is to compute the propagation path loss. Since the pico cells are located
outdoor, ray tracing techniques are used to predict the outdoor path loss, similar to the
macro cell path loss.
In terms of frequency bands, two options are considered. The pico cells can be deployed
co-channel with the macro cells on the 2.6 GHz carrier, or on a dedicated pico carrier (the
3.5 GHz carrier). The first option is referred to as In-Band (IB), and the second option is
referred to as Out-Band (OB). Since the pico cells is an addition to the macro network,
the two pico evolution options are denoted:
D2: Macro Dual Carrier + In-Band Picos
D3: Macro Dual Carrier + Out-Band Picos
3.3.3 Indoor Small Cell Deployment
Generally, small cells can be deployed in all indoor areas, on all floors. However, in this
study two deployment methods are considered; coordinated and uncoordinated. In a
coordinated deployment scenario, the indoor small cell deployment is outage driven, similar
to the outdoor pico cells. More information on the deployment algorithm in [85,89,90].
For uncoordinated indoor small cell deployment, indoor small cells are deployed randomly
according to a uniform spatial distribution in the buildings. The only constraint is a
minimum small cell ISD of 25 meter, which is applied in the horizontal plane. In multi
floor buildings, two small cell are allowed to be deployed closer than the minimum small
cell ISD if they are located on different floors. For coordinated deployment, determining
the ISD is part of the planning process. Due to the vast amount of indoor small cells, path
loss prediction using ray tracing techniques are not feasible; path loss prediction according
to [71] is applied.
Similar to the outdoor pico deployment, two carrier configurations are considered; IB
and OB. Consequently, four small cell deployment scenarios are available:
D4: Macro Dual Carrier + In-Band Picos + Coordinated In-Band Small Cells
D5: Macro Dual Carrier + In-Band Picos + Uncoordinated In-Band Small Cells
D6: Macro Dual Carrier + In-Band Picos + Coordinated Out-Band Small Cells
D7: Macro Dual Carrier + In-Band Picos + Uncoordinated Out-Band Small Cells
In total, the performance of seven deployment options are compared in Section 3.6.
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3.4 TCO Assumptions
The TCO analysis includes Operational Expenditure (OPEX), Capital Expenditure
(CAPEX), and Implementation Expenditure (IMPEX) and assumes a three year OPEX
period. CAPEX is basically the cost of the used equipment and is a one-time expense. On
the other hand, OPEX is an ongoing expense, which relates to the maintenance, electricity,
and site rental. Finally, IMPEX is the expense of planning the deployment and the actual
deployment of the base stations. This also include the backhaul deployment expenses.
Table 3.3 contains the TCO assumptions for each of the base station technologies. It
is noted that TCO of the macro network at 800 MHz is not included as this network
is assumed to be already deployed. Moreover, note the difference between coordinated
and uncoordinated femto access points. Coordinated femto cells are typically installed
in public areas or enterprise environments. Thus, a higher quality femto access point
supporting more simultaneous users are considered at these locations, hence the higher
price mark. Further uncoordinated femto deployment cost reductions are achieved by
having the end user do the installation of the femto cells. Finally, note that no backhaul
costs are associated with the femto access points, as it is envisioned that existing fixed
line Internet connections are used to carry the femto backhaul traffic. The figures used
in the TCO analysis are acquired from Nokia colleagues and based on Nokia costumer
projects. Additional information on TCO assumptions can be found in two Nokia Siemens
Network white papers [91,92].
The TCO values in Table 3.3 are valid for a single base station unit only. Thus, the
TCO for the required network upgrade is computed as:
TCO =
∑
b
Nb · Tb (3.1)
where b is the base station technology, Nb is the number of deployed base stations of type
b, and Tb is the 3 year unit TCO for a base station of type b (the last row in Table 3.3).
3.5 Result Generation
The objective of the network evolution study is to compute the required number of macro
upgrades and number of small cell to serve at least 95% of the network users with their
associated GBR. This is determined for all seven (D1 to D7) evolution paths. Furthermore,
the TCO for the seven evolution paths are estimated to complete the network evolution
investigation. Based on the network outage performance and the TCO, the recommended
evolution option is determined.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the network evolution process. The network evolution is DL
driven, this means the network is upgraded to accommodate the DL traffic, and the
UL performance is verified afterwards. Thus, this section focus on the DL part of the
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Table 3.3: Unit TCO assumptions for each of the base station technologies. Values in AC.
Macro
Upgrade
Outdoor
pico
Femto
Coordinated
Femto
Uncoordinated
CAPEX 10100 2330 550 70
Equipment 10100 1800 500 50
Backhaul 0 530 0 0
Femto gateway 0 0 50 20
IMPEX 8500 1850 100 0
Site acquisition 0 350 0 0
Backhaul deployment 0 300 0 0
Installation 8500 300 100 0
Planning 0 400 0 0
Site preparation 0 500 0 0
OPEX (1 year) 1390 1900 50 20
Site Rental 0 600 0 0
Operation 270 840 50 20
Electricity 1120 190 0 0
Backhaul maintenance 0 270 0 0
TCO (3 year OPEX) 22770 9880 800 130
simulation tool. The network simulator is static, meaning there is no moving UEs and
mobility issues are not considered. Each simulation run represents a snapshot of UE
throughput performance for the given UE distribution in network. The UEs are associated
with the cell which maximises the RSRP plus potential RE. Full buffer with GBR traffic
is assumed and the scheduler is a minimum bit rate, where UEs are allocated the amount
of resources in order to reach the GBR. If all UEs reach the GBR and not all resources
are allocated, the remaining resources are distributed equally among the connected UEs.
Thus, only empty cells are not transmitting with maximum transmission power, else all
cells use maximum transmission power. The number of UEs in the simulation is found
from the total data traffic volume during busy hour divided with the data consumption
for a single UE.
For the network evolution studies, there are two mandatory inputs to the system
simulator;
• Realistic Network Layout which also includes the building layout
• Traffic volume and distribution (named Traffic Information in Figure 3.2)
The output of the network evolution simulator is UE throughput performance distributions.
If at least 95% of the UEs reach or exceeds the GBR, no further upgrades to the reference
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Fig. 3.2: Overview of the network evolution simulation process.
network3 is necessary. However, if less than 95% of the UEs are served with the GBR,
further network upgrades are needed. In this work, the seven upgrade options (D1 to D7)
listed in Section 3.3 are considered.
The selected network upgrade option is applied and the simulations are rerun. If de-
ployment of additional cells is chosen, the simulation process continues until the maximum
number of cells are deployed, or until no further cells can be deployed without violating
the minimum ISD constraints. Finally, when the required upgrades are found, it is possible
to compute the TCO for the given solution.
3.6 Performance Evaluation
The performance results are divided into three parts, one part for each of the traffic growth
scenarios, starting with the low traffic growth scenario.
3.6.1 Traffic Growth Scenario: Low
Figure 3.3 shows the network outage performance in Figure 3.3a and the number of
required outdoor pico cells and indoor femto cells in Figure 3.3b. First, focusing on
the network outage performance in Figure 3.3a, it is obvious that it is not possible to
accommodate the increased traffic load by simply upgrading the macro network to dual
carrier as the outage percentage is higher than 40. By deploying additional 30 IB pico
3In these simulations the realistic macro network at the 800 MHz carrier is considered the reference
network.
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cells, the network drops significantly, however, it is still not possible to fulfil overall outage
requirement. Approximately 80% the outage UEs are located indoor and all of the outage
UEs are served by macro cells. The minimum pico cell ISD allows deployment of additional
10 pico cells, however, this is still not sufficient to reach the coverage requirement.
On the contrary, if the additional 30 pico cells are deployed OB, the network outage
is reduced to 5% and fulfils the requirement. The improved network performance is
two-fold: the overall DL transmission bandwidth is increased from 30 MHz to 50 MHz,
and compared to the IB pico scenario, no inter-layer interference is present.
Next up is the indoor small cell deployment. All of the four indoor femto deployment
strategies are capable of fulfilling the requirements. However, the number of required
femto cells per km2 varies from 90 for coordinated and OB deployment up to almost 600
for uncoordinated and IB deployment. The main reason for the reduced network outage,
is the increased macro oﬄoading effect. With indoor femto cells, the macro cells only
serve approximately 30% of the UEs.
From the network outage requirement, five deployment strategies are valid. Figure 3.3c
shows the normalised TCO for the valid deployment options. It is seen that the cheapest
solution is deployment of OB pico cells only. This solution reduces the TCO 20% compared
to the most expensive, the coordinated deployment of IB femto cells. However, with
the very similar TCO reductions, UE throughput performance could also be taken into
consideration. Uncoordinated and OB femto cell deployment offers the highest average
UE throughput (11.5 Mbps) which is more than double of OB deployment of pico cells
only. It is worth noting, that the cost of the additional 3.5 GHz spectrum is not included
in the TCO calculations.
3.6.2 Traffic Growth Scenario: Medium
Having narrowed the number of potential network evolution strategies from 7 to 5 for
low traffic growth, next step is to study the performance for medium traffic growth
scenario. Figure 3.4 shows the combination of network outage in Figure 3.4a and number
of new deployed cells per km2 in Figure 3.4b. Figure 3.4a clearly shows that outdoor-only
deployment is simply not suitable for such traffic volumes. The deployment of OB pico
cells-only experiences a network outage of more than 30%. Despite the deployment of
additional 10 outdoor pico cells, indoor femto cells are required to meet the network outage
demands.
All four indoor small cell deployment strategies are able to fulfil the network outage
requirements as shown in Figure 3.4a. However, the number of required femto cells
varies greatly, from 330 to more than 2000 per km2. Generally speaking, IB deployment
requires more femto cells than OB due to the mutual macro and pico interference. Next,
coordinated deployment requires less femto cells compared to uncoordinated deployment,
since the coordinated small cells are deployed in areas with outage UEs in the vicinity.
Figure 3.4c shows that the TCO of coordinated IB deployment is approximately twice
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(a) Network outage for traffic growth scenario low.
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(c) TCO for the valid deployment options in the low traffic growth scenario.
Fig. 3.3: Low traffic growth performance.
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(a) Network outage for traffic growth scenario medium.
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(b) Required femto cells in order to reach the network outage in Figure 3.4a with 33
outdoor pico cells per km2.
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(c) TCO for the valid deployment options in the medium traffic growth scenario.
Fig. 3.4: Medium traffic growth performance.
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the value of the three remaining strategies. This is a combination of the relative large
number of required femto cells and the high TCO per coordinated femto unit. The
difference between the remaining three methods is minor and difficult to determine based
on network outage and TCO alone.
Regardless of the indoor deployment strategy, the percentage of UEs served by the
macro cells is in the range 12% to 18%. On the contrary, more than 70% of the UEs are
served by an indoor femto cell, while the remaining UEs are served by outdoor pico cells.
This clearly stresses the importance of indoor small cells in future mobile networks.
3.6.3 Traffic Growth Scenario: High
Finally, the high traffic growth scenario, where the traffic volume is increased 100 times
compared to the reference traffic volume, is investigated. Figure 3.5a shows the network
outage for the seven deployment strategies. At this traffic volume, the most significant
change, compared to the medium traffic growth scenario, is that IB and uncoordinated
femto deployment is no longer able to meet the traffic demands. It is simply not possible
to deploy any further femtos, without violating the minimum femto ISD. The maximum
number of indoor femtos in the study area corresponds to approximately 2500 femto
per km2.
Furthermore, Figure 3.5b also reveals that the number of required coordinated IB
femto cells is only 17% lower than the number of required uncoordinated IB femto cells.
This indicates that the advantage of coordination is rather limited for the IB scenario.
Whether it is coordinated to uncoordinated deployment, a significant number of femto
cells is required to oﬄoad the large traffic volumes from the macro cell. The exact location
is less important.
What is more important is the benefit of deploying OB femto cells. This is visible
by the lower number of required femto cells, especially coordinated deployment strategy
greatly reduces the number of demanded femto cells. The OB femto cells are capable of
oﬄoading more traffic than IB, due to the dedicated femto carrier.
Finally, Figure 3.5c presents the TCO for the high traffic growth scenario. From the
figure it is clear that the possibility of OB femto cell deployment is paramount in order to
reduce the TCO in the long-term perspective. The OB deployment of femto cells, reduce
the TCO with more than 50% compared to IB femto deployment. Both OB solutions are
very similar in terms of TCO. The increased unit TCO for a coordinated femto cell is
compensated by the low number of required femto cells, as seen in Figure 3.5b.
3.6.4 Recommended Network Evolution
OB pico cell deployment was the preferred deployment strategy in the low traffic growth
scenario (Figure 3.3b) but this solution is not scalable, and can not support the traffic
volumes in the medium and high traffic growth scenarios. This fact supports the im-
portance of long-term network evolution planning rather than short-sighted planning.
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(c) TCO for the valid deployment options in the high traffic growth scenario.
Fig. 3.5: High traffic growth performance.
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Thus, deployment of IB pico cells accompanied by uncoordinated deployment of OB femto
cells provides the best TCO performance, and is the recommended long-term deployment
strategy.
Table 3.4: Performance summary of the uncoordinated and OB femto deployment network
evolution path.
Traffic Growth Scenario Low Medium High
Traffic volume growth [-] x4 x50 x100
Network coverage [%] 97.2 96.3 95.5
Normalised TCO4 [-] 0.79 0.93 1
Number of pico cells [ 1km2 ] 25 33 33
Number of femto cells [ 1km2 ] 417 1225 1670
Femto cell penetration [%] 5 15 21
Femto UE ratio [%] 44.7 70.4 81.4
Average UE throughput [Mbps] 11.5 16.7 21.9
Table 3.4 summarises the performance of the OB and uncoordinated femto network
evolution strategy. It shows that already at the low traffic growth, the required network
upgrades of the macro network, the deployment of the outdoor pico cells, and the 417
femto cells accounts for almost 80% of the TCO in the high traffic growth scenario. This
indicates that the additional deployment of the femto cells at medium and high traffic
growth significantly reduces the cost per delivered byte. One could erroneously draw the
conclusion to omit the macro upgrade and pico deployment to reduce the TCO. However,
the macro and pico deployment is important for the end users mobility experience. Fur-
thermore, network operators can not guarantee the uptime of the femto cells deployed in
the residence of the end user, and therefore operator controlled base stations are needed
to ensure a 24/7 operational network.
In the high load traffic scenario, the required number of femto cells corresponds to
a femto cell penetration rate of 21%, meaning on average every 5th apartment should
install an indoor femto cell. At this traffic load, the femto cells serves more than 80%
of the UE. The remaining 20% is almost equally split between the macro and the pico
cells. For low and medium traffic growth, the femto UE ratio is 45% and 70%, respectively.
These figures show the importance of macro oﬄoading in future traffic growth scenarios.
Apart from the macro oﬄoading effect, the femto cells also guarantee a steady increase in
average UE throughput performance, which is significant higher than the GBR in DL.
Regarding the UL performance, simple simulation verifications show that the recom-
mended network evolution path supports UL traffic volumes which are a forth of the DL
traffic volume. If this is the case, UL network outage is kept below 2%. More balanced
DL:UL traffic ratios were not simulated.
4Normalised with respect to the high traffic growth scenario.
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In this study one restriction was the combination of several femto deployment strategies.
Naturally, a network operator should not rely solely on a single indoor femto deployment
strategy. It should be a combination of multiple deployment strategies. E.g. uncoordi-
nated femto deployment makes much sense in residential areas, whereas coordinated femto
deployment is a logical method in public buildings, where an operator is granted access
to the infrastructure. However, the results from this study are still useful and important
in order to understand the strong and the weak points of each of the network evolution
strategies in a dense urban environment, which is the most challenging in terms of traffic
volumes per km2.
3.7 Conclusion and Discussion
In this chapter, a realistic network evolution study has been presented. The area of
interest is a dense urban city area of an European metropolis. In order to incorporate
both short-term and long-term evolution issues, three traffic growth scenarios are defined;
low, medium, and high corresponding to x4, x50, and x100 compared to the reference
scenario. Multiple network evolution strategies are defined, covering upgrading the macro
network to dual carrier, outdoor pico deployment, and indoor small cell deployment. The
three upgrade paths are not mutually exclusive. However, the focus is on the deployment
of indoor femto cells. The femto cells can either be deployed uncoordinated or coordinated
and in-band or out-band, resulting in four different femto deployment strategies. The
Key Performance Indicator (KPI) is the network outage, which must be lower than 5%.
Moreover, the TCO of the solution is also taken into consideration.
Simulation results show that either pico cells or femto cells are required in addition to
the macro upgrade to handle the traffic in the low traffic growth scenario. The deployment
of out-band pico cells achieves the lowest TCO. Unfortunately, the scalability of this
solution is not sufficient, and at both medium and high traffic growth scenario, the network
outage exceeds the allowed value.
For the medium and high traffic growth scenario, the deployment of uncoordinated
out-band femto cells in combination with macro dual carrier upgrades and in-band pico
cells is the most promising network evolution path. It is a cost-efficient solution, which
offers high flexibility and scalability. Thus, it is the recommended network evolution
path for all three traffic growth scenarios. It might not be the cheapest solution in the
short-term perspective, however, in the long run it is the cheapest and allows for an easy
upgradable network.
Due to the promising potential of the uncoordinated deployment of femto cells on
a dedicated carrier, this deployment strategy is adopted in the remainder of the thesis.
Especially the dense femto deployment is of interest. The implication of high femto
density at high traffic load is increased femto to femto interference. Therefore, interference
management for dense indoor femto cells are treated in Chapter 4 through Chapter 6.
Chapter 4
Dynamic Inter-Cell Interference
Coordination
In this chapter, the development of a dynamic interference coordination framework is
presented. The framework is designed for the dense indoor femto cell (or small cell
in general) scenario deployed on a dedicated carrier. In areas with high indoor small
cell density, inter-cell interference could potential limit the overall network performance.
Therefore, Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (ICIC) is vital for improving the network
performance in future mobile networks with dense small cell deployment.
This chapter is organised as follows: Section 4.1 summarises the related prior art and
is followed by a description of the simulation scenario and assumptions in Section 4.5.
In Section 4.2 the optimisation criterion is introduced and in Section 4.3 the developed
ICIC framework is introduced. A discussion on the impact on the network architecture is
found in Section 4.4 followed by a performance evaluation of the framework in Section 4.6.
Finally, Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.
4.1 Prior Art
Naturally, the increased interest in small cell deployment and the introduction of Carrier
Aggregation (CA) in LTE-A Release 10 has lead to more intelligent ICIC schemes. CA
allows for reception on multiple Component Carriers (CCs) and thereby enables the
possibility of coordinating small cell interference on CC domain level, referred to as
Carrier Based Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (CB-ICIC). Hence, the transmission
of two strongly interference coupled small cells can be configured on orthogonal sets of
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CCs. Compared to 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) LTE Release 8 ICIC
solutions, a significant advantage of CB-ICIC is the additional protection of the Physical
Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) ensuring reliable downlink reception. In [93] a
small cell CC selection algorithm is proposed. In a Heterogeneous Network (HetNet)
consisting of macro and pico cells, the authors conclude that CB-ICIC ensures high pico cell
throughput performance by muting CCs at the macro enhanced Node Bs (eNBs). In [94]
the authors compare fixed, random, and autonomous CC selection and the performance of
the autonomous CC selection scheme outperforms the other approaches, in both HetNet
and dedicated small cell scenarios.
In the 3GPP context, CB-ICIC techniques have also been investigated. Reference [95]
reports the User Equipment (UE) throughput performance improvement in the 3GPP
Release 12 Scenario 2A described in [62]. Orthogonal primary small cell CC assignment
are performed to reduce inter-cell interference. Next, in order to provide high throughput
rates for UEs with high channel quality, a secondary small cell CC is assigned if the
Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) is higher than a configurable threshold. For
low traffic load, CB-ICIC provides significant gain in coverage throughput and moderate
gain in peak throughput. On the contrary, at high traffic load the peak throughput is
increased significantly using CB-ICIC, and losses are reported for coverage throughput.
Recently, channel assignments has been studied extensively for dense IEEE 802.11
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). The authors of [96] proposes a decentralised
algorithm for IEEE 802.11 user deployed networks. The algorithm minimises the network-
wide cost, where cost is the sum of all interference caused by the Access Point (AP). Each
AP randomly samples a new candidate centre frequency and bandwidth, and compare cost
of the candidate cost with the current cost. If the candidate cost is lower, the candidate
solution is adopted. If not, the candidate solution is chosen with non-zero probability,
which depends on how much worse the candidate solution is. This approach is implemented
to prevent the algorithm converges to a local minima. Simulation results and testbed
experiments show that the proposed algorithm improves network-wide capacity and the
fairness [97] in static and dynamic scenarios. Moreover, reference [36] gives an excellent
overview of available WLAN channel assignments schemes.
In [98] graph colouring is applied in order to solve WLAN channel assignment challenges
in dense networks such that strongly interference coupled AP are assigned orthogonal
channels. Building upon the idea of graph colouring for channel assignment, a CB-ICIC
framework is presented in [99]. The framework is denoted Generalized Autonomous
Component Carrier Selection (G-ACCS) and is applicable for the 3GPP Release 12
scenario 3. The 3GPP Release 12 Scenario 3 is described in [62,71]. Initially, all small cells
are assigned a base CC, it is coordinated such that the most interference coupled small
cells are assigned orthogonal base CCs relying on Network Listening Mode (NLM) [100].
Moreover, each small cell is also able to enable supplementary CCs for transmission. The
addition of a supplementary CC is not performed blindly, though. UE measurements
assist the small cells in constructing all incoming and outgoing interference relations
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between the small cells in the networks. So, before a small cell enables a supplementary
CC, it is ensured that Carrier to Interference Ratio (CIR) thresholds are not violated
in neighbouring small cells. This is achieved not only by intelligent CC allocation but
also by autonomously configuring the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the potential new
supplementary CC. Simulation results show that the main achievement of the G-ACCS
is that the coverage throughput is increased significantly without sacrificing the average
average UE throughput when compared to static Frequency Reuse (FR) schemes and a
NLM based FR-2 scheme.
A more generic ICIC approach is applied in [101]. Here the authors investigate for
which scenarios ICIC is beneficial. An opportunistic interference mitigation scheme is
adopted from [102] and is compared with an ideal ICIC interference mitigation scheme.
Results show that the potential ICIC gain is largest for dense small cell scenarios and
low path loss separation. In the investigated scenario, the potential ICIC gain was only
moderate when the indoor wall penetration loss was larger than 10 dB. These results
support the fact that small cell ICIC solutions must be highly adaptive to the given
scenarios.
The proposed ICIC solution presented in this chapter is characterised by being a
dynamic Quality of Service (QoS) aware CB-ICIC framework. If a outage user is detected,
hypotheses for improving the user throughput are defined. Each hypothesis is evaluated,
and the hypothesis resulting in the largest gain is carried out, only if it is positive,
though. A hypothesis corresponds to muting a CC at an interfering small cell or activating
additional CC(s) at the serving cell.
4.2 Optimisation Criterion
Before introducing the proposed CB-ICIC framework, an optimisation criterion is defined.
For network operators, it is important to ensure a certain QoS among users in the
network, typically a Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR). In this work, the GBR is 3 Mbps
(Rmin = 3 Mbps). The selection of GBR is based on the simulation results presented in
Appendix D. Furthermore, it is paramount to serve as many UEs without the network
being overloaded. Thus, the overall optimisation criterion is to maximise the network
capacity1. The network capacity depends on the traffic generating model. Two traffic
models are used in this thesis; Open Loop Traffic Model (OLTM) and Closed Loop Traffic
Model (CLTM).
4.2.1 Open Loop Traffic Model
Using OLTM, each user is generated according to a Poison arrival process with average
arrival rate L, and each user has a fixed payload of size S. As long as the carried load of
1Network capacity is defined as the network load where 95% of the UEs are served with at least the
GBR.
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the network (COLTM ) equals the offered load (L · S), the network is non-congested. If
the offered load becomes larger than the carried load (L · S > COLTM ), the network is
considered congested. In simulations where the network is congested the total number
of users in the system is steadily increasing, thus, the network never reaches a steady
operating point and the simulations results are invalid. Consequently, using the OLTM
the optimisation criterion of the small cell interference coordination framework is:
Maximise(L · S) subject to Rmin ≤ R¯n for all n (4.1)
where n is the user index and R¯n is the past average throughput for user n. In order
not to allocate a vast amount resources to users in cell edge areas or with low SINR the
requirement is relaxed to 95% of the user must fulfil R¯n ≥ Rmin.
4.2.2 Closed Loop Traffic Model
Utilising CLTM the number of UEs in the entire network is fixed. At the start of a
simulation, a number of UEs are dropped uniformly distributed within the simulation
area, the payload size is S. When a UE finishes its session, i.e. when the buffer is empty
and all potential Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) processes are completed,
the UE is removed from the network and a new UE is dropped with uniform probability
in the network. Thus, the load of the network is controlled with the number of UEs per
small cell (NCLTM ). It is worth noting, that the number of UEs in the network remains
constant throughout the simulation. Therefore, using CLTM the network is considered
overloaded, if UEs start to pile up in one or few of the small cells. The capacity of the
network is defined as the maximum number of UEs per small cell while still fulfilling the
GBR constraint. The optimisation criterion for CLTM is expressed as:
Maximise(NCLTM ) subject to Rmin ≤ R¯n for all n. (4.2)
Again, the constraint is relaxed, such that the QoS requirement is lowered to apply to
95% of the UEs only. Another important statistic for CLTM is total number of served
UEs, due the inherited feedback in the traffic model. E.g. if the average UE throughput is
reduced substantially, the number of served UEs is reduced accordingly, which can result
in unfair performance comparison.
4.3 Small Cell Interference Coordination Framework
The developed framework can either be a proactive or a reactive framework. As the
names indicate, a proactive framework dynamically adjust the CC selection pro-actively.
Basically, a proactive framework is trying to ”solve the problems before” they occur. E.g.
a proactive framework dynamically adjusts the active CC for the different small cells such
that the network is always performing optimal given the optimisation criterion. On the
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contrary, a reactive framework only performs changes when a ”problem is detected”, and
the applied changes should solve the detected problem, if possible.
4.3.1 General Description of the Framework
Given the QoS and optimisation criteria, a reactive framework is opted for. The event or
problem which triggers the small cell interference coordination framework is when an user
is detected to be in outage. Outage is defined as when the past average throughput of a
user is lower than the GBR:
R¯n < Rmin (4.3)
where R¯n is the past averaged throughput for user n and the averaging time period is
denoted tavg. Outage UE detection is performed periodic, and the time constant tOutage
is 100 ms.
The initial small cell CC assignment corresponds to global FR, where all small cells
transmit on all CCs. This assignment is kept as long as no outage UEs are detected. When
a user is detected to be in outage, the experience interference must be reduced. This is
achieved by muting2 CC(s) of the strongest interfering small cell.
After the framework has muted small cells, it is potentially also possible to improve the
throughput performance of outage UEs by enabling CC. Thus, in general the throughput
of an outage UE can be improved in two ways, as depicted in Figure 4.1. In order to decide
between the available changes, denoted hypotheses, the net benefit of each hypothesis is
calculated. The net benefit is a measure of the network-wide benefit of the hypothesis and
not the benefit for a single outage UE. The hypothesis resulting in the highest net benefit
is applied. Though, the hypothesis is only carried out if the net benefit is positive which
is not a given.
Fig. 4.1: Available options in order to improve throughput of outage users.
In theory, all UEs on non-orthogonal CCs are affected by a hypothesis. Consequently,
when calculating the net benefit of a hypothesis, all affected users must be included in the
2The term mute refers to a small cell disabling a CC such that no transmission is ongoing on the given
CC.
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net benefit calculation. E.g. when a small cell is adding a CC, the users served by that
small cell are experiencing an increase in throughput performance. In contrast, all users
receiving data on the same CC experience a decrease in Signal to Interference and Noise
Ratio (SINR) and throughput. Figure 4.2 depicts which users gain and which users lose
from the hypothesis of adding a CC. In this example, small cell 1 has the opportunity to
add CC 4 in order to increase the throughput for user 1, who is in outage and triggered
the CB-ICIC. Consequently, the SINR of user 2 and 3 decrease. Therefore, before small
cell 1 is allowed to transmit on CC 4, the benefit and the cost of the decision must be
calculated. Hence, the net benefit3 (νA,1,4) of the decision is calculated as:
νA,1,4 = fBenefit(R¯1, Rˆ1)− fCost(R¯2, Rˆ2)− fCost(R¯3, Rˆ3) (4.4)
where fBenefit(R¯n, Rˆn) is the benefit function for user n, fCost(R¯n, Rˆn) is the cost function
for user n, R¯n is the past average throughput, and Rˆn is the estimated throughput after
the potential change in CC assignment. If νA,1,4 is positive, then adding CC 4 for small
cell 1 is a valid option.
CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 
CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 
CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 
SC #1 
SC #2 
SC #3 
CC to activate 
UE #1 
UE #2 
UE #3 
 
Fig. 4.2: Users affected by adding CC 4 for small cell 1. Green users gain from the
decision and red users lose from the decision. A solid green line indicates a desired signal
and a dashed red line indicates a interfering signal.
Similarly, the net benefit of muting a CC is computed before the muting of CCs is
carried out. When muting CCs, all user served by the muting small cell experience a
3The net benefit of Adding CC 4 at small cell 1 = νA,1,4.
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degradation in throughput. And users scheduled by other small cells on the particular CC
are experiencing increased SINR and throughput. In Figure 4.3, it is illustrated which
users gain and lose if small cell 3 mutes CC 3. Again, it must be assured that the net
benefit of the hypothesis νM,3,3 is positive. Hence, in this example the benefit and cost of
the hypothesis is calculated as:
νM,3,3 = fBenefit(R¯1, Rˆ1) + fBenefit(R¯2, Rˆ2)− fCost(R¯3, Rˆ3). (4.5)
The benefit and cost functions are similar to the benefit and cost functions from (4.4) but
the throughput estimation methods differ. Details on the throughput estimation methods
are found in Section 4.3.4 through Section 4.3.7.
CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 
CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 
CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 
SC #1 
SC #2 
SC #3 
UE #1 
UE #2 
UE #3 
 
CC to mute 
Fig. 4.3: Users who gain from small cell 3 muting CC 3 are marked green, users who
lose are marked red. Green lines illustrate desired signals and dashed red lines indicate
interfering signals.
In the previous two examples of adding a CC and muting a CC, only a single hypothesis
was considered. However, in a practice multiple hypotheses are available. Consider the
scenario where user 1 is in outage in Figure 4.2. Table 4.1 summarises the complete set
of hypotheses which improves the throughput for user 1 and a corresponding net benefit
νh is included to complete the example. First step is discard the invalid hypotheses (net
benefit is zero or negative). In Table 4.2 all valid hypotheses are sorted according to net
benefit νh value, which also decides the order in which to perform the different hypotheses.
In this example, hypothesis 1 results in the largest net benefit and is carried out.
After performing hypothesis 1, it is estimated if it is required to perform additional
hypotheses in order to serve user 1 with at least GBR. If not, no further CC changes are
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Table 4.1: Hypotheses and corresponding net benefit (νh) for improving the throughput
for user 1.
h Action Small Cell # CC # νh
1 Add 1 4 3
2 Mute 2 1 1
3 Mute 2 3 2
4 Mute 3 2 -1
5 Mute 3 3 -2
Table 4.2: Valid hypotheses are sorted according to net benefit νh.
νh ↑ h Action Small Cell # CC #
3 1 Add 1 4
2 3 Mute 2 3
1 2 Mute 2 1
performed. Otherwise, the next hypothesis is carried out, hypothesis 3 in this example.
This continues until all valid hypotheses are performed, or the throughput of the victim
user reach GBR.
After having presented the net benefit computations for the simple example, the
equations are generalised. The net benefit for hypothesis h (νh) is computed as:
νh =
∑
l∈NB,h
fBenefit(R¯l, Rˆl)−
∑
j∈NC,h
fCost(R¯j , Rˆj) (4.6)
where NB,h is the subset of users which gain from the hypothesis h and NC,h is the subset
of users which lose from hypothesis h. It is noted that a user is not necessarily a part of
either NB,h or NC,h, and obviously, a UE can not be in both subsets.
4.3.2 Benefit and Cost Functions
A pivotal part of the CB-ICIC framework is the cost and benefit functions. They are
paramount for choosing the hypothesis which improves the throughput for the outage UE
sufficient and at the same time limits the overall network performance degradation. In
practice, the high throughput UEs must sacrifice resources or accept increased interference.
However, you do not want to reduce the throughput for the high throughput UEs too
much either. It is important to remember, that a reduction in throughput increases the
service time4 of those UEs. Obviously, if the service time of a UE is increased, the longer
4The service time is the time from a user enters the system to all user data is received.
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the UE causes interference and is allocated resources. In this work, the benefit and cost
functions are realised as:
fBenefit(R¯n, Rˆn) = log2
(
Rˆn
Rmin
)
− log2
(
R¯n
Rmin
)
(4.7)
fCost(R¯n, Rˆn) = log2
(
R¯n
Rmin
)
− log2
(
Rˆn
Rmin
)
(4.8)
where Rˆn is the estimated user throughput after performing an action as described in
Section 4.3.4 to 4.3.7. It is noted that both the fBenefit(R¯n, Rˆn) and fCost(R¯n, Rˆn) are
always positive, since the function log2 is a strictly increasing function in the interval
]0,+∞[. The net benefit of hypothesis h is computed as:
νh =
∑
l∈NB,h
fBenefit(R¯l, Rˆl)−
∑
j∈NC,h
fCost(R¯j , Rˆj) (4.9)
where NB,h is the subset of users which are positively affected by hypothesis h and NC,h is
the subset of users which are negatively affected by hypothesis h, see Table 4.3. Figure 4.4
illustrates the benefit and cost function. The point of interest is where R¯nRmin = 1. This
point designates the dividing line of outage UEs and non-outage UEs. Due to the strictly
decreasing gradient of log2, improvements or degradation for UEs in outage are weighted
higher than for non outage UEs. This ensures that muting is allowed even though the
absolute throughput decrease is larger than the absolute throughput improvement.
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Fig. 4.4: Benefit/cost function. Note that the scaling of x-axis and y-axis differs.
The valid hypotheses (νh > 0) are ranked and executed according to their net benefit.
This continues until the victim UE is estimated to have reached Rmin, or there are no
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more valid hypotheses to execute. Moreover, if a hypothesis causes another UE to end up
in outage, the hypothesis is disregarded.
In case of multiple outage UEs, the framework is limited to execute hypotheses related
to a single outage UE only, by design. The reasons for such an limitation are complexity and
stability. Calculating benefit and cost for a second UE would require that the framework
accounts for the already applied changes. It is stressed, that a second UE would have
to wait tOutage (periodicity of the UE outage detection) before the framework is able to
change the CC configuration again. In order to decide which UE is prioritised, a combined
net benefit for valid hypotheses (ν˜n) related to UE n is computed as follows:
ν˜n =
∑
h∈Hn
νh (4.10)
where Hn is the set of valid hypotheses related to UE n. Then the prioritised UE n∗ is
found by:
n∗ = arg max
n
{ν˜n}. (4.11)
Finally, when a UE, which triggered CC muting of a neighbouring eNB, finishes its
session, the net benefit of reversing the changes is computed. If the net benefit is positive
the changes are reverted.
4.3.3 Reduced Net Benefit Computation
In the example illustrated in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, the complexity of the net benefit
computation seems reasonable. However, for the default simulation scenario, the total
number of indoor small cells is 20, the number of CCs is four, and baseline results in
Appendix E show that it is not unlikely that the instantaneous user load is up to 150
users (7.5 UEs per small cell). Hence, the computation of νh is no longer as trivial as in
the example. For this scenario and the constraint that each small cell is assigned at least
one CC, the number of possible component carrier assignments combinations (potential
hypotheses) (NC) is higher than 7 million:
NC =
NCC−1∑
i=0
(
NCC
i
)
·
NSC−1∑
j=0
(
NSC − 1
j
)
(4.12)
=
3∑
i=0
(
4
i
)
·
19∑
j=0
(
19
j
)
= 7864320. (4.13)
Here,
(·
·
)
denotes the binomial coefficient. Clearly, it is not feasible to compute and find
the optimal component carrier solution for such a large number of potential solutions.
Therefore, it is required to reduce the complexity.
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In order to reduce the complexity when muting a CC, only UEs which have the
candidate CC as the dominant interferer is included in the benefit functions. Similar, when
computing the cost of adding a new CC, only users where the new CC is the dominant
interferer is included. Computing the cost of muting a CC and computing the benefit of
adding a CC always include all user connected to the affected small cell. Table 4.3 gives
an overview of which users are included in the cost and benefit computations when adding
or muting CCs. In Appendix E more information on the dominant interferer and the
Dominant Interference Ratio (DIR) is found. The consequences of applying the restrictions
in Table 4.3 are a reduced number of available hypotheses and less UEs to include in the
net benefit computations for each hypothesis. In the previous example, it would have the
following impact, see Figure 4.5a and Figure 4.5b. UEs not included in the computations
are marked in grey, see Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 for comparison.
Table 4.3: Users to include in the benefit and cost computations.
Benefit Cost
Adding a CC Users connected to affected small
cell
Users where the new CC becomes
the dominant interferer
Muting a CC Users where the muting CC is the
dominant interferer
Users connected to affected small cell
CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 
CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 
CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 
SC #1 
SC #2 
SC #3 
UE #1 
UE #2 
UE #3 
 
(a) Add CC: Only include connected
UEs and UEs where small cell 1 is the
new dominant interferer in the net
benefit calculations.
CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 
CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 
CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 
SC #1 
SC #2 
SC #3 
UE #1 
UE #2 
UE #3 
 
(b) Mute CC: Only connected UEs
and UEs with small cell 3 as the domi-
nant interferer are included in the net
benefit calculations.
Fig. 4.5: Less UEs are included in the net benefit computations compared to Figure 4.2
and 4.3.
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4.3.4 Increased Throughput From Adding a Component Carrier
Assuming the victim cell is not utilising all available CCs, first the SINR is estimated on
the potential new CC (k) as:
γˆn,k =
Pˆi∗,n,k
In,k +NT
(4.14)
In,k =
∑
i 6=i∗
Pi,n,k (4.15)
where i is the small cell index, i∗ denotes the serving cell, γˆn,k is the SINR estimate for
user n on component carrier k, Pˆi∗,n,k is the estimate of the received power from the
serving cell on CC k, NT is the thermal noise, In,k is the total interference experienced by
user n on component carrier k, and Pi,n,k denotes the received power from small cell i.
Obviously, a UE is not aware of the received power on an inactive CC. However, similar
path loss and transmission power is assumed for all CCs at each small cell. Moreover, it is
assumed that the interference from the neighbouring cells is available from UE mobility
measurements.
After estimating the user SINR on the potential new CC (k), the active CC (a∗) with
most similar SINR is found as:
a∗ = arg min
a
(|γn,a − γˆn,k|) (4.16)
a ∈ Ai∗ (4.17)
where a is an active CC index, Ai is the set of active CCs at small cell i, and i∗ is the
serving cell of UE n. The throughput of the most similar CC carrier is known at the small
cell, the bandwidth of the all CCs is equal, and given the Shannon capacity theorem, the
following assumption is made for computing the throughput of the potential new CC k:
Rˆn,k
log2 (1 + γˆn,k)
= R¯n,a
∗
log2 (1 + γn,a∗)
(4.18)
Rˆn,k =
log2 (1 + γˆn,k)
log2 (1 + γn,a∗)
· R¯n,a∗ (4.19)
where R¯n,a∗ is the past average throughput for user n on the active CC a∗. And the
resulting throughput estimate for UE n after adding CC k is computed as:
Rˆn = R¯n + Rˆn,k. (4.20)
This throughput estimate is used as input to the benefit function in (4.7).
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4.3.5 Reduced Throughput From Adding a Component Carrier
Adding new carriers increases interference towards other UEs in the network. Nevertheless,
as explained in Section 4.3.3 only the cost of the most effected users is calculated. First,
the user SINR after adding the new CC is estimated as:
γˆn,k = γn,k · In,k +NT
Iˆn,k +NT
(4.21)
where Iˆn,k is the interference estimate for user n on component carrier k after adding a
new carrier. The total interference estimate after adding a new carrier is computed as:
Iˆn,k = In,k + Pˆi∗,n,k (4.22)
where Pˆi∗,n,k is the received power (interference) estimate from the small cell potentially
adding a new CC k. Since the CC is not yet activated, the estimate is obtained from one
of the active CCs of the candidate small cell. The new reduced throughput on CC k for
UE n is:
Rˆn,k =
log2 (1 + γˆn,k)
log2 (1 + γn,k)
· R¯n,k. (4.23)
Finally, the throughput estimate for UE n is computed as:
Rˆn = R¯n − R¯n,k + Rˆn,k. (4.24)
This reduced throughput estimate is used in the cost function (4.8) from Section 4.3.2.
4.3.6 Increased Throughput From Muting a Component Carrier
Assume that victim UE n is connected to small cell i∗ First, the Dominant Interferer (DI)
on CC k is identified and the DIR is computed.
DIn,k = arg max
i 6=i∗
{Pi,n,k} (4.25)
I∗n,k = max
i 6=i∗
(Pi,n,k) (4.26)
DIRn,k =
I∗n,k
In,k +NT − I∗n,k
(4.27)
where I∗n,k is the interference caused by the DI. Then it is possible to estimate the improved
SINR after muting as:
γˆn,k =
Pi∗,n,k
In,k +NT − I∗n,k
. (4.28)
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Moreover, it is also possible to express the improved SINR as a function of the DIR:
γˆn,k =
Pi∗,n,k
In,k +NT − I∗n,k
= Pi
∗,n,k
In,k +NT − I∗n,k
· In,k +NT
In,k +NT
= Pi
∗,n,k
In,k +NT
· In,k +NT
In,k +NT − I∗n,k
= γn,k · In,k +NT
In,k +NT − I∗n,k
= γn,k ·
In,k +NT − I∗n,k + I∗n,k
In,k +NT − I∗n,k
= γn,k ·
(
In,k +NT − I∗n,k
In,k +NT − I∗n,k
+
I∗n,k
In,k +NT − I∗n,k
)
= γn,k · (1 +DIRn,k) . (4.29)
This highlights the fact, that a high DIR is advantageous when muting neighbouring
small cells. Using the improved SINR estimate from (4.29) the improved throughput after
muting on CC k is estimated as:
Rˆn,k =
log2 (1 + γˆn,k)
log2 (1 + γn,k)
· R¯n,k. (4.30)
Next, the throughput estimate of UE n is computed as:
Rˆn = R¯n − R¯n,k + Rˆn,k (4.31)
This throughput estimate is used in the benefit function (4.7) in Section 4.3.2.
4.3.7 Reduced Throughput From Muting a Component Carrier
The reduced throughput for user n after the serving cell mutes CC k is computed as:
Rˆn = R¯n − R¯n,k (4.32)
where R¯n,k is the past averaged throughput on CC k. The throughput estimate is used in
(4.8) when calculating the cost of muting an CC, as explained in Section 4.3.2.
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4.3.8 Muting Multiple CCs
It might be beneficial to mute the second strongest interferer on CC k as well. Therefore,
if temporary setting
PDIn,k,n,k = 0 (4.33)
and repeat all computations from (4.25) through (4.32) the net benefit of muting the
second strongest interferer is obtained, assuming the strongest interferer has already been
muted. The procedure of muting multiple neighbouring small cells on CC k is allowed as
long as net benefit is larger than νT and the victim UE is still in outage. In principle, all
interfering small cell could mute on CC k, however, for each CC which is muted the gain
of muting additional CCs becomes smaller. At the same time, the cost of muting does not
change, whether it is the dominant interferer or a non-dominant interferer that applies
muting.
4.3.9 Overview of the Developed CB-ICIC Framework
To ease the overview and workings of the framework, the framework is described in
Algorithm 4.1 through Algorithm 4.3. First, in Algorithm 4.1 the more general aspects of
the framework is explained. The more detailed net benefit computations when muting one
or multiple CC are found in Algorithm 4.2. Last, Algorithm 4.3 describes the net benefit
computation when more resources are made available by adding more active CC to the
victim small cell.
4.4 Realisation of the Framework
The proposed CB-ICIC framework is implemented as a centralised solution and assuming
an ideal backhaul connection with < 1 ms Round Trip Time (RTT) [103]. Furthermore,
it is assumed that a central unit collects all relevant information, e.g. UE measurement
reports and performance metrics. Based on the available information, the central unit
coordinates the small cell CC assignment, whenever a UE is reported in outage. However,
a decentralised approach is more suitable in this scenarios. Thus, this section investigates
the impact if the proposed framework is to be implemented as a decentralised solution.
The decentralised solution requires that UE Channel State Information (CSI) is exchanged
between the involved small cells, but in [104] it is proposed to exchange a per cell benefit
metric between the cells. It is shown that this solution arrives at the same solution as the
centralised approach. Thus, a similar concept is envisioned for the developed framework.
Moreover, for the decentralised approach a X2 interface between the small cell is assumed.
Rather than exchanging UE measurement reports and performance metrics between the
small cell, it is decided only to exchange the benefit and cost metrics, from (4.7) and (4.8).
This entails several advantages. First of all, the amount of information to share with
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Algorithm 4.1 Carrier Based Inter-Cell Interference Coordination Algorithm
RUN ← 1
h← 1
νh ← 0
for n← 1 to N do
if R¯n ≤ Rmin then . Check if UE n is in outage
for k ← 1 to K do
if k ∈ Ai∗ then
Goto Algorithm 4.2 . Calculate net benefit when muting CC
else
Goto Algorithm 4.3 . Calculate net benefit when adding CC
end if
if νh > νT then . Check if the last hypothesis is valid
h← h+ 1
end if
νh ← 0
end for
ν˜n ←
∑
h∈Hn νh . Compute the sum of all hypotheses related to user n
end if
end for
if h > 1 then
n∗ ← arg maxn{ν˜n} . Find user with largest net benefit
while
∑
ν˜n∗ > νT do
h∗ ← arg maxh∈Hn∗{νh} . Find the hypothesis with the largest net benefit
Perform hypothesis h∗
ν˜n∗ ← ν˜n∗ − νh∗
end while
end if
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Algorithm 4.2 Calculate Net Benefit When Muting a Component Carrier
while RUN do . Keep muting interferers on CC k as a long as νh > νT
for all users l ∈ NB,h. do . Note that n ∈ NB,h
I∗l,k ← maxi 6=i∗ Pi,l,k
DIRl,k ← I
∗
l,k
Il,k+NT−I∗l,k
DI ← arg maxi 6=i∗{Pi,l,k}
γˆl,k ← γl,k · (1 +DIRl,k)
Rˆl,k ← log2(1+γˆl,k)log2(1+γl,k) · R¯l,k
Rˆl ← R¯l − R¯l,k + Rˆl,k
νh ← νh + fBenefit
(
R¯l, Rˆl
)
PDI,l,k ← 0 . Set DI to 0 in order to find next strongest interferer
end for
for all user j ∈ NC,h do
Rˆj ← R¯j − R¯j,k
νh ← νh − fCost
(
R¯j , Rˆj
)
end for
if νh > νT & Rn < Rmin then
h← h+ 1
else . Break loop if νh < νT or user n has reached Rmin
RUN ← 0
end if
end while
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Algorithm 4.3 Calculate Net Benefit When Adding a Component Carrier
for all users l ∈ NB,h do
Il,k ←
∑
i 6=i∗ Pi,l,k
γˆl,k ← Pˆi,l,kIl,k+NT
a∗ ← arg mina{|γl,a − γˆl,k|}
Rˆl,k ← log2(1+γˆl,k)log2(1+γl,a∗) · R¯l,a∗
Rˆl ← R¯l + Rˆl,k
νh ← νh + fBenefit
(
R¯l, Rˆl
)
end for
for all users j ∈ NC,h do
Iˆj,k ← Ij,k + Pˆi∗,j,k
γˆj,k ← γj,k · Ij,k+NTIˆj,k+NT
Rˆj,k ← log2(1+γˆj,k)log2(1+γj,k) · R¯j,k
Rˆj ← R¯j − R¯j,k + Rˆj,k
νh ← νh − fCost
(
R¯j , Rˆj
)
end for
the neighbouring small cells is greatly reduced. Secondly, each small cell can compute
the benefit or cost for each of the potential hypotheses before the information is actually
requested.
4.4.1 Required Signalling and Non-Ideal Backhaul Impact
Figure 4.6 illustrates the required signalling for muting CC k at small cell 2. First, the a
request for benefit and cost is send to neighbouring small cells. As soon as this request
is received, a reply is send back to the victim cell. It is noted that each small cell has
already computed benefit and cost for all potential hypotheses, and no additional delay is
induced due to benefit or cost computations. At the victim cell, the replies are received
after a time which corresponds to the RTT between the small cells. The longest RTT
determines the total delay. When all benefit/cost replies are received, the victim cell is
able to determine which of the hypotheses to perform, thus, the final signalling event
is to inform the involved small cell(s) about the decision. It is important to note that
a victim cell requests the net benefit for all potential hypotheses simultaneously, such
that only a single message is sent to the involved small cells. For sake of simplicity, only
the signalling regarding hypothesis i is included in the figure. Moreover, if the chosen
hypothesis requires the victim cell to start transmitting on additional CC(s), one lesser
message is required, see Figure 4.7.
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Neighbour Cell 1 Victim Cell Neighbour Cell 2
Request benefit for hypothesis i Request cost for hypothesis i
Reply cost for hypothesis i
Reply benefit for hypothesis i
Request to mute CC k
Fig. 4.6: Message flow for muting interfering CC k at neighbour small cell 2. The term
victim cell is used for the serving cell of a outage UE.
Neighbour Cell 1 Victim Cell Neighbour Cell 2
Request cost for hypothesis i Request cost for hypothesis i
Reply cost for hypothesis i
Reply cost for hypothesis i
Fig. 4.7: Message flow for adding CC k at victim cell. The term victim cell is used for
the serving cell of a outage UE.
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Appendix F discusses the impact of realistic RTT of the backhaul. The effective
CB-ICIC time5 is in worst case reduced from 92% to 83% when realistic backhaul is
considered. Based on this, a significant gain with realistic backhaul is still assumed.
Furthermore, the signalling load of the CB-ICIC framework proves to be insignificant.
4.5 Simulation Scenario
In this section, the default simulation scenario is described and the most important
simulation assumptions are discussed. The simulation scenario is used in the remainder
of the PhD thesis. It is decided that the indoor small cell simulation scenario should be
based on the 3GPP Release 12 Scenario 3 [62, 71]. This ensures that the produced results
are comparable with similar interference coordination studies also utilising 3GPP Release
12 Scenario 3. This section is concluded with a comprehensive table with the most notable
simulation parameters.
4.5.1 Network Layout
The 3GPP Release 12 Scenario 3 defines two building layouts, yet only the dual stripe
layout is utilised in this work. In Scenario 3 all UEs are located inside a dual stripe
building, and no wide area macro network is simulated. Consequently, all UEs must be
served by an indoor small cell, thus it is decided to deploy a small cell in each apartment in
the dual stripe building. The reason for doing so is twofold. First of all, without an overlay
macro network available, a small cell in each apartment ensures indoor coverage in the
entire building. Secondly, since the objective is investigation of potential ICIC solutions in
dense small cell environments, a challenging interference scenario is desired. Furthermore,
a X2 interface between the indoor small cells is assumed. Figure 4.8 illustrates the
network layout including the dimensions, it is noted that the small cells are dropped with
uniform probability inside each apartment. Finally, it should be mentioned that for sake
of simplicity the number of floors in this work is limited to 1 floor, resulting in a total of
20 small cells in the default simulation scenario. The outer building penetration loss is
23 dB and the penetration loss of the indoor walls is 5 dB.
4.5.2 Spectrum and Transmission Power
In this study the transmission bandwidth is 20 MHz and the total transmission power
is 27 dBm. Furthermore, the available bandwidth is divided into four CCs, each with a
bandwidth of 5 MHz. Depending on the interference coordination strategy, the indoor
small cells can utilise the entire transmission spectrum (all CCs) or only some of the
CCs. In order to keep the PSD constant the total transmission power per CC is 21 dBm,
5The percentage of the session time where CB-ICIC improves the throughput for an outage UE.
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10 m 
10 m 
10 m 
Fig. 4.8: Building layout and small cell density for the considered simulation scenario.
Small cells are dropped with uniform distribution in each apartment.
corresponding to 21 dBm per 5 MHz bandwidth. The transmission power and bandwidth
relations are shown in Figure 4.9. If a small cell is configured to transmit on multiple CC,
contiguous or non-contiguous, intra-cell CA support for all UEs are assumed, i.e. UEs
can be scheduled on multiple CCs. Moreover, it is assumed that the distance dependant
path loss is independent of the CC, but the fast-fading component is CC dependant. In
the simulations, only Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) Downlink (DL) is simulations.
However, it is important to note, that the interference challenges are similar for a FDD
network and a synchronised Time Division Duplex (TDD) network.
Fig. 4.9: Total transmission power versus transmission bandwidth.
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Fig. 4.10: Simulator structure used in Chapter 4 through Chapter 6.
4.5.3 Description of the Simulation Tool
This section describes the simulation tool used for the studies in the remainder of the
thesis. The system-level simulator is 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) and Long Term
Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) compliant. A block diagram of the system-level simulator is
shown in Figure 4.10.
The simulator consists of two main loops; a network topology loop and a time loop. The
network topology loop loops over the different network realisations. For each realisation
of the network topology, indoor small cells are dropped uniformly in the indoor area in
order to model uncoordinated deployment strategy. The time loop loops over the specified
simulation time. The simulation time is set, such that the network reach a steady state
and the number of UE statistics are significant.
The core of the simulation tool is encapsulated by the two loops. The first block is the
UE generation where UEs are created according to the traffic generation model. Next, is
the Radio Resource Management (RRM) block. All essential RRM processes are explicit
modelled in the simulator. This includes time-domain and frequency-domain UE scheduling
and inner- and outer-loop link adaptation. Moreover, HARQ and retransmissions are
modelled as well. After the RRM processes, the UE SINR is computed. The SINR is used
to compute the specific UE throughput rates. The throughput is calculated from SINR to
throughput mapping curves. If the specified simulation time is reached, the simulation
statistics are saved and the simulation ends. Otherwise, the user channel model is updated
and the process start over. Finally, if the simulation time is reached, new indoor small cell
are dropped in the network, and the simulations start all over.
Before any development work is started, proper calibration of the simulation tool
is ensured. For this purpose, primarily [105] is used as calibration target. After the
calibration process, the simulation results showed a match in path loss distribution and in
UE geometry factor6.
4.5.4 Simulation Assumptions Summary
Last part of this section is dedicated to the default simulation assumption. Unless otherwise
specified, the default simulation parameters are as summarised in Table 4.4. If not included
6Also known as the G-factor, see [83, page 228-231]
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in the table, the default simulation value is according to [62].
Table 4.4: Default simulation assumptions.
Parameter Value
System Downlink LTE-A FDD Release 12
Deployment scenario 3GPP Release 12 Scenario 3 [71,106]
Network layout Dual Stripe
Number of floors 1
Number of apartments per floor 20
Indoor small cell density 1.0 (1 per apartment)
Access mode Open Subscriber Group (OSG)
Carrier frequency 3.5 GHz
Path loss model InH [71]
Spatial channel model InH [107]
Transmission bandwidth 20 MHz
Number of CCs Up to 4
Small cell transmission power 21 dBm per 5 MHz
Error vector magnitude 4%
Time domain scheduler Proportional fair
Frequency domain scheduler Proportional fair
Throughput averaging length, tavg 100 ms
Guaranteed bit rate, Rmin 3 Mbps
Data buffer size (S) 4 Mbit
Traffic model {Open loop ; Closed loop}
Number of transmit antennas (NTx) 2
Number of receive antennas (NRx) 2
Rank adaptation Enabled [108]
Transmission mode 4
Receiver type MMSE-MRC [109]
Cell selection criterion Best RSRP
UE noise figure 9 dB
4.6 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the performance of the proposed CB-ICIC is compared to global FR.
Global FR, where all small cells utilise the entire spectrum, is selected as reference because
it provides better performance than fixed FR-2 and fixed FR-4, see Appendix E. In this
chapter, global FR is referred to as Baseline.
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4.6.1 Characteristics of A Congested Network
As mentioned previously, only simulations where the carried load equals the offered load
are considered valid, see Section 4.2.1. In Figure 4.11 the offered load versus the carried
load is plotted for baseline and CB-ICIC. For low load, it is seen that the carried load
equals the offered load. Baseline carried load drops below the offered load at 500 Mbps,
thus the network is invalid for 500 Mbps and up. For CB-ICIC the network congests
when the offered load is 600 Mbps or more. It is important to note, that this does not
correspond to the definition of network capacity.
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Fig. 4.11: In a congested network, the carried load is lower than the carried load. E.g.
the network overloads at 500 Mbps and 600 Mbps for baseline and CB-ICIC, respectively.
Figure 4.12 shows the Empirical Cumulative Density Function (ECDF) of the number
of UEs being served by the small cells. For baseline and CB-ICIC, two curves are plotted;
one curve for the maximum carried load (dashed) and one curve where the small cell
network congests (solid). In each Transmission Time Interval (TTI) the UE-load is sampled
in each of the small cells, and presented as an ECDF. For non-congested networks in
general, it is seen that < 5% of the time a small cell is loaded with more than 20 UEs.
When the network congests, it is seen that for approximately 5% to 10% of the time a
small cell is loaded with more than 40 UEs. This indicates that UEs start to pile up in
the network. At the same time, it is noted that the resource utilisation is still not 100%.
Thus, the UE load is not distributed evenly between the small cells, leading to a few of
the small cells limiting the overall network performance.
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Fig. 4.12: When the network congests, UEs start to pile up in a few of the small cells. It
is seen that the user load is not equally balanced between the small cells.
Table 4.5 lists the resource utilisation for baseline and CB-ICIC for various offered
loads. In general, the resource utilisation for CB-ICIC is lower than for baseline. The
lower resource utilisation for CB-ICIC is two-fold. First, as shown later in Figure 4.14, the
UE throughput performance is improved for CB-ICIC. This means, that the UE leaves
the network faster, thus using less resources. Second reason is the muting of CC. Consider
a small cell where only 3 out of 4 CCs are active. Assuming the bandwidth of the CCs is
equal and that the small cell allocates all resources on the 3 active carriers in all TTIs,
the resulting resource utilisation would be 75% and not 100%. One could argue which is
more correct as it is a matter of definition. However, in this thesis it is decided that the
resource utilisation is reported as a percentage of the total amount of resources - active or
muted - and not as a percentage of the active resources only.
In the remainder of the thesis, no further results for congested networks are presented.
Thus, for baseline simulations the offered load is within the range 300 Mbps to 450 Mbps,
and for CB-ICIC the valid offered load region is 300 Mbps to 550 Mbps.
4.6.2 Network Outage and UE Throughput Performance
In Figure 4.13 the network outage versus the offered traffic load is shown. The used traffic
model is the OLTM. At low load, it is seen that the network outage is zero, so all UEs
in the network are served with at least Rmin. With increasing load, not all UEs can be
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Table 4.5: Resource utilisation for baseline and CB-ICIC.
Offered Load [Mbps] Baseline CB-ICIC # of active CCs
300 33% 31% 3.9
350 49% 43% 3.9
400 62% 45% 3.3
450 77% 47% 2.8
500 - 51% 2.6
550 - 54% 2.4
served with at least Rmin, resulting in an increase in network outage. It is seen that the
baseline scheme reaches 5% of the UEs in outage for a offered load of 420 Mbps, which
defines the network capacity for the baseline scheme. From the figure, it is clear that by
enabling CB-ICIC the network capacity increases. In this scenario, the network capacity
increases to 510 Mbps, corresponding to an increase of 21%, which clearly demonstrates
the advantage of CB-ICIC in a small cell environment.
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Fig. 4.13: Network outage for baseline scheme and CB-ICIC framework utilising OLTM.
The red dashed line denotes the maximum outage allowed in the network.
The 5%-ile and 50%-ile UE throughput performances are plotted in Figure 4.14. The
figure shows, that for all traffic loads, the CB-ICIC framework outperforms the baseline
UE throughputs. Despite the muted CCs, the 50%-ile UE throughput is not affected
negatively. This indicates that the realised benefit/cost functions and net benefit threshold
achieves a good trade-off in prioritising the performance of outage UEs versus non-outage
UEs. However, for low load, the gains are insignificantly. The reason for this is, that
at low load the number of instantaneous UEs in the network is rather low, thus, the
interference from neighbouring small cells is relatively small. Furthermore, for low load
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Fig. 4.14: 5%-ile and 50%-ile UE throughput for baseline and CB-ICIC. The small cell
network congests at 450 Mbps and 550 Mbps for baseline and CB-ICIC, respectively.
the available resources for each UE is high resulting in high UE throughput. Hence, the
CB-ICIC framework is rarely triggered at low load, see Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16. At
high load, the number of instantaneous UEs in the network is higher which means more
UEs to share the available resources. Thus, the UE throughput performance is lowered.
Consequently, the CB-ICIC framework is triggered more often, leading to higher CB-ICIC
gains.
4.6.3 Active Component Carrier Ratio and Update Rate
Figure 4.15 illustrates the probability mass function of active CCs for various loads. For
300 Mbps and 350 Mbps offered load, 4 active CCs is clearly dominant, with a probability
of more than 0.9. At these loads, the CC configuration is very similar to baseline, which
obvious corresponds to 4 active CCs. The reason that the CB-ICIC framework rarely mutes
CCs at low load is that the probability of inter-cell interference is also low. Furthermore,
the probability of multiple UEs connected to the same serving cell is low, thus, the
resources are not shared with other UEs, this ensures that UEs fulfils their GBR target
without triggering the CB-ICIC framework.
At high load, the probability of UEs fulfilling the GBR target is reduced, due to less
resources and increased inter cell interference. Consequently, the CB-ICIC framework is
triggered more frequently leading to generally more muting being applied to the small
cells, which is also evident from the figure. And at offered load = 550 Mbps, it is seen
that 2 active CCs is the most probable CC configuration. Generally speaking, at low load
the average number of active CCs is 3.9 per small cell and for high load this number is
reduced to 2.4, see more details in Table 4.5.
An equally important aspect is the rate of which the CC configuration is updated. As
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Fig. 4.15: Probability mass function of active CC.
each CC assignment update involves signalling and a transition time between ON/OFF,
Figure 4.16 shows the number of CC assignment updates per second per small cell. A
update change rate of 1 means that the small cell updates the CC assignment change once
every second on average. As expected, and indicated in previous figures, the CC change
rate is rather low at low load. On average, a small cell updates its CC assignment once
every two minutes. At high load, the small cells update the CC assignment approximately
once per second.
4.6.4 Performance Evaluation With Closed Loop Traffic Model
In order to test the sensitivity towards the traffic generation method, also CLTM results
are presented. At this point in the PhD thesis, all reported performance results have been
for OLTM. However, in order not to replicate all OLTM results, only the most important
CLTM results are presented. The network outage versus the number of UEs per small cell
in Figure 4.17. First of all it is noted that the traffic load is now expressed as Number of
UEs per Small Cell. From the figure it is evident, that the CB-ICIC solution significant
improves the network outage performance. By applying CB-ICIC, the load where the
network fulfils the QoS for 95% of the UEs is increased from 2.5 to 4 UEs per small cell.
This corresponds to a network capacity increase of 60%. For OLTM, the network capacity
gain was only 21%. This clearly demonstrates the versatility of the CB-ICIC framework
towards traffic models.
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Fig. 4.16: Number of CC assignment changes per second per small cell.
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Fig. 4.17: Network outage for baseline and CB-ICIC using CLTM. Red dashed line
denotes the maximum allowed network outage.
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Beside the importance of the increased network capacity, the total number of served
UEs should be emphasised. Due to the feedback in the traffic model, artificial low
network outages could be achieved if the number of served UEs is reduced. Therefore,
it is important, that this is not the case. Figure 4.18 shows the number of served UEs,
including both outage and non-outage UEs. It is clear that for all loads, the proposed
CB-ICIC scheme increases the number of served UEs.
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Fig. 4.18: Number of served UEs for CLTM.
The larger CB-ICIC gain for CLTM compared to OLTM is due to increased resource
utilisation. The consequence of increased resource utilisation is increased inter-cell inter-
ference and more muting options for the CB-ICIC framework. The increased resource
utilisation is increased since a new UE is generated whenever a UE finishes their session.
Table 4.6 summarises the resource utilisation for the CLTM simulations. Compared to
Table 4.5 it is evident that the resource utilisation is higher when using the CLTM. Further,
it is also visible that the CB-ICIC applies more muting for the CLTM, hence the larger
gain in CLTM.
Table 4.6: Resource utilisation for baseline and CB-ICIC.
# of UEs per cell Baseline CB-ICIC # of active CCs
1 53% 46% 3.9
2 68% 51% 3.3
3 77% 52% 2.9
4 82% 54% 2.7
5 83% 56% 2.6
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4.7 Conclusion and Discussion
The poor performance of fixed FR schemes motivates the development of a dynamic
CB-ICIC framework which minimise the network outage for a given QoS requirement. The
framework works in a reactive manner, which intelligently coordinates the CC assignment,
such that outage UEs improve the throughput performance and fulfil the QoS target.
Pivotal parts of the framework are the identification of CC assignment hypotheses and
the net benefit calculations for each hypothesis. These two steps ensure, that the CC
assignment change provides sufficient benefit for the outage UE with minimal impact
towards the neighbouring small cells and connected UE. By applying the proposed CB-ICIC
framework, the network capacity is increased 20% - 60%, depending on the utilised traffic
generation model. This feat is accomplished with control signalling shared between the
small cells via ideal backhaul, however with realistic backhaul properties the CB-ICIC is
assessed to provide considerable network outage improvements also. Moreover, the amount
of control signalling required to support the framework is considered to be minor and is
outweighed by the performance gains. Yet, standardisation for sharing the benefit/cost is
required by the proposed framework.

Chapter 5
Adaptive Small Cell Load
Balancing
Simulation results in Appendix E show that uneven user load in the small cell is the main
reason for networks to congest. Typically, a single or a few small cells are limiting the
overall network performance, as they are overloaded and User Equipments (UEs) start to
pile up in the network. In this chapter, an adaptive small cell load balancing algorithm is
developed. The objective is to oﬄoad UEs from the high loaded small cells to the less
loaded small cells. Moreover, the algorithm must be able to adapt to the instantaneous
user load.
The chapter is organised as follows: In Section 5.1 prior art is discussed followed by
the problem formulation in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 describes the development of the
load balancing algorithm. In Section 5.4 the performance of the developed load balancing
algorithm is presented and Section 5.5 concludes the chapter.
5.1 Prior Art
In [110], the authors propose a mobility load balancing algorithm which dynamically adjust
the Cell Individual Offset (CIO) via the X2 interface. The proposed algorithm utilises
the Composite Available Capacity (CAC) measure defined by 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) [52]. Based on the CAC measure, the cells negotiate a CIO, i.e. users
are oﬄoaded to less loaded cells. The simulation scenario is a Heterogeneous Network
(HetNet) with a dedicated macro carrier and a co-channel macro and pico carrier. The
objective is to increase the pico utilisation ratio and increase the session satisfaction ratio
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by oﬄoading UEs to inactive neighbouring cells. Simulation results show that the proposed
algorithm indeed increase the session satisfaction ratio. On the contrary, results also show
that the probability of radio link failures increase. Thus, the authors recommend that the
load balancing algorithm is service-aware, and is primarily used for video streaming UEs
where buffering helps protect against link failure interruptions.
The authors of [111] investigate the performance of several load balancing techniques
in HetNets. A network-wide optimisation problem is formulated, and joint user association
and resource allocation are performed to find the upper bound performance. Next, a
low complexity distributed Range Extension (RE) algorithm is proposed. The algorithm
converges to a near optimum solution. A sensitivity study shows that the optimum
solution is highly dependent on the transmission power of the different base station
technologies. The proposed algorithm improves the throughput for the coverage UEs up
to 3x. This emphasises the potential of simple RE biasing. Moreover, in [112] an adaptive
RE algorithm is developed for Long Term Evolution (LTE) HetNets - macro and pico cells.
The algorithm dynamically adjusts the pico cell RE according to the traffic distribution
and the UE performance. Promising simulation results are presented, as the algorithm
proves to be versatile and improves the UE throughput performance over static pico cell
RE configurations.
The studies in [110–112] focus on the improved user throughput performance or
user satisfaction by means of cell range extension adjustments or mobility parameter
adjustments in 3GPP compliant network. However, in [113] a more radical and general
approach is investigated. The authors formulate the macro and small cell load balancing
problem as a bargain problem. For each small cell, a cost and an incentive are defined for
oﬄoading macro UEs. Likewise, each macro cell is associated with a cost and incentive to
oﬄoad UEs to a small cell. In order to improve the small cell pay off, the small cells must
form groups, to increase their bargain power towards the overlay macro network. As it is
also noted by the authors, their contribution should be used as inspiration in the design
of future small cell oﬄoading techniques and solutions.
It is evident from the referenced papers, that recently the primary focus has been on
load balancing between a macro layer and a small cell layer. In the co-channel macro and
small cell scenario, macro to small cell oﬄoading is the apparent method to improve the
overall network throughput performance. However, in this chapter the potential of load
balancing between small cell on a dedicated carrier is investigated. This topic has received
less attention in open literature.
5.2 Problem Formulation
The scenario of interest is the 3GPP Release 12 Scenario 3, described in Section 4.5.
Furthermore, based on the results presented in Section 4.6.1, it is clear that the small
cells in the network experience very different instantaneous load conditions. Here load is
defined as the number of connected UEs. While some of the small cells are unused, other
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small cells serve more than 10 UEs on average. Thus, in order to improve the overall
network throughput performance, it is desired to distribute the UEs more equally between
the small cells. By doing so, more resources are available for the remaining UEs in the
overloaded cell. Moreover, the UEs, which are oﬄoaded to a neighbouring cell, improve
their throughput despite the potentially lower Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio
(SINR), as more resources are available at the target cell. Consequently, the objective of
the load balancing algorithm is:
• Identify overloaded small cell(s) in the network
• Search for one or multiple neighbouring small cells capable of oﬄoading the overloaded
small cell(s)
• Apply the necessary load balancing mechanisms
5.3 Developed Load Balancing Framework
First, the means of load balancing must be decided. In this work, the cell association is
performed as:
i∗ = arg max
i
{Pi +REi} (5.1)
where Pi is the received power from cell i and REi is the range extension of cell i. In LTE,
Pi is realised as the Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) measured by the UEs. Thus,
two obvious load balancing candidates are the adjustment of the small cell transmission
power or individual cell RE bias. Both mechanisms involve inherited pros and cons.
If using the transmission power alternative, the overloaded small cell could increase
the transmission power in order to improve the SINR for the connected UEs. However,
there are two distinct disadvantages of such an approach; namely the small cell increase
the coverage footprint and neighbouring small cell UEs experience increased interference.
By increasing the small cell coverage footprint, the probability of new UEs arriving also
increase. This is not desired, as the resulting resource-share per UE decreases accordingly.
Furthermore, since the surrounding UEs experience a decreased SINR and throughput,
the neighbouring small cell(s) would potentially combat this phenomena by also increasing
the transmission power. As a result of this side effect, the small cells potentially enter a
power race, similar to power race in Uplink (UL) described in [114]. Hence, the end result
is that all small cells transmit with the maximum transmission power, which is not the
desired outcome.
Alternatively, a small cell could decrease the transmission power in order to shrink
the coverage footprint and the probability of new UEs arriving. However, the effect of
lower arrival rate is not immediate and does not improve the performance of the already
connected UEs. On the contrary, the negative effect of lower transmission power is
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immediate, and the consequence is worsened SINR and throughput performance of the
connected UEs. Thus, the opposite effect is achieved by lowering the small cell transmission
power and is not considered a viable solution.
Cell RE adjustment has been utilised successfully in 3GPP HetNet deployments in
combination with network Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (ICIC) features [54]. The
RE feature allows manipulation of the small cells coverage area according to the applied
cell selection criterion from (5.1). By increasing the RE value, the coverage area of the
cell is increased and vice versa. This is possible without effecting the SINR conditions of
own cell UEs or neighbour cell UEs. Therefore, individual cell RE is selected as the load
balancing mechanism. However, it is important to stress that in this thesis load balancing
according to (5.1) is only performed at connection set up. Handover or cell reselection is
not used, even though the initial cell selection is no longer optimum.
5.3.1 Load and Overload Criteria
An overloaded small cell is characterised by a large number of connected UEs each being
served with a UE throughput significantly lower than the average UE throughput in the
network. Hence, the average UE throughput in cell i is defined as the cell specific load
parameter:
ωi =
1
#Ui
∑
n∈Ui
R¯n (5.2)
where n is the user index, i is the small cell index, Ui is the set of UEs at small cell i, R¯n
is the past average throughput of UE n, ωi is the cell load of small cell i, and #Ui denotes
the cardinality of the set Ui. It is important to note, that the throughput is based on the
throughput of all connected UEs, and not only scheduled UEs. Then, the first criterion
for identifying an overloaded cell is:
ωi
ωi∗
< Tω (5.3)
where Tω is the overload threshold, and i∗ is a neighbouring small cell. For sake of
simplicity, it is decided that a small cell only computes the overload ratio from (5.3) for
the small cells in adjacent apartments. In real life scenario this is naturally not an option,
as an autonomous solution is preferred. However, realistic neighbour cell pairing can be
achieved using UE measurement reports. Yet, this issue is out of the scope of this thesis
and is suggested for future studies.
From (5.3) it is clear that the load balancing algorithm does not consider any Quality
of Service (QoS) requirements, e.g. a minimum guaranteed bit rate. This is a design choice
as it is desirable to adjust the small cell RE before the UEs ends up in outage. Instead,
to avoid unnecessary cell RE adjustments a minimum resource utilisation threshold is
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defined as a second overload criterion:
ψi > Tψ (5.4)
where Tψ is the resource threshold and ψi is the average resource utilisation during the
last tψ seconds. This criteria ensures that the cell RE is only adjusted in the high load
scenarios. In low loaded scenarios, it is preferred that UEs connect to the small cell where
the maximum RSRP is measured. E.g. if two UEs are connected to a small cell and only
one UE is connected to a neighbouring small cell, the intention is not to oﬄoad UEs to
the small cell with only one connected UE only. Here the desired behaviour is to keep the
current RE values.
5.3.2 Description of the Algorithm
The proposed algorithm is designed as a distributed algorithm. This is the preferred choice,
as minimal information needs to be shared between a small cell and the neighbouring small
cells in adjacent apartments. From (5.3) and (5.4), it is evident, that only the average UE
throughput of the connected users are to be shared.
Furthermore, it is decided that the algorithm must be proactive. It is desirable if the
users are balanced before the cells are actually overloaded. Thus, each small cell checks
periodically (every tψ second) if both (5.3) and (5.4) are fulfilled. If both are fulfilled, the
small cell must be oﬄoaded. This is either achieved by increasing the cell RE bias in a
neighbouring small cell or lower the cell RE bias in own cell. It is important to realise that
the absolute value of cell RE is not too interesting in the dedicated small cell scenario. It
is the difference in RE bias between cell pairs that is the most interesting value.
Increase Cell RE in Neighbouring Cell
In the dual stripe scenario, a small cell (denoted victim) can have up to three adjacent
neighbouring small cells, see Figure 4.8 on page 77. Therefore, if the overload criteria is
only fulfilled compared to one of the neighbouring small cells (denoted aggressor), then the
RE of the aggressor is changed by +1 dB. This ensures that the UEs are only oﬄoaded to
the aggressor cell. The required cell RE change is signalled from the victim cell towards
the aggressor cell. The aggressor cell can either acknowledge the request or Negative
Acknowledge (NACK) the request. If a NACK is returned, the victim cell change its own
RE bias by -1 dB.
Decrease Cell RE in Own Cell
It is also possible that a small cell is overloaded compared to multiple or all neighbour
cells. If more than half of the neighbouring cells are able to oﬄoad the victim small cell,
then the victim small cell lowers the cell RE value by 1 dB. This ensures that all the
neighbouring small cells oﬄoad the victim small cell.
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The Load Balancing Algorithm
Algorithm 5.1 describes the distributed algorithm which is executed at each small cell
with periodicity tψ. It is assumed, that load metrics from neighbouring cells are already
received. In a realistic implementation, the range of RE is limited. Yet, this is not ensured
in Algorithm 5.1, as the algorithm is thought of as a proof of concept.
Algorithm 5.1 Proposed Load Balancing Algorithm
for all cells i do
NO ← 0 . NO is the number of oﬄoad candidates
ωi = 1#Ui
∑
n∈Ui R¯n
Forward ωi to neighbouring small cells
if ψi > Tψ then
for all i∗ ∈ Bi do . Bi is the set of neighbour cells
if ωiωi∗ < Tω then
NO ← NO + 1
end if
end for
if NO > 0 then
if NO#Bi ≥ 0.5 then . # denotes the cardinality of a set
REi ← REi − 1
else
for all i∗ ∈ Bi do
if ωiωi∗ < Tω then
Request: REi∗ ← REi∗ + 1
if NACK from i∗ then
REi ← REi − 1
end if
end if
end for
end if
end if
end if
end for
Figure 5.1 shows the involved signalling for the load balancing algorithm with one
victim cell and two neighbouring small cells. First the required load information in (5.2)
is shared among the small cells. Next, Algorithm 5.1 is executed. Based on the outcome,
neighbouring small cells are signalled with the decision. In this example, neighbour cell 2
is requested to increase the RE by 1 dB in order to oﬄoad UEs from the victim cell. This
request is either acknowledged or not by neighbouring cell 2.
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Neighbour Cell 1 Victim Cell Neighbour Cell 2
Share load information
Share load information
Execute Algorithm 5.1
Request to increase RE by 1 dB
Increase RE or reject
ACK/NACK
Fig. 5.1: Required signalling for increasing the RE in a single neighbouring small cell.
Neighbour Cell 1 Victim Cell Neighbour Cell 2
Share load information
Share load information
Execute Algorithm 5.1
Decrease RE by -1 dB
Fig. 5.2: Required signalling if the victim cell oﬄoads UEs to all neighbour cells.
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If multiple neighbour cells can accept a higher probability of user arriving, the victim
cell decrease the RE by 1 dB, hence no signalling to neighbouring cells area required after
Algorithm 5.1 is executed. This scenario is depicted in Figure 5.2.
5.4 Performance Evaluation
Section 5.3 describes three parameters used by the adaptive RE algorithm. Therefore,
parameter sweeps are performed in order to maximise the network capacity. The overload
threshold (Tω) was swept from 1.0 to 3.0 with a step size of 0.5, resource threshold (Tψ)
was swept from 0.3 to 0.8 with a step size of 0.1, and the resource averaging time (tψ) was
swept in the interval 0.5 to 3.0 with a step size of 0.5. Table 5.1 contains the values of the
parameters which maximise the network capacity. The remaining results in this section
are obtained with the optimum parameters applied.
Table 5.1: Optimum parameter configuration for the load balancing framework.
Parameter Value
Overload threshold (Tω) [-] 2
Resource threshold (Tψ) [-] 0.6
Resource averaging time (tψ) [s] 1
In the following figures, Baseline results are compared against the proposed load
balancing algorithm results, named Load Balancing in the figures. Again, baseline results
corresponds to global Frequency Reuse (FR). First, figure 5.3 compares the network
outage. Up to offered load of 450 Mbps, no UEs are in outage, neither for baseline nor
the adaptive RE algorithm. At 550 Mbps, the baseline results show that the network
outage has surpassed the allowed outage requirement, which is 5%. On the contrary, the
adaptive RE algorithm reduces the network outage to 3%. Overall, the network capacity
is increased approximately 2%. However, it is seen that neither of the methods support a
network load larger than 550 Mbps.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the 5%-ile UE throughput performance. It is evident, that only at
load 550 Mbps it is possible to distinguish the two curves from each other. The adaptive
RE solution improves the 5%-ile UE throughput approximately 37%. The average and
95%-ile UE throughput improvement is not as significant though, thus the results are not
included in the thesis.
The general performance improvement is achieved by a more balanced UE distribution
between the small cells in the network. Figure 5.5 plots the Empirical Cumulative Density
Function (ECDF) of the number of connected users per small cell and the offered load is
550 Mbps. The maximum number of connected UEs are lowered from 27 to 15 by utilising
the adaptive RE framework. Moreover, the resource utilisation is increased from 72% to
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Fig. 5.3: Network outage for adaptive RE algorithm and baseline FR 1 and Open Loop
Traffic Model (OLTM).
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Fig. 5.4: 5%-ile UE throughput for OLTM.
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Fig. 5.5: UE distribution for baseline and adaptive RE using OLTM and the offered load
is 550 Mbps.
75%, which is observed from the figure.
Figure 5.6 is included to give an overview of the number of cell RE adjustments per
small cell per second. At first it is noticed that the number of Decrease RE changes is
in general larger than the number of Increase RE changes. This indicates that a small
cell is typically overloaded compared to the majority of its neighbours. And this is in
agreement with the characteristics of a congested network. Next, it is noticed that all
small cells are at some point overloaded or oﬄoading UEs from a neighbouring small cell
during the simulation time. Finally, it is noted that the relative number of changes are
much less compared to the relative number of changes for the Carrier Based Inter-Cell
Interference Coordination (CB-ICIC) framework presented in Figure 4.16 on page 85. This
is by design/parametrisation and is explained by the fact that the load balancing is only
performed every second (tψ) and the proposed CB-ICIC framework did carrier assignment
adjustments every 0.1 second.
Finally, the performance of the load balancing algorithm under CLTM is presented in
Figure 5.7. For loads where the average number of UEs per small cell is two or less, the
performance of the load balancing algorithm corresponds to the baseline results. However,
for increasing load the load balancing algorithm is able to improve the network capacity
with approximately 10%, which is larger than the OLTM increase. Yet, the gains are still
significantly smaller than the CB-ICIC gains. The UE throughput performance gains for
CLTM are in the same order of magnitude as the OLTM gains presented in Figure 5.4,
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Fig. 5.7: Network outage for adaptive RE algorithm and baseline frequency reuse 1 and
Closed Loop Traffic Model (CLTM).
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hence they are left out for sake of brevity.
5.5 Conclusion and Discussion
The performance figures in this section have showed that it is possible to oﬄoad the most
loaded small cells to the less loaded small cells. But it is also clear that the performance
gain is at most marginal. Despite the relative low implementation complexity, these results
do not justify realisation. However, before the adaptive RE technique is written off, the
simulation assumptions and proposal should be discussed.
The current load balancing implementation only performs load balancing during
connection establishment immediately after a UE is created in the network. Consequently,
an overloaded small cell is not oﬄoaded instantaneously. It is only the probability of new
UEs arriving in the overloaded small cell which is reduced. Hence the oﬄoading effect is
on a long term scale. Optimally, the algorithm should identify the potential overloaded
small cell, before they become overloaded and is a potential subject to further studies.
However, in real network load balancing takes place not only during the connection
set up, but also during the active data session, by means of handovers or cell reselections.
This is not supported in the simulator, but it is expected that the this would improve
the load balancing performance as the oﬄoading is immediate. Thus, a load balancing
approach should apply extended load balancing both at connection set up and during the
data session.
Chapter 6
Impact of Using Advanced
Receivers
Until this point in the thesis, only the baseline Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)
receiver was considered, this is also known as the Minimum Mean Square Error - Maxi-
mum Ratio Combining (MMSE-MRC) receiver and is defined in [109]. However, as the
computation power of User Equipments (UEs) increases, it enables the implementation
of more advanced receiver structures, e.g. inter-cell interference aware receiver types.
Consequently, the proposed Carrier Based Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (CB-ICIC)
framework and advanced receiver types address the same problem without any coordi-
nation. Therefore, it is important to understand the effects of introducing the advanced
receivers in networks with network based Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (ICIC)
techniques. Can network based and UE based interference techniques compliment each
other? Or are no additional gain achieved when combining such? Yet, it is important
to note, that the investigated receiver types in this chapter are not novel and have been
studied previously, see Section 6.1. But the performance of interference aware receivers
and the dense small cell scenario and finite buffer traffic is not previously investigated.
6.1 Prior Art
This section summarises the prior art for UE receivers. The UE prior art is important,
since a novel advanced receiver type is not proposed in this chapter. Instead the most
suitable prior art receiver type is compared against the baseline receiver.
The Maximum Likelihood (ML) receiver is the optimum receiver as it minimise the
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average error probability, however, the receiver complexity is currently too high for
practical implementation [115–117]. Thus, a trade off in receiver performance and receiver
complexity is sought. A popular approach in wireless communication is linear receiver
techniques. Linear receivers estimate the desired symbol vector (~ˆx1) by applying an
equalisation matrix (W ) to the received signal (~y).
~ˆx1 = W ~y. (6.1)
The technique used for computing the equalisation matrix characterises each linear receiver
type. One example of a linear receiver is the Zero Forcing (ZF) receiver, also known as
Decorrelator and Interference nulling [116,118]. The ZF receiver removes the effects of
the transmission channel, thus removing the intra-cell interference [118]. This is achieved
by applying the inverse1 of the transmission channel to the received signal. However,
the ZF does not take the noise nor inter-cell interference into account, which limits the
performance of the ZF since noise and interference are potentially amplified. This is a
significant limitation of the ZF receiver, thus, the ZF receiver is desirable in scenarios
where the intra-cell interference is dominant over Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
and inter-cell interference.
On the contrary to the ZF receiver, the Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) receiver
preserves the received energy and maximises the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at the cost of
potentially high intra-cell interference [116, 118, 120]. In practice, the Hermitian transpose
of the channel estimate is applied to the received signal. Consequently, in low SNR region
the MRC receiver performance is superior to the ZF receiver, due to the maximisation of
the SNR. However, in high SNR region and in the presence of intra-cell interference, the
MRC receiver performances worse compared to the ZF receiver [118, Section 8.3.3].
It is clear that MRC and ZF receiver represent two extremes. When noise is dominant
over intra-cell interference the MRC receiver is preferred and vice versa. Therefore, the
MRC receiver has been defined as a baseline receiver in Long Term Evolution (LTE) [109]
for rank 1 transmissions where no intra-cell interference is present. Nevertheless, a more
versatile receiver type is preferred.
A popular choice in linear receiver structure is the MMSE receiver [115, 116, 118].
In [118, Figure 8.15] the performance of the ZF, the MRC, and the MMSE receiver is
compared. It is clear the MMSE receiver is preferred as it outperforms the other two over
the entire SNR range. The generalised MMSE equalisation matrix WMMSE is expressed
as:
WMMSE = HˆH1 R−1MMSE (6.2)
where Hˆ1 is an estimate of the effective transmission channel, RMMSE is the MMSE
covariance matrix, (·)H denotes the Hermitian transpose of a matrix, and (·)−1 denotes
the inverse of a matrix. The interested reader is referred to Appendix G where the generic
1If Hˆ1 is not invertible, the Moore-Penrose inverse is applied instead [118,119]
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MMSE solution is derived, see (G.16).
Typically, the covariance matrix is constructed only using the transmission channel
estimate and a noise estimate and the receiver is simply denoted MMSE or MMSE-MRC,
see Section 6.3.1. However, if the covariance matrix includes interfering channel estimates,
the receiver is capable of suppressing inter-cell interference, see Section 6.3.2. This receiver
type is also known as the Interference Rejection Combining (IRC) receiver or Minimum
Mean Square Error - Interference Rejection Combining (MMSE-IRC). The terms IRC
and MMSE-IRC are used interchangeable in the remainder of this thesis. The concept
of the IRC receiver was first proposed in [121] and it is shown that it maximises the
Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) after combining the received signals. The
number of receive antennas is an important factor when it comes to the performance of
the MMSE-IRC receiver. If the transmission rank equals the number of receive antennas,
no inter-cell interference can be rejected, since all receive antennas are needed for decoding
the transmitted symbol stream(s). If the transmission rank is lower than the number of
receive antennas, the degree of freedom at the receiver is sufficient for suppression inter-cell
interference.
However, the MMSE-IRC receiver introduces the challenge of estimating interfering
channels. To ease this task in practice, 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) intro-
duced User Equipment Specific Reference Signal (UE-RS) - also known as Demodulation
Reference Signal (DMRS) - in LTE Release 10. Prior to UE-RS, an UE required knowledge
of the interfering channel and the UE specific precoding. By utilising UE-RS, UEs are
able to estimate the effective interfering channel estimate, which includes the precoding
effects [122, 123]. The LTE Release 8 and Release 10 signalling concepts are described
in Appendix H. Apart from the UE-RS estimation approach, the 3GPP also defines a
data based and a Cell-specific Reference Signal (CRS) based approach [109, Section 4.3].
The UE throughput performance of the UE-RS and data based schemes is investigated
in [124–126]. The authors conclude that only MMSE-IRC combined with the UE-RS based
scheme constantly outperforms the MMSE-MRC. Moreover, [127, Section 12.3] reports up
to 2 dB SINR gain utilising the UE-RS based MMSE-IRC receiver over MMSE receiver
which is in accordance with the previous reported gains.
Finally, a word on Interference Cancellation (IC) receivers [115,116,118]. The approach
of the IC receiver is to decode interfering symbols followed by reconstruction of the inter-
fering signal. The reconstructed interference signal is subtracted from the received signal,
and thereby obtaining an improved SINR for the desired signal. The process of decoding,
reconstructing, and subtracting interfering signals is potentially performed multiple times
before the desired symbol is decoded. However, the task of decoding and reconstructing the
interfering signals is not trivial, as it requires knowledge of the interfering transmission(s).
In fact, 3GPP started work on Network Assisted Interference Cancellation and Suppression
(NAICS) [128], however this concept is out of the scope of this thesis.
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6.2 System Model
In the Downlink (DL) system model we assume a UE with NRx receive antennas and
NBS enhanced Node Bs (eNBs) with NTx transmit antennas. Consequently, the number
of streams (NS) supported by the network2 is up to min (NTx, NRx). In vector form the
NRx × 1 received signal vector (~y(m, l)) for the m-th sub-carrier at time l is described as:
~y(m, l) =
√
PTx,1(m, l) ·H1(m, l)C1(m, l)~x1(m, l)
+
NBS∑
i=2
√
PTx,i(m, l) ·Hi(m, l)Ci(m, l)~xi(m, l) + ~n(m, l) (6.3)
where
• PTx,i(m, l) is the i-th small cell transmission power at sub-carrier m at time l [1× 1]
• H1 is the channel matrix between the serving eNB and UE [NRx ×NTx]
• C1 is the pre-coding matrix [NTx ×NS ]
• ~x1 is the desired symbol vector [NS × 1]
• Hi is the channel matrix between the interfering eNB i and UE [NRx ×NTx]
• Ci is the pre-coding matrix at eNB i [NTx ×NS ]
• ~xi is the interfering symbol vector from eNB i [NS × 1]
• ~n is the AWGN vector with variance σ20 [NRx × 1].
In order to simplify equation (6.3), the NRx ×NS effective channel matrix (H˜) between
transmitter and receiver is defined:
H˜ = HC. (6.4)
Furthermore, the subcarrier index and time index are left out for sake of simplicity.
Combining (6.3) and (6.4) yields
~y =
√
PTx,1 · H˜1~x1 +
NBS∑
i=2
√
PTx,i · H˜i~xi + ~n. (6.5)
6.2.1 Precoding In LTE
As expressed in (6.4), the desired data stream is precoded with precode matrix C. A
precode matrix is applied at the transmitter side, in order to improve the channel quality
by exploiting Channel State Information (CSI). E.g. if a UE experience low SNR the
transmitted signal can be directed in the direction of the UE or in case of multi stream
transmission the SINR can be improved by reducing the inter-stream interference. If full
2Known as the system transmission rank.
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CSI is known at both transmit and receiver side, the Multiple Input and Multiple Output
(MIMO) capacity can be achieved by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the channel
matrix and optimal power allocation [129,130]. However, the requirement of full CSI at
the transmitter side is not suitable for a practical communication system, as this requires a
vast amount of feedback from the receiver to the transmitter. In LTE, a limited number of
known precode matrices are pre-defined [131]. Based on CSI, the optimum precode matrix
is determined at the receiver side and the Pre-code Matrix Indicator (PMI) is signalled
to transmitter. Thereby, the amount of required feedback is reduced to potentially a few
bits. Obviously, the quantification of the precode matrix reduces the channel capacity and
depends on the size of the precoding codebook [132]. This process corresponds to LTE
transmission mode 4 [131], which is also used in all simulations. Finally, rank adaptation
is performed according to the proposed method in [108].
6.3 Considered Receiver Structures
This section describes the receiver structures considered in this PhD thesis. Further
information on the MMSE receiver structure is found in Appendix G.
6.3.1 The Baseline MMSE Receiver
The MMSE-MRC receiver type is considered the baseline receiver in this thesis. This
receiver is capable of suppressing intra-cell interference while the noise is also taken into
account. However, inter-cell interference is treated as noise. The benefit of this solution
is simplicity, as no interfering channel estimates are required. The drawback however, is
limited performance in case of strong inter-cell interference. The baseline MMSE-MRC
receiver is characterised by the NS ×NRx equalisation matrix WMMSE−MRC expressed
as:
WMMSE−MRC = HˆH1 R−1MMSE−MRC . (6.6)
The NRx ×NRx covariance matrix is defined as:
RMMSE−MRC = PTx,1 · Hˆ1HˆH1 + diag
(
NBS∑
i=2
PTx,i · HˆiHˆHi
)
+ σ20I. (6.7)
From (6.6) and (6.7) it is noted that the computation of the equalisation matrix only
requires estimates of the transmission channel, the power of the noise, and the interference
power at each receive antenna.
6.3.2 The Advanced MMSE-IRC Receiver
The MMSE-IRC covariance matrix includes the estimates of the interfering channel
matrices, between the UE and interfering eNBs. The result is that the MMSE-IRC receiver
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is inter-cell interference aware. For the MMSE-IRC receiver the NS × NRx covariance
matrix RMMSE−IRC is defined as:
RMMSE−IRC = PTx,1 · Hˆ1HˆH1 +
NBS∑
i=2
PTx,i · HˆiHˆHi + σ20I (6.8)
where the NS ×NRx MMSE-IRC equalisation matrix WMMSE−IRC is computed as:
WMMSE−IRC = HˆH1 R−1MMSE−IRC . (6.9)
From (6.8) it is clear that the sum of all interfering effective channel estimates is needed.
This challenge is eased by the introduction of UE-RS in LTE Release 10, see Appendix H.
In this thesis, the serving cell transmission channel estimation method is realistic [123],
however, for all MMSE-IRC simulations, ideal channel estimation of the effective interfering
channels is assumed. Compared to ideal interfering channel estimation, the UE-RS based
estimation method is approximately 5% worse according to [125].
6.4 Performance Evaluation
This section presents the different advanced UE simulation cases. The simulations are
split into three sections; baseline, four receive antennas, and network ICIC solution in
combination with advanced UE receivers. All simulation assumptions are in agreement
with Table 4.4 in Section 4.5.4.
6.4.1 Baseline Scenario
In this section, the baseline scenario combined with the MMSE-MRC and the MMSE-IRC
receiver is presented. Baseline indicates that global Frequency Reuse (FR) is applied. It is
noted that the MMSE-MRC results correspond to the baseline results in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5. To avoid confusion, the MMSE-MRC are also named Baseline in this chapter.
The MMSE-IRC results are named Baseline-IRC.
Figure 6.1 shows the 5%-ile UE throughput performance for the MMSE-MRC and
MMSE-IRC. The MMSE-IRC gain is written above the bars for each traffic load. It
is clear, that the MMSE-IRC performance is superior. At high load, the gain is 265%,
which is considerable higher than the gains reported in [124, 133]. Compared to [133],
the increased MMSE-IRC gain is explained by the traffic model. When using the Open
Loop Traffic Model (OLTM) the MMSE-IRC gain is two-fold: First of all, the MMSE-IRC
improves the spectral efficiency and thereby also the UE throughput by suppressing
inter-cell interference. Secondly, the increased UE throughput results in decreased UE
session time. Thus, more resources are available for the remaining UEs at the serving cell,
or less interference are caused to the surrounding UEs.
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Fig. 6.1: 5%-ile UE throughput performance. The number above the bars denote the
MMSE-IRC receiver gain.
Compared to [124] the main difference is the simulation scenario. Based on the
performance results, it is implied that the MMSE-IRC potential for dense small cell
scenarios is larger than for homogeneous macro-only deployments. The explanation for
this is a stronger dominant interferer in the small cell scenario, which is suppressed by
the MMSE-IRC receiver. Figure 6.2 compares the Dominant Interference Ratio (DIR)
for several 3GPP scenarios and a site specific urban network. It is clear that the DIR is
higher for the small cell scenario compared to the other 3GPP scenarios. The DIR in the
dense small cell scenario is similar to the DIR experienced in the realistic outdoor small
cell network. The SINR improvement after suppressing or muting the Dominant Interferer
(DI) was shown in (4.29) on page 70.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the average UE throughput performance. The trends are similar
to the 5%-ile UE throughput gain; the MMSE-IRC gain is increasing with the traffic load.
Though, the relative MMSE-IRC gains are smaller than the 5%-ile gains. This is expected
as the experienced interference for an average UE is smaller than for a 5%-ile UE. However,
it is stressed that the mean UE throughput gains are in the range of 27% to 110%, which
is still a substantial improvement. Also, the 95%-ile UE throughput is increased, here the
MMSE-IRC gain is in the range from 3% to 61%. Though, this is not shown explicit in a
figure for sake of brevity. Similar to the 5%-ile case, the mean UE throughput gains are
larger than the gains reported in [124].
The general trend, regarding UE throughput performance, is that the MMSE-IRC
gain is largest for the 5%-ile UEs since they experience more inter-cell interference from
neighbouring small cells. Moreover, the MMSE-IRC gain increases with the traffic load as
expected, since the probability of strong inter-cell interference is low at low load. Both of
these general observations are expected, and are also in line with previous MMSE-IRC
studies.
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Fig. 6.2: DIR experienced in various 3GPP networks and a site specific network [6].
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Fig. 6.3: Average UE throughput performance. The MMSE-IRC gain in percent is shown
for each of the traffic loads.
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Fig. 6.4: Outage performance of MMSE-MRC receiver and MMSE-IRC receiver. The
dashed red line denotes the maximum allowed outage.
Figure 6.4 shows the network outage versus offered load. As expected, the MMSE-
IRC receiver is also superior to the MMSE-MRC receiver in terms of network outage.
Additionally, the network capacity increases from 420 Mbps to 540 Mbps (+28%). In
fact, the achieved gain is larger than the CB-ICIC gain of 21% reported in Figure 4.13 on
page 82.
In Figure 6.5, the rank 2 transmission ratio and the SINR improvement for MMSE-MRC
and MMSE-IRC receiver at traffic load 450 Mbps is presented. Both metrics are important
to understand the full potential of the MMSE-IRC receiver. Figure 6.5a illustrates the
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the rank 2 ratio for each UE. Most remarkable
is that all UEs have been scheduled for rank 1 transmission (no vertical line at Rank 2
Ratio = 1). In theory, this means that all UEs have gained from the interference rejection
capabilities of the MMSE-IRC receiver, also the UEs in high SINR region. Next, it is
observed that the rank 2 transmission ratio is increased for the MMSE-IRC receiver
compared to the MMSE-MRC receiver, i.e. the MMSE-IRC curve is shifted right. This
indicates that the SINR is improved for the MMSE-IRC case.
A similar trend is observed in Figure 6.5b. Here it is seen that the SINR CDF is
approximately improved 5 dB due to the MMSE-IRC receiver. This result is remarkable as
the MMSE-IRC is capable of increasing both the rank 2 transmission ratio and the SINR
per stream. Typically, the SINR for rank 2 transmissions is lower compared to the SINR
for rank 1 transmission, as the transmission power is allocated to two streams. However,
the gain is not solely a result of the inter-cell interference awareness of the MMSE-IRC
receiver. Part of the SINR gain is caused by the fact that the UEs finish their session
faster, thus, causing less interference towards neighbouring UEs. E.g. at offered load
450 Mbps, the resource utilisation is reduced from 77% to 51% when the MMSE-IRC
receiver is introduced, which clearly indicates that the UEs leave the network faster.
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Fig. 6.5: Rank 2 performance and UE SINR for traffic load 450 Mbps.
6.4.2 Four Receive Antenna Scenario
The new spectrum allocations at 3.5 GHz enable the implementation of smaller antennas
in the handsets. Therefore, a logical next step from the current 2×2 antenna configuration
is 2×4 antenna configurations. Apart from the increased receive diversity, this also enables
the MMSE-IRC receiver to reject at least 2 interfering inter-cell interfering streams at
all times, since the maximum system rank is 2. Only the number of receive antennas is
changed in this section, all other simulation assumptions are according to Table 4.4 in
Section 4.5.4. Simulation results for MMSE-MRC receiver and four receive antennas are
denoted Baseline-4Rx and MMSE-IRC with four receive antennas are denoted Baseline-
4Rx-IRC.
Figure 6.6 presents the outage performance of the MMSE-MRC and the MMSE-IRC,
for two and four receive antennas. The two antenna results were already presented in
Figure 6.4 but are included to ease the comparison for the reader. It is seen that four
receive antennas improve the network capacity 60% and 75% for the MMSE-MRC receiver
and the MMSE-IRC receiver, respectively. The reasons are increased receive diversity and
received power. Furthermore, for four receive antennas the MMSE-IRC network capacity
gain is 40% (from 675 Mbps to 950 Mbps). For two receive antennas the MMSE-IRC gain
was only 28%. This indicates that the advantage of the MMSE-IRC receiver increases
with the number of receive antennas, as more interferes can be rejected.
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Fig. 6.6: Network outage performance with four receive antennas. The dashed red line
denotes the outage requirement. The solid curves are included for comparison purposes
and denote the two receive antenna configuration from Figure 6.4.
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Fig. 6.7: UE throughput performance for MMSE-MRC and MMSE-IRC with four receive
antennas.
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In Figure 6.7 the 5%-ile, the average, and the 95%-ile UE throughput performance are
plotted. It is clear that the MMSE-IRC receiver improves the UE throughput for all UEs.
The relative improvement is largest for the 5%-ile UEs and is increasing with the offered
traffic. The absolute 5%-ile improvement is approximately 20 Mbps for offered loads in
the range from 300 Mbps to 700 Mbps.
6.5 Network ICIC Techniques and Advanced UE Re-
ceivers
In this section, the combination of network based and UE based ICIC techniques are
studied. This is important as there is no coordination between the two approaches. Thus,
one of the techniques could prove redundant. In Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9, the combination
of the proposed CB-ICIC scheme and the MMSE-IRC receiver is named CBICIC-IRC.
The naming of previously presented results are not changed.
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Fig. 6.8: Network outage when combining CB-ICIC and MMSE-IRC receiver for open
loop traffic model.
Figure 6.8 shows the network outage for a combination of the proposed CB-ICIC
framework and the MMSE-IRC receiver with two receive antennas. The results from
Figure 6.4 are included for ease of comparison. First of all, it is clear that a combination of
the two approaches further increases the network capacity. The network capacity increases
from 540 Mbps to 600 Mbps (11%), which is less than for the MMSE-MRC receiver where
a CB-ICIC gain of 21% was observed, see Figure 4.13 on page 82. The main reason for this
is that the MMSE-IRC receiver reduce the resource utilisation (load) of the network. Thus,
the number of interfering small cell is lowered, and so is the number of valid hypotheses.
Furthermore, the MMSE-IRC receiver reduces the impact of the interference, thus, the
potential of the CB-ICIC is reduced accordingly.
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Fig. 6.9: Network outage when combining CB-ICIC and MMSE-IRC receiver and using
closed loop traffic model.
A combination of advanced receivers and the CB-ICIC framework is also simulated
using the Closed Loop Traffic Model (CLTM), the resulting network outage result is
illustrated in Figure 6.9. The CB-ICIC gain for MMSE-IRC is almost as large as the
CB-ICIC gain for MMSE-MRC, which is due to the traffic model. Whenever a UE
completes a session and is removed from the network, a new UE is generated. This ensures
that the resource utilisation is higher compared to the OLTM, and in return the number
of valid hypotheses is not effected as much.
6.6 Overview of Network and UE Combinations
This section summarises all the network capacity results presented in Chapter 4, Chapter 5,
and this chapter. The objective is to give the reader the opportunity to easily compare the
potential of each of the presented ICIC solutions. Figure 6.10 shows the network capacity
gain for various combinations of the network and UE based ICIC solutions. Not all the
capacity gain numbers are explicitly presented previously. The network capacity gain is
shown for both the OLTM and the CLTM, respectively.
In short, the CB-ICIC framework, IRC receivers, four receive antennas, or a combination
of these techniques shows great potential for increasing the network capacity. By combining
all of the aforementioned techniques and depending on the traffic model the network
capacity gain is in the range from 140% to 190%. As mentioned previously, the traffic in a
real network is not described entirely by a single traffic model. Consequently, the gains in
a real network is expected to be within the gains shown for the OLTM and the CLTM.
Generally speaking, the CB-ICIC solution produces the largest gains for the CLTM.
The reason is that the overall network utilisation is larger for the CLTM when the network
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Fig. 6.10: Capacity gain overview of the network and UE based ICIC solutions.
is about to overload. This means the interference is more severe, thus, the gain of
coordinating the interference is larger. Moreover, the figure shows that the potential gain
of the proposed load balancing algorithm is only marginal.
By combining IRC receivers and the proposed CB-ICIC framework, the outcome is
further improvements over the individual solutions, even though there is no coordination
of the solutions. Furthermore, the introduction of four receive antennas is shown to
significantly improve the network capacity performance for CLTM. On the other hand,
the CB-ICIC improvement is neglectable for four receive antennas when the traffic model
is OLTM.
6.7 Conclusion and Discussion
In this chapter it has been shown that the MMSE-IRC receiver can significantly improve
the UE throughput and decrease network outage. Moreover, the potential of the MMSE-
IRC is larger in dense small cell environments compared to the homogeneous macro-only
scenario, since the DIR is typically larger in the small cell environment. However, the
MMSE-IRC gain requires that the network and UE support UE-RS to exploit the full
potential. Finally, it is shown that a combination of the proposed CB-ICIC framework
from Chapter 4 and the MMSE-IRC receiver produces promising performance results.
Again, it is noted that ideal interfering channel estimation is assumed, and that the
overhead of UE-RS is not considered. Thus, the MMSE-IRC performance in this thesis is
upper bound.
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The combination of UE based and network based ICIC techniques is very interesting
and of high importance. It is shown that the advanced UE receiver reduces the network
based ICIC gain. Both techniques mitigate the inter-cell interference, without coordinating
which interferer to mitigate. The coordination of network based and UE based ICIC
techniques is left for future work studies. Recently, coordination between UE and network
based ICIC have been addressed by 3GPP and a NAICS work item was approved [134].
The concept is to provide knowledge of the interfering transmissions to the UEs. The
specific information required depends on the receiver structure, [128] supplies an overview
of the considered receiver structures. The work is still ongoing, and no conclusion has
been drawn at this point. However, first results shows promising improvement over the
MMSE-IRC receiver [135].

Chapter 7
Conclusion
This PhD project treats the challenges and enabling solutions for indoor small cell
deployment. This topic is of high importance as current mobile traffic predictions foresee
immense mobile traffic growth in the years to come. Thus, mobile network operators are
looking for efficient solutions to cope with future traffic volumes. Deployment of indoor
small cells are considered a promising solution to boost indoor coverage and improve the
network capacity in confined areas with high traffic load. However, before allowing mass
deployment of indoor small cells, potential pitfalls must be analysed thoroughly. This
chapter concludes on the main findings in the PhD project and provides recommendations
for indoor small cell deployment. Finally, directions for future work in this area are given.
7.1 Main Findings
Comprehensive measurement campaigns are carried out in order to verify and develop
simulation models. The indoor ITU-R propagation model is verified and an urban outdoor
micro propagation model is proposed. Furthermore, a HSPA co-channel macro and femto
measurement campaign is performed to reveal critical femto interference issues. In DL
direction the interference issues are modest, as long as the macro users are located outside
the femto building. The macro UE only experiences a throughput degradation if located
right next to rooms with the indoor femto. The increased building penetration loss of
modern buildings helps isolate the femto cells from macro cells and vice versa. However in
UL, measurements revealed that without proper femto UE power capping, nearby macro
cells could experience significant noise rise, up to 6 dB is measured. Therefore, a self
provisioning QoS aware femto power control algorithm is developed to minimise the DL
and UL femto interference towards the macro layer. The femto power control algorithm
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excels by protecting the surrounding macro cell and nearby macro users, and at the same
time the femto users are provided with the agreed QoS. Vital concepts of the femto power
control algorithm are verified by measurements.
Measurement results from a IEEE 802.11g WiFi and HSPA femto trial show that WiFi
is the preferred technology from an end users point of view. WiFi offers higher DL and UL
throughput rates, primarily due to the larger transmission bandwidth. However, the main
differentiator is the femto compromise in terms of UE power consumption and latency
performance. HSPA femtos can not be competitive in both, due to complex HSPA RRC
state processes.
A LTE network evolution study, carried out for a realistic network deployment in a
European metropolis, showed that neither coordinated nor uncoordinated femto deploy-
ment provided the lowest TCO for short-term network evolution. For short-term traffic
growth, deployment of outdoor pico cells on a dedicated carrier is the most TCO efficient.
However, this solution is not as scalable as indoor femto deployment. Thus, for medium
and long-term traffic growth, the uncoordinated femto deployment performs the best
in terms of TCO. Indoor femto cell deployment offers the most efficient indoor macro
oﬄoading, this is very important as the indoor UEs are the most challenging. In the
high traffic growth scenario, the indoor femto cells serve approximately 80% of the UEs.
Simulation results also reveal, that a 50% TCO reduction is achieved if the femto cells are
deployed on a dedicated femto carrier. The reason is that the femto coverage area in a
co-channel deployment is reduced due to the coexistence with macro and pico cells, thus,
co-channel femto deployment requires a considerable higher femto density.
Considering the mobile traffic growth predictions, the conclusion is straightforward; un-
coordinated deployment of femto cells on a dedicated carrier is preferred network evolution
option. It is scalable, and delivers the lowest TCO and the highest end user throughputs.
For a traffic growth of x100 compared to the 2011 traffic volumes, a femto deployment
rate of 20% is required, or approximately 1700 femto access point per square kilometre in
a dense urban European metropolis environment.
The uncoordinated deployment of OSG LTE femto cells (small cells in general) on a ded-
icated carrier scenario is investigated further. Typically, the overall network performance
is limited by a single or few small cells which are overloaded. Therefore, a novel and QoS
aware CB-ICIC framework is proposed. The objective is to maximise the network capacity
subject to a certain QoS. The reactive framework is triggered if a user is not fulfilling the
QoS. The net benefit of all hypothetical improvements are computed, and the hypothesis
with largest net benefit is carried out. The net benefit is computed based on network
metrics and UE measurements. For low traffic load scenarios, the framework configures
the network as frequency reuse 1. The probability of strong inter-cell interference is low,
thus, best network performance is achieved if all small cells utilise the full spectrum. With
increasing traffic load, the probability of strong inter-cell interference also increase, thus,
users experience reduced throughput rates. If an user experiences throughputs lower than
the agreed QoS, then the serving cell can either increase the number of active component
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carriers, or neighbouring cells can mute transmission on one or more of the interfering
component carriers.
Simulation results show that the developed CB-ICIC framework increases the network
capacity between 20% and 60% depending on traffic model assumption. Both the 5%-ile
and 50%-ile UE throughput improves by using the CB-ICIC framework. In general, the
CB-ICIC gain is largest for high traffic loads, where the inter-cell interference is most severe.
At low load, only marginal CB-ICIC gain is observed as the inter-cell interference is low.
No simulation results show reduced network performance with the CB-ICIC framework
compared to frequency reuse 1.
In the dense small cell environment, large dominant interferer ratios are observed com-
pared to the macro only scenario. Hence, the potential performance gain of the inter-cell
interference aware IRC receiver is promising for dense small cell network. Performance
results of the IRC receiver show that the network capacity is increased up to 30% compared
to the baseline MMSE receiver. More interesting is the combination of CB-ICIC and IRC
receivers. Results show that the combined gain is in the range of 40% to 80%. Finally,
the number of receive antennas is increased from two to four, and with IRC receiver and
CB-ICIC, the overall network capacity increases in the order of 140% to 190%. Overall,
the IRC offers considerable performance gain compared to the MMSE receiver in terms of
network capacity and UE throughput performance.
A load balancing algorithm is also proposed. The individual cell range extension is
adjusted according to the user load in neighbouring cell pairs. When an overloaded cell is
detected, the range extension is adjusted, such that the coverage area of the overloaded
cell is reduced, and the neighbouring cells are implicit expanding their coverage area.
However, the gain of the proposed framework is only marginal. The main reason is that
the framework is too slow reacting. The cell range extension is not adjusted until a cell is
overloaded, and at this point it is already too late. Only new arriving UEs are oﬄoaded to
the neighbouring cells, the already connected UEs keep being connected to the overloaded
cell.
7.2 Recommendations
Before providing pointers for future work, small cell deployment recommendations are
given in the light of the main findings of the PhD project. The main findings of the project
are summarised in these five general small cell deployment recommendations.
Long-Term Network Evolution Strategy - Deployment of indoor small cells proved
to be a key in providing a scalable solution to accommodate future traffic volumes.
Dedicated Small Cell Carrier - In general, deployment of small cells on a dedicated
carrier is recommended. Dedicated carrier deployment improves the macro oﬄoading
significantly and lessen the requirements to small cell deployment densities.
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Uncoordinated Indoor Small Cell Deployment - Uncoordinated small cell deploy-
ment is generally speaking more efficient in terms of network TCO. Yet, the difference is
minor compared to coordinated small cell deployment, and the most suitable option could
be dictated by the scenario. E.g. coordinated deployment is most likely the preferred in
public areas.
Advanced UEs - Advanced UEs improve the overall network performance significantly,
both in terms of experienced UE throughput and reduced network load. Moreover, ad-
vanced UEs delay the need for network based ICIC solutions.
Network Based ICIC - Network based ICIC techniques in the carrier domain, such as
the proposed CB-ICIC framework, can improve the network capacity substantial. Even
with a majority of advanced UEs in the network the potential gain is considerable. At low
traffic volumes the gain is marginal, the gain of the CB-ICIC solutions increases with the
femto density and the traffic volumes.
7.3 Future Work
This final section, is dedicated to inspire the reader for future indoor small cell work. A
non-exhaustive list is provided, it includes work topics which carry on the work presented
in this thesis accompanied by topics which are otherwise out of the scope of this thesis.
Measurements showed that WiFi delivers the best end user experience. However,
considering that HSPA and IEEE 802.11g both have been superseded by LTE and IEEE
802.11n/ac, new measurements would reveal which of the technologies have improved the
most. Especially, the simpler architecture of LTE and reduced complexity of the RRC
states and transitions could prove a significant improvement for the femto technology. This
is also required to bring the experienced femto performance on par with the experienced
WiFi performance.
Even with the small cell deployment advances presented in this thesis, it is possible to
improve the indoor small cell performance further. The CB-ICIC framework presented
in Chapter 4 is designed for baseline MMSE receivers. If this is compensated, it is ex-
pected that the combined performance of CB-ICIC and IRC UEs can be further improved.
Furthermore, the typical macro cell and small cell co-channel deployment scenario is
deliberately ignored in the design of the CB-ICIC framework because of relative high
TCO and existing, dedicated 3GPP techniques such as eICIC. However, the CB-ICIC
framework could be extended to this scenario, if network operators do not have dedicated
small cell spectrum available.
The proposed load balancing algorithm only showed marginal performance gain. In
this thesis the load balancing mechanisms were only applied during establishment of the
connection, however, future work must include active mode load balancing, e.g. load
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triggered handovers.
The next leap within ICIC could be provided by NAICS receivers, which have experi-
enced an increasing interest in standardisation bodies lately. Hence, the NAICS concept
has become part of LTE Release 12. In the NAICS concept the network based and
receiver side based ICIC techniques are coordinated, in contrast to the approach applied
in Chapter 6. The NAICS framework defines several receiver structures, which have their
distinct pros and cons in terms of receiver performance and complexity.
Considering the plethora of expected indoor small cells in future mobile networks,
the CoMP reception and transmission feature becomes interesting. Naturally, the CoMP
technology potentially impose high demands to the backhaul connection, which might
not be available to an average residence today. However, one should keep in mind that
the deployment scenarios and traffic volumes are for future growth scenarios, thus, the
backhaul has time to mature.
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 Abstract – In this paper macro performance in a co-channel 
macro and femto setup is studied. Measurements are 
performed in a live Universal Mobile Telecommunication 
System (UMTS) network. It is concluded that femto 
interference does not affect macro downlink (DL) performance 
as long as the macro Received Signal Code Power (RSCP) is 
stronger than femto RSCP. We also conclude that a macro 
escape carrier is a robust DL interference management 
solution. In uplink (UL) direction it is shown that a single femto 
UE close to macro cell can potentially cause a noise rise of 6 dB 
in the surrounding macro cell. In order to limit the noise rise 
from femto UEs, femto UE power capping and lowering femto 
common pilot channel (CPICH) power is recommended. The 
consequence is less uplink interference towards the macro, but 
also decreased femto coverage. Measurements close to macro 
cell centre showed femto coverage radius smaller than 5 meter 
– with realistic power settings. This makes co-channel femto 
deployment less promising in dense macro environments with 
good macro RSCP coverage. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the next couple of years mobile data traffic is expected 
to increase by 92% per year between 2010 and 2015 [1]. To 
cope with such an increase network operators are required to 
upgrade the current mobile networks. One potential solution 
to increase the capacity in existing networks is femto cells. 
Femto cells are low powered and low priced access points 
intended for indoor deployment. The low price of femto cell 
deployment is a consequence of femto cells being self 
configuring allowing for uncoordinated mass deployment. 
Furthermore the femto backhaul is expected to be the end 
user’s own fixed internet connection. The fact that femto 
cells are meant for indoor deployment gives certain 
advantages over macro cells, namely that the femto cells are 
inside the same building as the UE being served. This means 
that there is no additional outdoor to indoor building 
penetration loss – a factor which could worsen the link 
budget by some 20 dB or more. 
Femto cells can operate in open access or in closed 
subscriber group (CSG) mode [2]. In CSG mode only a 
certain group of UEs are allowed to connect to the femto 
cell. This can potentially limit the performance of macro cell 
users that do not belong to the CSG list. In this case the 
femto cell is a severe source of interference – potentially 
creating a coverage hole in the macro cell. If not dealt with, a 
dense femto deployment can have a strong impact on macro 
cell performance. Therefore, interference management 
schemes are fundamental if femto cells are to become a 
success in the future.  
Today the open literature includes many performance 
studies for co-channel deployment of macro and femto cells. 
Various interference management solutions have been 
extensively studied for such cases for both HSPA and LTE; 
see [3-6]. However, the majority of these existing 
performance and interference management studies rely 
solely on theoretical models and simulations, and therefore 
the validity of the conclusions depends on the underlying 
assumptions. Contrary to those previous studies, we here 
present field measurements for both co-channel deployed 
macro and femto cells, as well as cases with the availability 
of a macro escape carrier, free of femto interference. 
Our objective is to show representative results from a co-
channel macro and femto deployment scenario. As a case 
study, we present results for HSPA, but many of the results 
presented can be extended to LTE as well. In this paper, we 
investigate the interference caused by femtos and femto UEs. 
Thus, several femto locations are chosen for interference 
measurements, including femto locations at macro cell edge 
and macro cell centre, as these locations cover the extremes 
in terms of path losses to the macro site. It is expected that 
the interference from femtos in DL is stronger at macro cell 
edge, whereas interference from femto UEs in UL is worse 
at macro cell centre, as a consequence of the path loss 
relations. We also measure the performance of the escape 
carrier scenario. 
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II 
describes the measurement locations and the macro and 
femto deployment scenario. In Section III the measurement 
procedure and equipment are presented. Section IV covers 
co-channel interference measurement results while Section V 
includes the escape carrier findings. Finally, Section VI 
concludes the paper. 
II. MEASUREMENT SETUP 
The measurement campaign was carried out at the campus 
area of Tampere University of Technology (TUT). A Nokia 
Test Network (NTN) macro cell base station provides macro 
coverage to the entire TUT campus area and has been 
utilised during the measurements campaign. The sector 
antenna of macro cell base station was mounted on top of a 
nearby 4-storey office building. The femto cell was deployed 
in offices, lecture rooms and hallways at TUT. Basically the 
only constraint for femto deployment is available power and 
network plugs. The locations of macro and femto cells 
together with the measurement routes are shown in Figure 1. 
There are no buildings between the macro site and location 3 
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 (line of sight propagation conditions), while a single 4-storey 
building is located between the macro site and both location 
1 and 2. The distance between the macro site and the femto 
cell locations varies between 250 meter (Location 3) and 600 
meter (Location 1). 
 
Figure 1 – Femto cell locations and macro cell sector direction. Dashed 
lines are the DL interference measurement routes. 
All 3 femto locations were used for DL interference 
measurements while only location 1 (macro cell edge) and 3 
(macro cell centre) were used for the UL interference 
measurements. Location 2 was used for the escape carrier 
scenario [5]. The main parameters of the femto and macro 
cells are gathered in TABLE I. 
TABLE I MAIN PARAMETERS OF FEMTO AND MACRO 
Parameter Unit Femto Macro 
Total Tx power dBm {0; 5; 14; 20} 43 
Antenna gain dBi 0 17 
Antenna height m – 20 
Cable loss dB 0 3 
UARFCN  10662 {10662; 10638} 
3GPP Release  8 6 
HS-PDSCH codes  max. 15 max. 15 
P-CPICH Tx power dBm {-10; -5; 5; 10} 33 
Max UE Tx power dBm {-13; 0} 24 
Throughout the measurement campaign a single femto 
access point [7] was deployed at the measurement location 
and the femto backhaul was an internet connection at the 
TUT network. The backhaul capacity was measured to be 
more than 40 Mbps. Most measurements were performed 
after office hours to minimise the possibility of having other 
active UEs in the network and reduce the disturbance from 
people in the measurement area. 
III. MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES 
The DL interference and escape carrier measurements 
were performed with a UE dongle [8] connected to a laptop 
with measurement software [9]. Measurements are 
performed outdoor while moving along the pre-planned 
measurement routes outside the femto buildings. Four sets of 
measurements are conducted: 
1. Femto is turned off, and outdoor UE is kept in 
CELL_DCH state measuring macro RSCP and EC/I0. 
2. Femto performing a High-Speed Downlink Packet 
Access (HSDPA) data transmission and outdoor UE 
is kept in CELL_DCH state measuring macro RSCP 
and EC/I0. 
3. Femto is turned off, and outdoor macro UE is 
performing an HSDPA data transmission while 
measuring macro RSCP, EC/I0 and DL throughput. 
4. Femto performing HSDPA data transmission and 
outdoor macro UE is performing an HSDPA data 
transmission while measuring macro RSCP, EC/I0 and 
DL throughput. 
By comparing the different sets of measurements it is 
possible to determine the interference caused by the femto, 
as well as the corresponding effect on the macro UE 
throughput. 
For the macro escape carrier measurements a 
neighbouring macro site sector was configured to a dedicated 
macro carrier. In an ideal escape carrier scenario both the 
shared carrier and the dedicated carrier would be configured 
on all three macro site sectors. In our setup the consequence 
of using two different sectors is that the dedicated carrier 
RSCP is 7 dB lower than the shared carrier RSCP. In the 
ideal escape carrier setup the dedicated and shared carrier 
RSCPs would be similar assuming similar frequencies. This 
configuration was chosen because of the required time to 
configure the macro site. Inter-frequency measurements are 
triggered when the serving cell EC/I0 goes below -15 dB. If a 
neighbouring inter-frequency cell EC/I0 is above -13 dB, an 
inter-frequency handover is started. Time to trigger is 100 
ms [10]. 
The UL macro interference measurements were conducted 
at location 1 and 3. During these measurements, the femto 
UE was performing a High-Speed Uplink Packet Access 
(HSUPA) transmission while transmitting at maximum 
transmitting power. In order to cause maximum possible UL 
noise rise in the macro cell the UE is going to the femto cell 
edge area, thus increasing the UL transmission power. Macro 
cell measurements of the uplink noise rise are reported to the 
Radio Network Controller (RNC). The RNC stores those 
measurements for later data analysis. 
IV. CO-CHANNEL INTERFERENCE MEASUREMENTS 
This section covers the co-channel interference 
measurement results. It is investigated how indoor femto 
deployment affects macro DL performance and contributes 
to noise rise in the surrounding macro cell. 
A. DL Interference Measurements 
For the DL interference measurements one femto cell is 
deployed in a building at macro cell centre and at macro cell 
edge. Only the results from macro cell edge are presented 
100 m 
X    1  
 2X 
Femto cell 
locations
X3 
Shared carrier 
Dedicated macro carrier
Macro cell
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 due to page constraints. Macro cell edge results are chosen 
because of larger path loss from the macro site to cell edge 
location, and therefore they represent the worst case in terms 
of propagation. Maximum femto transmission power is 20 
dBm, and femto CPICH power is 10 dBm. The 
measurements were repeated 10 times, and the figures in this 
section show the average of all measurements. 
Figure 2 shows macro RSCP and femto RSCP when 
measuring at location 1. It is shown that the macro RSCP 
varies from -90 dBm to -80 dBm.  
 
Figure 2 - Macro and femto RSCP measurements, location 1. 
More interesting are the femto RSCP measurements. At the 
first 10 meter and the last 20 meter the femto RSCP is 
around -90 dBm, thus lower than the macro RSCP. From 18 
to 35 meter the femto RSCP is better than macro RSCP. 
After 25 meter femto RSCP peaks and reaches -73 dBm, 7 
dB above the macro RSCP. At this location the femto and 
measurement UE are only separated by a solid outer wall 
with metal coated windows. 
 
Figure 3 - Femto interference effect on macro EC/I0, location 1. 
Figure 3 shows how much the macro EC/I0 is affected by a 
fully loaded femto. At the first 10 meter and last 25 meter 
the femto has no effect on the macro EC/I0 as there is no 
significant difference in macro EC/I0 when the femto is 
turned on with full load and when the femto is turned off. At 
the middle part of the measurement route the macro EC/I0 
drops to -10 dB (5 dB smaller than in non-interfered 
locations) caused by femto interference. Comparing Figure 2 
and Figure 3 reveals that the macro EC/I0 is only degraded 
when the femto RSCP is better than the macro RSCP. 
Figure 4 shows how the macro UE throughput in DL is 
affected by the femto. As expected the only significant 
difference between the fully loaded femto scenario and 
femto off scenario is when measuring close to the femto, 
from 20 to 35 meter. At this part of the measurement route 
the macro throughput is reduced by more than 2.5 Mbps 
compared to when the femto is switched off, but still 
achieved almost 3 Mbps on average. On the remaining part 
of the route there is no noticeable difference between the 
loaded femto and switched off femto measurements. 
 
Figure 4 - Macro cell throughput, location 1. 
Based on the measurement results from all locations, the 
general conclusion is that if the macro RSCP is better than 
femto RSCP, then the macro throughput is not affected by 
the femto presence, regardless of the femto load. Also, if the 
macro RSCP and femto RSCP is at the same level or femto 
RSCP above macro RSCP, then the femto cell makes the 
macro performance worse. However, in the most interfered 
locations the outdoor macro throughput keeps staying around 
3Mbps on average.  
B. UL Interference Measurements  
The objective of the UL macro interference measurements 
is to determine the noise rise from a single femto UE. UL 
interference measurements were conducted with the femto 
deployed at macro cell edge and cell centre. At macro cell 
edge the measured femto UE to macro path loss equals 120 
dB and 100 dB for the macro cell centre location. From the 
RNC recordings the macro cell noise floor is measured to -
105.5 dBm. At macro cell edge this implies a noise rise of 
0.2 dB, when assuming femto UE transmission power of 0 
dBm. At macro cell centre the noise rise contributed by the 
femto UE is estimated to be 6.6 dB. Measurements confirm 
the estimated noise rise. TABLE II compares the estimates 
with the measured noise rise values at macro cell edge and 
macro cell edge. 
TABLE II MACRO NOISE RISE FROM SINGLE FEMTO UE 
Macro cell edge Macro cell centre
Estimated 0.2 dB 6.6 dB
Measured 0.0 dB 5.9 dB
The small differences between estimated and measured 
values can result from measurement accuracy, fading 
channels and the difficulty of forcing the femto UE to 
constantly transmit at 0 dBm during the measurements. 
In network planning a total noise rise in the order of 3 dB 
is considered [11]. Hence, a 6 dB noise rise from a single 
femto UE is too large as it would compromise the macro 
coverage and, in worst case, leave areas without macro 
coverage. In practice multiple femto UEs would contribute 
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 to macro noise rise and worsen the problem. Therefore, it is 
paramount that a single femto UE cannot cause a noise rise 
of 6 dB. Potential solutions to limit the noise rise are power 
capping the femto UEs lower than 0 dBm, reducing the 
femto CPICH power, or a combination of both.  
Additional measurements with reduced femto CPICH 
power and power capping the femto UE at -13 dBm were 
therefore performed. The femto CPICH power was reduced 
to 5 dBm, -5 dBm, and -10 dBm. When lowering the femto 
CPICH power the femto coverage shrinks – due to more 
dominating macro CPICH – and less transmission power is 
required by the femto UE, thus reducing the contribution to 
macro noise rise. By applying the new power settings no 
noise rise contribution from the femto UE was measured at 
the macro site. Also the femto coverage with the updated 
power settings was measured. Femto coverage is defined as 
the area where the femto UE is able to camp on the femto. 
Measurements were performed by connecting to the femto in 
CELL_DCH state and then walking away from the femto. 
Then the distance to the end of the coverage was measured. 
Femto and femto UE were at all times in the same 
room/building without any indoor walls in between. This 
procedure was repeated 3 or more times. 
 
Figure 5 - Femto coverage at macro cell centre and edge for varying 
CPICH power. 
Figure 5 shows the average femto coverage measurement 
results. At macro cell edge the femto coverage is larger than 
45 meter for all CPICH powers. More interesting is the 
measured femto coverage at macro cell centre. The 
measurement results show that at macro cell centre the femto 
coverage is less than 5 meter. The reason for such a small 
femto coverage is a very good macro coverage. The macro 
RSCP is -65 dBm at the measurement location. In general it 
proved very difficult or nearly impossible just connecting to 
or camping on the femto due to dominating macro CPICH. 
These results indicate that femto co-channel deployment 
close to macro cells becomes less attractive due to the 
limited effective femto coverage. In dense macro locations 
the probability of dominant macro RSCP over femto RSCP 
is high. Therefore, femto deployment is more attractive in 
areas with less dominant macro RSCP, such as e.g. macro 
cell edge, residential, or rural areas. At these locations the 
femto can provide coverage of up to 60 m depending on 
power settings. 
V. MACRO ESCAPE CARRIER SCENARIO 
All previous measurements were performed in a co-
channel macro and femto setup. In this section the so-called 
macro escape carrier scenario is studied. This means that an 
additional dedicated, femto-free macro carrier is available. 
The idea is that macro UEs, on the shared carrier, can hand 
over to the dedicated macro carrier if the macro UE 
experiences strong interference from a CSG femto, thus 
avoiding potential macro coverage holes. All escape carrier 
measurements are performed at least 6 times, and the 
following figures show the averaged measurement results. 
Figure 6 shows the femto RSCP and co-channel macro 
RSCP on the measurement route. When walking on the 
measurement route at location 2 you walk towards the femto 
and away from the macro; see Figure 1. This is also visible 
as the femto RSCP increases and co-channel macro RSCP 
decreases. 
 
Figure 6 – Co-channel femto and macro RSCP on measurement route. 
In Figure 7 the macro EC/I0 is shown. We measured back-
and-forth on the measurement route, thus “Start of route” is 
shown twice. Both a femto UE and a macro UE are 
performing a HSPDA download during the measurements. 
 
Figure 7 - Macro EC/I0 on co-channel carrier and on dedicated carrier. 
At the start of the measurement route the macro EC/I0 is -11 
dB on the co-channel carrier. As the macro UE gets closer to 
the femto, the macro EC/I0 deteriorates because of femto 
interference. Right before the end of the measurement route 
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 an inter-frequency handover to the dedicated carrier is 
completed. After the handover the macro EC/I0 is -9 dB. 
Close to the femto, the measured EC/I0 decreases by almost 8 
dB with reference to the level at the start of the route, but the 
macro UE is able to recover from the femto interference by 
handing over to the macro escape carrier. During the 
measurements the HSDPA session always continued on the 
escape carrier, except for a HSDPA transmission break for a 
couple of seconds during the inter-frequency handover, as 
illustrated in Figure 8. 
 
Figure 8 - Macro throughput on co-channel and on dedicated carrier. 
Prior to the measurements, no inter-frequency mobility 
optimisation was performed. Macro UE throughput dropped 
to 1 Mbps before the handover was triggered. With 
optimised mobility parameters the handover might be 
triggered earlier. However, handover optimisation is out of 
the scope of this paper, and the default mobility parameters 
are considered reasonable. 
 Based on the measurement results the macro escape 
carrier scenario proved a good, robust interference 
management solution in DL direction. The main drawback of 
the solution is the obvious requirement of two carriers. Also, 
the escape carrier scenario only resolves femto interference 
in DL. For additional UL interference management 
solutions, see Section IV.B. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
This paper studied the consequences of co-channel macro 
and femto deployment from an interference point of view 
and also suggests potential solutions in case of strong femto 
interference. 
Based on our results we conclude that as long as the 
macro RSCP is better than femto RSCP, the macro UE DL 
performance is most likely not being degraded. Basically this 
means that as long as the femto is deployed indoor, and 
macro UEs are located outdoor, an acceptable macro 
performance is guaranteed. Our worst case result showed 
that an outdoor macro UE was still served with almost 3 
Mbps in DL. 
In situations where strong femto interference is inevitable, 
e.g. macro UE entering buildings with one or more femtos 
deployed, the macro escape carrier proved a good 
interference management solution. Whenever the serving 
macro EC/I0 dropped below the threshold for inter-frequency 
handovers, due to femto interference, an inter-frequency 
handover was triggered and executed. And we never 
experienced any dropped connections. The drawback of this 
interference management solution is the need of two or more 
available UMTS carriers. 
What is more critical is the UL noise rise towards the 
macro when the femto is deployed at macro cell centre. A 
UL noise rise of 6 dB was measured. This is clearly 
unacceptable. Reduced femto CPICH power and femto UE 
power capping was investigated, but the outcome was very 
small femto coverage area. The consequence is that co-
channel femto deployment is only an option in locations with 
no dominant macro, e.g. rural areas. 
Considering both the DL and UL findings the concluding 
femto co-channel deployment guidelines are: indoor co-
channel femto deployment is most useful at macro cell edge, 
and furthermore, a network operator should always deploy a 
femto-free macro escape carrier in order to guarantee reliable 
macro coverage. 
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Abstract: A highly efficient self-provisioning interference management scheme is derived 
for 3G Home Node-Bs (HNB). The proposed scheme comprises self-adjustment of the 
HNB transmission parameters to meet the targeted QoS (quality of service) requirements in 
terms of downlink and uplink guaranteed minimum throughput and coverage. This 
objective is achieved by means of an autonomous HNB solution, where the transmit power 
of pilot and data are adjusted separately, while also controlling the uplink interference 
pollution towards the macro-layer. The proposed scheme is evaluated by means of 
extensive system level simulations and the results show significant performance 
improvements in terms of user throughput outage probability, power efficiency, femtocell 
coverage, and impact on macro-layer performance as compared to prior art baseline 
techniques. The paper is concluded by also showing corresponding measurements from 
live 3G high-speed packet access (HSPA) HNB field-trials, confirming the validity of 
major simulation results and assumptions. 
Keywords: 3G and/or WCDMA; femtocell and/or home NodeB; QoS provisioning; 
interference management; network listen mode 
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1. Introduction 
In certain scenarios, a 3G femtocell, Home Node-B (HNB) in 3GPP terminology, is a cost-effective 
alternative to providing indoor coverage compared to outdoor high power base stations [1]. 
Furthermore, for incumbent operators with very limited spectrum resources and a great amount of 
fixed network installations, HNBs may be used to roll out significant cellular capacity. For such 
deployments, HNBs and wide area macro Node-Bs (MNB) often will need to co-exist in the same 
frequency band. This is the most challenging deployment scenario and therefore the one considered in 
this paper. For the co-channel case, a tradeoff among protecting macro users and boosting femto 
performance must be found, see e.g., [1–4] and embedded references. However, the proposed scheme 
also offers benefits for HNBs deployed on a dedicated carrier.  
We consider both cases when the HNB is configured for open or closed subscriber access (OSG and 
CSG). While provisioning is equally important, some interference aspects are relaxed in the OSG case. 
However, even when HNBs are configured for open access by all macro users, their potential 
configuration and density can still pose a risk to e.g., macro uplink. For other considerations related to 
mobility performance and the recommended use of reserved macro-only carrier, the reader is referred 
to [1].  
Besides the physical deployment aspects, operators that deploy HNBs also have a sales and 
provisioning strategy that is based around the service level agreement defined with the end-customer. 
As examples, 3G HNB may be deployed as a voice coverage solution which supplements a parallel 
Wi-Fi solution for data, or it may be provisioned as a stand-alone mobile broadband solution. Any 
provisioned solution must fulfill end-customer requirements and at the same time meet operator 
requirements related to wide area performance, including robustness and data offload effect.  
In this paper, our ultimate goal is to explore the extent possible for autonomous QoS (quality of 
service) self-provisioning and interference management. A key aspect which will receive continued 
growing research interest to drive down deployment cost of dense small cell networks in the future. 
Specifically, and from an operator’s viewpoint, we want to clarify if it is possible to control 
deployment by means of distributing only intuitive deployment parameters such as guaranteed 
coverage (in meters or dB) and downlink and uplink data rates for anyone connected to the 3G HNB. 
To do so, we make use of a light-cognitive element of the 3G HNB; e.g., the simple built-in user 
equipment (UE) receiver module that can be used to sense the surrounding network. This module 
enables what is known as network listen mode (NLM) [1]. We want to see if by conducting advanced 
processing enabled by NLM we can ensure that deployed and uncoordinated HNB can fulfill the 
service level agreement while at the same time self-minimizing dead zones and remaining within an 
allowed interference budget to protect the wide area uplink performance. 
For 3G HNBs, 3GPP does not specify interference management and provisioning techniques and 
these are left for proprietary implementation and thus an object for extensive research. Most common 
reference assumptions, also applied as references throughout this paper, is a full-power transmit mode 
as well as an interference management solution standardized for LTE but adapted for 3G here [1]. 
Other research has pursued similar goals and considered interference management tradeoffs in  
co-channel deployments, ranging from general analysis in e.g., [2,5] to practical schemes that utilize 
NLM measurements combined with UE measurements in e.g., [6] and uplink measurements in e.g., [7] 
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to gain more knowledge of the local deployment conditions prior to optimization. Closed-loop 
methods between macro and small cell layer have been considered to adapt uplink power control 
settings [8,9]. As such, the method in [9] uses micro economic techniques to distribute feasible signal 
to interference and noise ratio (SINR) targets to femtocell optimizing overall network utility. However, 
in our work we focus on autonomous self-provisioning to avoid fast feedback mechanisms between the 
layers that can track the variations in user load as this is typical assumption to lower overall 
deployment costs. Furthermore, we are concerned with absolute QoS targets as this relates closely to 
end-user perception as well as agreements made between operator and said end-user. In addition, the 
method documented in this paper differentiates itself by (1) joint optimization of downlink and uplink 
interference parameters; and by (2) enabling an operator-controlled tradeoff among absolute setting for 
coverage and capacity in the femtocell according to service level agreement with end-users. Here we 
focus on the initialization of the HNB parameters but the approach can be combined effectively with 
e.g., time variant learning methods employing e.g., measurements from user devices similar to e.g., [2,6]. 
The paper begins with a description of the system model after which the autonomous QoS  
self-provisioning and interference management concept is introduced. Next, simulations are used to 
prove the validity of the concept and understand sensitivity to key system parameters. A key challenge 
surrounding any theoretical or analytical work regarding small cells are the uncertainties related to 
propagation and interference paths in indoor/outdoor co-channel deployments. Hence, we next show a 
partial verification of the noise rise estimation and femto coverage estimation of our concept obtained 
through practical field trials after which conclusions are drawn. 
2. System Model and Design Objective 
The assumed system model is based on the 3GPP defined High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) 
system [1,10], assuming co-channel deployment of all cells on a single carrier of 5 MHz bandwidth. A 
regular hexagonal grid of three sector macro base station sites is assumed as shown in Figure 1, each 
having a downlink transmission power of 43 dBm per cell and a 14 dBi antenna gain. For the sake of 
simplicity, the MNBs are assumed to always transmit at their maximum power level with a constant 
transmit power for the primary common pilot channel (P-CPICH). In addition to the macro-layer, 
HNBs are deployed across the network area according to two basic deployment strategies: either in 
houses (suburban) or in apartments (dense urban). This system model provides some variability due to 
its indoor propagation model (based on indoor distance and internal walls). Moreover, the shadowing 
model ensures that there is variance between the effective propagation loss a femtocell connected user 
experiences to the nearest macro base station and the estimated propagation loss using the NLM 
method at the HNB.  
Each HNB is serving a single cell with two 0 dBi omni directional antennas. The maximum HNB 
transmission power is assumed to be 15 dBm. Via NLM operation, the HNB is able to perform 
measurements in the downlink transmission band, including (i) received signal strength indicator 
(RSSI); and (ii) received signal pilot code power (CPICH RSCP) from other transmitting cells in the 
vicinity [11]. Serving cell selection for each UE is based on UE measurements of RSCP, i.e., the UE 
connects to the cell with strongest RSCP. A UE connected to an HNB is denoted an HUE and a UE 
connected to a MNB is denoted an MUE. When simulating with CSG HNBs, only UEs with matching 
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CSG identity are allowed to connect. In this context, we consider any UE within an apartment or a 
house with an HNB to be part of the CSG, whereas any user outside of this space is unable to access 
the HNB. In the OSG case, there are no restrictions. 
Figure 1. Basic simulation model with hexagonal macro area and HNBs deployed in either 
single houses (suburban) or in apartments of three-floor buildings (dense urban). 
 
We include common channels such as the P-CPICH, the high speed shared control channel  
(HS-SCCH), as well as the high speed downlink shared channel (HS-DSCH) in our modeling. The  
HS-DSCH is a time-domain shared channel with hybrid automatic repeat request (H-ARQ) and fast 
modulation coding, ranging from QPSK with high effective coding rate to 64QAM with low effective 
coding rate. Assuming up to 15 high speed physical downlink shared channel (HS-PDSCH) codes, the 
maximum downlink data rate equals 21.1 Mbps [1]. Each UE is assumed to be equipped with two 
uncorrelated receive antennas, using a standard linear minimum mean square error (MMSE) receiver. 
The packet scheduling is round robin type. For more information on downlink fast link adaptation and 
packet scheduling, the reader is referred to [1,12,13].  
Contrary to the downlink, the uplink uses dedicated channel transmission for each UE with fast 
closed loop power control with a 1.5 kHz command rate. The maximum UE transmission power equals  
24 dBm, with the possibility for the network to configure lower maximum output power for some UE 
(also known as configuration of UE power capping) e.g., HUEs. Uplink reception is based on two 
receiver antennas with MMSE. The uplink packet scheduler is a standard best effort [1]. For the MNB, 
the scheduling is furthermore subject to a maximum uplink noise rise (NR) target, as well as minimum 
data rate per user. The NR is defined as the total received power divided by the thermal noise power [1], 
assuming a NR target of 6 dB for the MNB. 
The overall design objective is summarized in Figure 2. for a simple example with co-channel 
deployment of MNBs and HNBs, each serving one user. The objective is to adjust the HNB transmit 
powers of P-CPICH and HS-DSCH, as well as the HUE maximum transmit power, subject to the 
desired design criteria. The assumed design criteria in this study are the following: 
(i) The femtocell coverage area shall correspond to ܲܮ௙௘௠௧௢; 
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(ii) HUEs shall be offered a minimum data rate of ReqThp஽௅ and ReqThp௎௅ for the downlink and 
uplink, respectively, in the entire home/apartment of the end-user. ReqThp஽௅ and ReqThp௎௅ 
are planning parameters; 
(iii) The generated uplink NR at the nearest MNB from each HUE must be limited to ܴܰு௎ா . 
ܴܰு௎ா  is a planning parameter that depends on the HNB density and the expected offload 
effect (for instance ܴܰுே஻ divided by maximum number of simultaneously active HNBs per 
macrocell area); 
(iv) After fulfilling the above requirements, the generated HNB interference towards the macro 
UEs shall be minimized (save power, improve macro performance). 
Figure 2. Overview of system model and design objectives. 
 
In this paper, the femtocell coverage area is defined as the area where the RSCP of the specific 
femtocell is higher than the RSCP for all other cells. Even though only a single HNB is shown in the 
above figure, our proposed algorithm is not limited to the single HNB case. It is an advantageous 
design choice not to consider inter-HNB interference when calculating the HNB powers, as this 
prevents HNBs from entering a transmit power race where strongly coupled HNBs keep increasing the 
total transmit power. Such an event would not improve the target performance indicators in the region 
between the competing femtocells, but would in turn result in increased interference towards the macro 
network and, thus, lower the overall utility of the network.  
Depending on the radio and interference conditions, it may be impossible to fulfill all of the listed 
design criteria. As an example, if the HNB coverage area is close to the MNB, fulfilling both the 
requirement on HUE uplink data rate and maximum generated NR towards the macro may be 
conflicting. In case of such conflicting requirements, it is considered most important to protect the 
macro performance. The interference management algorithm for dealing with these issues is derived in 
Section 3. Table 1 lists the parameters used in the derivation of the interference management algorithm 
in Section 3. 
Given the outlined design objectives, the key performance indicators (KPI) considered in this study 
are user experienced throughput in uplink and downlink, as well as the corresponding outage 
probabilities for experiencing data rates below certain targets. Such information is extracted from an 
empirical cumulative distribution function (cdf) of user data rates, obtained from extensive  
Monte-Carlo simulations. We also consider the transmission power aspects, both in terms of downlink 
transmission powers from the HNBs, as well as HUE uplink transmission powers. 
MNB
HNB
Minimize femto 
interference for 
MUE
Limit the NR 
contribution 
from HUE
Desired coverage area of femto 
with minimum guaranteed 
uplink and downlink data rate
Femtocell border 
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from macro and femto
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Table 1. List of used notation in the derivation of the proposed algorithm. 
Name Description Default value 
ߟ்௢௧௔௟/஼௉ூ஼ு Total transmit power to CPICH power ratio. 10 dB 
ܨ௟௢௔ௗ Average load of the MNBs surrounding the HNB. - 
ܨெ௔௥௚௜௡ Fading margin. - 
ܫுே஻ Interference measured at the HNB. - 
ܫுே஻_௘௦௧௜௠௔௧௘ௗ Estimated interference measured at the HNB. - 
݅ܨ Other macrocell to own macrocell interference ratio. - 
ܮ௣ External wall penetration loss. 20 dB 
ܴܰு௎ா Allowed noise rise contribution from HUEs. - 
ܴܰ௠௔௖௥௢ Noise rise at the MNB. - 
ܴܰெே஻ିு௎ா Noise rise at the MNB caused by HUEs in HNB under test. - 
௖ܲ௢௠௠௢௡ି஼ு Transmit power of the common channel. - 
஼ܲ௉ூ஼ு
௢௣௧  HNB optimal P-CPICH transmit power. - 
஼ܲ௉ூ஼ு_௠௔௖௥௢ Common pilot channel transmit power of the MNBs. 33 dBm 
ுܲே஻ିூ௢௧௛௘௥ோ௑  Total received power at HNB from MUEs in the non-overlapping macrocells. - 
ுܲே஻ିெ௔௫்௫ Maximum HNB transmission power. - 
ுܲே஻ିெ௎ாோ௑  Received power at HNB from virtual MUE in the overlapping macrocell. - 
ுܲே஻ି்ை்஺௅ோ௑  Total received power at HNB. - 
ுܲௌ஽ௌ஼ு
௢௣௧  HNB optimal HS-DSCH transmit power. - 
ுܲ௎ா்௑  Transmission power of the HUEs. - 
ுܲ௎ா	୫ୟ୶ Maximum available HUE transmission power. 23 dBm 
ெܲே஻ିு௎ாோ௑  Received power at MNB from HUE. - 
ெܲே஻ିெ௎ாோ௑  Received power at MNB from MUE. - 
ெܲ௎ா்௑  Transmission power of the MUEs. - 
ேܲ௢௜௦௘ Thermal noise power measured at the MNBs −102.7 dBm 
ܲܮ௙௘௠௧௢ Desired femtocell coverage range. Design parameter. 56 dB or 62 dB 
ܲܮெ௎ாିெே஻ Path loss between MUE and MNB. - 
ReqThp஽௅ Required HUE downlink throughput. Design parameter. 256 kbps or 1 Mbps 
ReqThp௎௅ Required HUE uplink throughput. Design parameter. 256 kbps 
ܴܵܥ ஼ܲ௉ூ஼ு௠௔௖௥௢ Strongest co-channel macro RSCP measured at the HNB. - 
ܵܨ HS-DSCH spreading factor. 16 
It is noted that the setting of the parameters depends on the deployment conditions and the 
provisioning strategy of the operator. We provide some examples in Table 2 of how the algorithm can 
be configured for various deployment use-cases. 
Table 2. Hypothetical deployment scenarios and how they are controlled by algorithm parameters. 
Deployment goal Access ࡼࡸࢌࢋ࢓࢚࢕ ܀܍ܙ܂ܐܘࡰࡸ ܀܍ܙ܂ܐܘࢁࡸ 
Rural voice service (safety) OSG Infinite Mainly voice, e.g., 256 kbps Mainly voice, e.g., 256 kbps 
Rural voice service (safety) CSG 
According to SLA, building/area 
know-how 
Mainly voice, e.g., 256 kbps Mainly voice, e.g., 256 kbps 
Urban voice service CSG According to SLA, building know-how Mainly voice, e.g., 256 kbps Mainly voice, e.g., 256 kbps 
Data service CSG According to SLA, building know-how 
According to SLA,  
e.g., 1 Mbps 
According to SLA,  
e.g., 512 kbps 
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3. QoS Self-Provisioning and Interference Management Concept 
The high level diagram and algorithm flow of the proposed quality of service self-provisioning and 
interference management (QoS-SP-IM) concept is presented in Figure 3. 
Figure 3. High level overview of the QoS self-provisioning and interference managing algorithm. 
 
The overall solution design includes four execution steps in order to configure the HNB. First of all, 
the P-CPICH is calculated with respect to the coverage requirements and the surrounding macrocell 
radio frequency (RF) environment in Step 1. In Step 2, the HUE power calculations are performed. All 
UL traffic in the overlaying macrocell is assumed at the femtocell edge and the corresponding 
interference towards the HNB can be computed. From this it is possible to configure the HUE power to 
meet the UL required throughput target. Moreover, it is checked if the NR from HUE exceeds the 
limit. If the NR limit is exceeded, the femtocell coverage area is reduced and the CPICH calculations 
in Step 1 are reiterated. If uplink verification is passed, the HS-DSCH transmit power is configured in 
Step 3. The HS-DSCH is configured such that end-users get the targeted downlink data rate, without 
exceeding it at the femtocell edge. Thus, the leakage to other base stations is effectively controlled. 
Finally, downlink requirement verification is performed in Step 4. Both the HUE coverage area and the 
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HUE downlink data rates are checked. If not passed the HNB coverage area must be reduced and the 
CPICH power calculations in Step 1 are reiterated. 
If the target requirements cannot be fulfilled in a real life deployment (e.g., the femtocell coverage 
is smaller than desired or target throughput rate not met), a warning report is generated and transferred 
to the operation and the maintenance system. Further development of the algorithm include dynamic 
power control based on UE feedback, however, the aim of this paper is the initialization of HNB 
power parameters. 
3.1. Step 1—The P-CPICH Power Calculations 
In order to determine the optimal P-CPICH transmit power, ஼ܲ௉ூ஼ு
௢௣௧ , both the RSCP measurements at 
the HNB towards the strongest co-channel MNB, ܴܵܥ ஼ܲ௉ூ஼ு௠௔௖௥௢ , and the desired femtocell coverage 
range, ܲܮ௙௘௠௧௢ , are used. Optimal P-CPICH transmit power means configuration of pilot channel 
power in order to be able to obtain the required femtocell range. This range is defined where the users 
exactly sees the same RSCP from the target femtocell and from the nearest undesired cell (macrocell). 
We therefore estimate the required P-CPICH transmit power as 
.femto
macro
CPICH
opt
CPICH PLRSCPP ⋅=  (1)
3.2. Step 2—Uplink Parameter Verification 
Next, it is assumed that a single virtual MUE representing all uplink traffic generated towards the 
overlaying macrocell is located just outside the femtocell coverage. Such a case corresponds to the 
situation where the HNB is exposed to the highest possible uplink interference from overlaying MUEs, 
hence it is the worst-case scenario. This step is necessary to properly evaluate the dependencies 
between pilot channel configuration and uplink QoS agreed between end-user and an operator. 
Secondly, it is assumed that the femtocell boundary is a single apartment or house. The path loss from 
MNB to HNB can be computed from the known macro CPICH power and the measured macro RSCP 
at the HNB. Therefore, in order to estimate the path loss from MNB to MUE, and according to the 
assumptions the virtual MUE is located at femto cell edge and outside the building, the path loss from 
MNB to MUE, ܲܮெ௎ாିெே஻, is described as 
p
opt
CPICH
macroCPICH
pfemto
macro
CPICH
macroCPICH
MNBMUE LP
P
LPLRSCP
P
PL
⋅
=
⋅
⋅=
−
__ 1
 
(2)
where ܮ௣ is the external wall penetration loss and ஼ܲ௉ூ஼௉_௠௔௖௥௢ is the common pilot channel transmit 
power of the surrounding macro. The external wall penetration loss is included here since we assume 
that the desired femtocell coverage area is confined to the indoor space. If the femtocells are installed 
outdoor with a certain desired coverage area, the value of ܮ௣ should be set to 0 dB.  
This virtual MUE is having a transmission power in the way that it contributes to the full  
macro-layer noise rise within its own macrocell. The total power from this virtual MUE received at the 
nearest macro is thus calculated taking into account the allowed NR and the NR consumed from 
othercell interference, which is not mapped into the virtual MUE. The received power at the nearest 
macro from the virtual MUE can thus be estimated as  
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


+
−
⋅=
− iF
NRPP macroNoise
RX
MUEMNB 1
1
 
(3)
where the constant ேܲ௢௜௦௘ is the thermal noise power measured at the MNB which equals −102.7 dBm. 
The parameter ݅ܨ represents the other macrocells interference to own macrocell interference ratio and 
is further described in [1]. Knowing the path loss from the virtual MUE to the MNB as well as an 
assumed fading margin, ܨெ௔௥௚௜௡, needed to accommodate the expected fading observed by the MUE, 
we get to the final expression for virtual MUE transmit power as  
.MarginMNBMUE
RX
MUEMNB
TX
MUE FPLPP ⋅⋅= −−  (4)
The transmission power of the virtual MUE has a significant impact on the interference reception at 
the HNB and has an influence on the transmission power of the HUE in order to guarantee a certain  
femto uplink performance. Still assuming the virtual MUE being located just outside the femto 
house/apartment received power from the virtual MUE at the target HNB, ுܲே஻ିெ௎ாோ௑ , is computed as 
.
pfemto
TX
MUERX
MUEHNB LPL
PP
⋅
=
−
 
(5)
Not only does the virtual MUE cause interference at the HNB, also MUEs connected to other 
macrocells create interference to the HNB as the virtual MUE only represents the UL traffic for the 
overlaying macrocell. Therefore, the received power at the HNB from other MUEs is also calculated, 
ுܲே஻ିூ௢௧௛௘௥ோ௑ . Knowing the other to own macrocell interference ratio, the thermal noise power and the 
allowed noise rise for macrocells, ுܲே஻ିூ௢௧௛௘௥ோ௑  is calculated as 
.
1
)1( 
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
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⋅−=
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iFNR
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PP macro
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NoiseRX
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(6)
In addition, the total received power at the HNB, ுܲே஻ି்ை்஺௅ோ௑ , is a sum of all observed interferer 
and noise powers, i.e., 
.RX IotherHNB
RX
MUEHNBNoise
RX
TOTALHNB ppPP −−− ++=  (7)
Knowing the total received interference and noise power at the HNB it is possible to calculate the 
required transmission power of the HUE, ுܲ௎ா்௑ , to satisfy the required uplink data rate at the cell border: 
( ) RX TOTALHNBfemtoULTXHUE PPLP −⋅⋅= ReqThpsinr  (8)
where sinr(...) is a mapping function from required uplink data rate to required SINR.  
Next, the NR generated by the HUE towards the nearest MNB is checked. Based on the assumption 
that the path loss from the MNB to any location inside the femtocell equals the path loss from MNB to 
HNB, the HUE generated noise rise, ܴܰெே஻ିு௎ா, is calculated as: 
macroCPICH
macro
CPICH
TX
HUERX
HUEMNB P
RSCPPP
_
⋅
=
−
 
Noise
Noise
RX
HUEMNB
HUEMNB P
PPNR += −
−
 (9)
where ெܲே஻ିு௎ாோ௑  is the received power from HUEs at the strongest MNB and ܴܰெே஻ିு௎ா is the NR 
contribution from HUEs transmitting with required minimum uplink data rate. Moreover, it is checked 
whether the generated NR is within the allowed target 
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.HUEHUEMNB NRNR <−  (10)
If the NR from HUEs exceeds the NR target, the femtocell range is reduced according to the 
following iterative expression  
step
femto
femto
PL
PL
Δ
=
*
 (11)
where Δୱ୲ୣ୮ is the reduction of the desired femto path loss and femtoPL *  is the previously assumed 
value of the femto path loss. After reduction of the desired femto path loss according to Equation (11), 
the calculations from Equation (1) and onwards are repeated. Finally, when Equation (10) is fulfilled it 
is ensured that the computed HUE transmission power does not exceed the HUE power capping constraint 
.maxHUE
TX
HUE PP ≤  (12)
If the HUE power capped constraint is violated, the desired femto path loss has to be reduced 
according to Equation (11) and the algorithm has to be re-calculated from Equation (1). If both the NR 
and HUE power capping constraints are fulfilled the next step is the HS-DSCH power calculation. 
3.3. Step 3—The HS-DSCH Power Calculations 
The data channels power of the HNB has direct impact on the data rate available for HUE 
connected to the HNB. Thus, calibration is based on agreed requirements, e.g., data rates expected at 
the femtocell edge. The transmission power of the data channels, ுܲௌ஽ௌ஼ு
௢௣௧ , to reach the required 
downlink throughput at the cell edge is calculated as 
( )
SF
IPL
P HNBfemtoDL
opt
HSDSCH
⋅
⋅= ReqThpsinr  (13)
where HNBI  is the interference measured by the HNB and ܵܨ is the spreading factor and equals 16 for 
the HS-DSCH. It is assumed that the interference level from the surrounding network is the same in 
the whole femtocell area, which is only an estimate since it depends especially on whether interference 
from other femtocells is strongly present.  
Estimating this interference is rather complicated as it depends on the active load. We therefore 
base the estimation on the RSCP CPICH NLM measurements of all macrocells in the vicinity: 
ܴܵܥ ஼ܲ௉ூ஼ு_௞. We only consider macrocells not to put neighboring femtocells into a race condition 
where they keep increasing their power to fulfill cell edge rates. This would only lead to worse 
network performance and similar cell edge data rates for the competing femtocells. Utilization of 
RSCP makes the approach independent on network load during NLM measurements and we can then 
apply modification afterwards. The interference at the HNB, ܫுே஻_௘௦௧௜௠௔௧௘ௗ, is estimated as 

=
⋅⋅=
K
k kCPICHloadCPICHTotalestimatedHNB
RSCPFI
1 _/_
η  (14)
where ܨ௟௢௔ௗ is the assumed average load of the surrounding cells and CPICHTotal /η  is the assumed ratio 
between the average total transmit power of a base station and its pilot power. We assume 
ߟ்௢௧௔௟ ஼௉ூ஼ு⁄ = 10 for the simulations but it is a parameter that is set by the operator depending on the 
macro network configuration. 
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3.4. Step 4—Downlink Parameter Verification 
Finally, the total transmit power configuration of the HNB must satisfy the following inequality 
MaxTXHNBCHcommon
opt
CPICH
opt
HSDSCH PPPP −− ≤++  (15)
where ௖ܲ௢௠௠௢௡ି஼ு  is the power of the common control channels and ுܲே஻ିெ௔௫்௑  is the hardware 
limitation on maximum HNB transmission power. If Equation (16) is not satisfied the femtocell 
coverage is reduced according to Equation (11). The new configuration requires execution of 
algorithm with new configuration parameters from Equation (1). 
The end-user required uplink or downlink throughput is not guaranteed in the entire 
apartment/house if Equations (10), (12) and (15) are not all fulfilled in the first iteration of the 
proposed QoS-SP-IM algorithm. If Equations (10), (12) and (15) are not fulfilled the femtocell range 
was reduced during the execution of the algorithm. However, from an operator’s point of view, the 
macro performance in the surrounding macrocells is preserved and is not degraded due to dense HNB 
deployment but at the cost of higher outage in femtocell performance. Tradeoffs are shown in the  
next section.  
3.5. A Note on Parameter Initialization versus Adaptation 
As mentioned earlier, we are focused in this paper on the initialization on the HNB parameters. The 
above method will typically be repeated when the HNB is idle or every time interval which commonly 
is configured by the HNB vendor or its management system (could be e.g., every few hours). It should 
be noted that the initialization will be the best network configuration possible given information we 
have at the HNB location. However, as users connect to the system, the imperfections of the modeling 
will become visible. For instance, while an HNB may see good isolation to a macrocell, a connected 
HNB user may be standing in a window opening with different coupling to the nearest macrocell. 
Also, load conditions which are assumed for the provided algorithm will vary over time which may 
lead to HUEs getting excessive or inadequate throughput compared to the targets. 
Hence, a method as devised here will be combined with adaptation, e.g., using observed throughput 
levels for its connected users as well as collecting neighbor interference reports (e.g., handover 
triggered measurements) to fine-tune the parameters compared to the initial settings. In this paper, we 
focus only on the initialization but we are to some extent including dynamic imperfections as we add 
users to the system. We have e.g., shadowing models as well as indoor modeling with wall counts 
which mimic the situation that some HNB users have a different path loss to its neighbors compared to 
the value predicted by the NLM method. Given our user distribution method, we also have varying 
network load conditions. As shall be seen by the simulation results, our method is robust against these 
variations. Further work will integrate and clarify the value of further dynamic adaptation. 
4. Simulation Results  
Extensive quasi-static system level simulations are conducted in order to assess the performance of 
the proposed scheme. The basic simulation methodology is in coherence with the 3GPP guidance for 
HetNet simulations [14], including simulation of both downlink and uplink and the major RRM 
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algorithms such as packet scheduling, power control (PC), link adaptation, etc. [13]. Cases with  
co-channel deployment of OSG and CSG HNBs in line with assumptions outlined in Section 2 are 
simulated. We primarily focus on dense urban environments with 500 meters macro inter-site distance, 
and the case with CSG HNBs deployed inside multi-floor buildings. The so-called dual-stripe 3GPP 
model is adopted, simulating two adjacent three-floor building blocks, each consisting of 2 × 10 
apartments of 10 × 10 meters per floor [14].  
It is assumed that 30 HNBs with different CSGs are randomly placed inside those two building 
blocks, one HNB per four apartments, with the constraint of a maximum of one CSG HNB per 
apartment. Each apartment with a CSG HNB also has at least one HUE with matching CSG identity. 
In addition, MUEs are randomly placed, assuming that 80% of those are located inside the building 
blocks. If an MUE is dropped inside an apartment with an HNB, the MUE is considered an HUE with 
CSG identity matching the HNB. Except for the former constraints, serving cell selection corresponds 
to the cell with strongest RSCP for the UE. Thus, a UE with configured CSG identity may also 
connect to the macro-layer if it is subject to higher RSCP from that layer as compared to the HNB with 
matching CSG identity. In order to further evaluate the scalability of the proposed QoS-SP-IM 
algorithm, we also present example performance results from a suburban residential scenario. The 
suburban environment is characterized by a larger macro inter-site distance of 1732 meters and CSG 
HNBs placed inside separate single-floor residential family homes. More information on the 
simulation assumptions for both the dense urban and suburban scenario is available in [15,16]. 
In addition to simulation of the derived QoS-SP-IM algorithm in Section 3, two simpler cases are 
also simulated in order to have baseline results to compare against. The baseline cases include: (i) no 
power control (NOPC), where the HNBs simply transmit at their maximum power of 15 dBm; and  
(ii) an adaptive HNB PC scheme where the HNB Tx power is adjusted depending on RSCP from the 
strongest macro-cell. The latter method is referred to as “3GPP,” as this solution has recently been 
adopted by 3GPP for the LTE femtocells [15]. To be more specific, the 3GPP solution for the HNB 
transmission power expressed in dBm equals minሼܴܵCP஼௉ூ஼ு௠௔௖௥௢ + 55dB;	 ௠ܲ௔௫ሽ, where ܴܵܥ ஼ܲ௉ூ஼ு௠௔௖௥௢ is 
the RSCP from the strongest received macro at the HNB (measured using NLM) and ௠ܲ௔௫ equals the 
maximum HNB transmission power. For both NOPC and 3GPP cases, it is assumed that the CPICH to 
total transmit power equals −10 dB. Recall from Section 3 that with QoS-SP-IM, the CPICH power is 
adjusted dynamically. For the simulations, we assume that the desired HNB coverage in terms of 
equivalent path loss equals 56 dB and 62 dB for the dense and suburban environments, respectively. 
These values can be estimated based on typical size of apartment/homes as, building types, and 
maximum separation between HUE and HNB.  
Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the experienced downlink end-user 
throughput for HUEs. As expected, the best HUE performance is observed for the NOPC case, i.e., 
HNB transmitting at its maximum power. The results for the QoS-SP-IM algorithm with a desired 
throughput guarantee of 256 kbps and 1 Mbps shows accurate adjustment according to those targets. It 
is observed that the outage probability only equals 3%–4% for the QoS-SP-IM algorithm, i.e., first 
evidence of the QoS-SP-IM algorithm’s ability to self-adjust the HNB transmission power to fulfill the 
minimum QoS target. For the considered case, the scheme with 3GPP HNB PC seems to result in 
performance close to that of the QoS-SP-IM algorithm with 1 Mbps downlink target. Looking at the 
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50th percentile or 90the percentile throughput, it is observed that HUEs often experience much higher  
end-user throughputs as compared to their minimum guaranteed throughput in the service level agreement. 
Figure 4. Cumulative distribution function of experienced HUE downlink throughput in 
dense urban for different HNB Tx power configuration schemes. 
 
In order to demonstrate the scalability of the proposed QoS-SP-IM algorithm to self-adjust for 
different environments, similar results as in Figure 4 are pictured in Figure 5 for the suburban scenario. 
Again it is observed that the QoS-SP-IM algorithm efficiently self-adjusts so the outage probability for 
the desired throughput targets of 256 kbps and 1 Mbps equals only on the order of 1%. Despite the 
many differences between the dense and suburban environments, it is interesting to note that the 
experienced HUE throughput in Figures 4 and 5 is actually fairly close. 
Figure 5. Cumulative distribution function of experienced HUE downlink throughput in 
suburban for different HNB Tx power configuration schemes. 
 
Next, we look in more detail towards outage defined inside the home or the apartment. We extend 
our outage definition considering that any user in an HNB home/apartment would be interested to 
connect to the HNB (e.g., for the case with different charging policies) or that the operator wants to 
offload the user from the macro network. We therefore look across the whole area of the apartment or 
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home where an HNB is installed and we report the outage defined as where the user is unable to get a 
minimum throughput of 256 kbps from neither the MNB nor the HNB. This outage probability for the 
dense urban scenario is reported in Figure 6. Also the average HNB Tx power resulting from each 
scheme is reported in Figure 6. The QoS-SP-IM algorithm displays very high performance, with only 
~1% probability of not connecting to the HNB or experiencing too low a throughput. The former is 
achieved with less than 4 dBm HNB Tx power. The higher performance of the QoS-SP-IM algorithm 
is obtained by adjusting CPICH power to desired coverage, while afterwards setting the HS-DSCH 
power to meet the minimum throughput requirement. The NOPC case naturally uses 15 dBm Tx 
power, but despite the relative high power, there is 6% probability of experiencing too low a 
throughput. The latter comes from not having all UEs connecting to their own HNB, but instead 
connecting to the outside macro-layer not being able to offer the desired throughput. This behavior is 
observed because the HNB CPICH Tx power is too low (−10 dB compared to the total HNB Tx 
power), thus leading to less coverage but higher cell throughput performance. The 3GPP HNB PC 
solution shows comparable performance to the QoS-SP-IM algorithm in terms of outage probability, 
but at the expense of using 4 dB higher transmit power. 
Figure 6. Displayed key performance metrics for the three considered HNB Tx power 
setting methods in the dense urban scenario: (a) Probability that a UE with matching CSG 
identity inside the same apartments as its own HeNB experience a downlink throughput 
lower than 256 kbps; (b) average HNB transmit power. 
 
As commented earlier, one of the merits of the derived QoS-SP-IM algorithm is its ability to 
dynamically adjust the CPICH and data channel HNB Tx power to achieve the desired objectives in 
terms of coverage and minimum target data rate. Thus, while the CPICH to total HNB Tx power is 
fixed at −10 dB for cases with NOPC and 3GPP PC, the QoS-SP-IM algorithm computes these power 
settings for each HNB. The cdf of the CPICH to total HNB TX power for the QoS-SP-IM algorithms 
is reported in Figure 7 for the dense urban scenario. Here it is, among others, visible how the HNB 
decreases the data channel power as the minimum target bit rate is decreased from 1 Mbps to 256 kbps. 
The impact on MUE performance is shown in Figure 8. Here, it is clearly demonstrated that the use 
of NOPC for CSG HNBs have significant influence on MUE performance, showing that 8% of the 
MUE gets no service (zero throughput). The latter is naturally a result of experiencing too high 
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interference from nearby CSG HNB(s), causing macro-layer coverage holes, or dead-zones as it is also 
sometimes called. The best MUE performance is clearly observed for QoS-SP-IM algorithm. Here it is 
also visible that the cost of increasing the minimum target throughput inside their home with an 
accessible HNB comes at a cost of lower throughput for MUEs.  
Figure 7. Cumulative distribution function of HNB CPICH to total Tx power for the dense 
urban scenario. 
 
Figure 8. Dense urban downlink performance of macro users versus algorithm for setting 
transmission powers (CSG case). 
 
As discussed earlier, a key benefit of our proposed algorithm is the dynamic adaptation of the 
CPICH and the HS-DSCH powers to reach optimal tradeoff among coverage and capacity. Figure 9 
illustrates the potential of our proposed algorithm in the suburban case when compared to NOPC. In 
the method here, the target coverage of the algorithm is set to infinite which automatically instructs the 
algorithm to maximize the cell coverage to the point where target QoS in both downlink and uplink 
can still be maintained and ensuring that NR conditions are still met (see e.g., Table 2). Compared to 
the NOPC algorithm, we now also accept the use of maximum transmit power in the femtocell but we 
redistribute it optimally to the control and data channels to get the right balance. The result is clear: A net 
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coverage gain of 10–15 meters is obtained in most cases. This is a clearly perceived advantage for remote 
buildings where femtocells are deployed mainly for coverage and safety (e.g., for emergency calls). 
Figure 9. Effective femtocell coverage versus algorithm (coverage target of QoS-SP-IM 
set to ∞). 
 
As stated earlier, the joint optimization of downlink and uplink is important in order to scale the 
capacity and coverage of the cell (downlink parameters) while ensuring that the allowed budget for NR 
contribution as well as uplink performance of the femtocell is critically met. To simulate the different 
approaches, we deploy a large set of uplink users and they attempt to get a 3.8 Mbps uplink service (to 
test high noise rise risks). If a user gets reliable connection but less SINR, it is allocated the possible 
maximum uplink data rate. The NR statistics at the MNB is compiled and results are shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. Uplink simulation results in a dense urban scenario. 
Uplink Interference Metrics 
No power control, 
HUE allowed to 
transmit up to 24 dBm 
No power control, 
HUE power capping  
of −20 dBm 
QoS-SP-IM  
(256 kbps), Adaptive 
uplink power capping 
Noise rise from worst-case HUE, 
found across all simulated cells 
23.95 dB 0.21 dB 0.14 dB 
Mean noise rise from worst-case 
HUE found in each simulated cell 
8.48 dB 0.02 dB 0.02 dB 
Mean per HNB NR contribution 
across all HUE in all cells 
4.82 dB 0.01 dB 0.01 dB 
It is seen that without any uplink protection, the macro network is severely impacted by the 
presence of the HUE population. Across all simulations and cell locations, a NR of nearly 24 dB was 
experienced by a single HUE at the nearby MNB. Numbers are smaller on average but still 
significantly high to pose a threat to the macro-layer. With a fixed power capping of −20 dBm, the 
noise rise contribution is effectively controlled, i.e., contributions in the 0.01 dB range. It is seen that 
the dynamic method of our solution, although it provides higher HUE transmit powers and 
performance when conditions are right, still effectively controls the NR contribution from the HNBs. 
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The difference is that it still allows the uplink QoS to be part of the dimensioning process and  
thus guaranteed. 
When exploring in more detail the uplink performance versus the QoS target, we need to compare 
uplink throughput available to UE versus what NR that UE produces towards the overlay macro. For 
the settings here, we have allocated to each HNB an own interference contribution to nearest MNB of  
−11.7 dB compared to the noise floor. We achieve this value by reserving 3dB noise rise for MUEs 
and then divide the remaining noise rise contribution (3 dB) to 30 simultaneously active HNBs per 
macro site. We combine simulations for 200 kbps and 1 Mbps QoS target respectively and the  
per-HUE interference at MNB is plotted in Figure 10.  
Figure 10. HUE interference at nearest macro site versus achieved uplink throughput. 
 
Investigating the user statistics, the outage for the 200 kbps case is 3.8%, thereby indicating good 
accuracy of the algorithm. As we are achieving a compromise between desired downlink coverage and 
desired uplink rate in the algorithm, we are slightly sacrificing the uplink performance when setting the 
QoS target to high values. For the 1 Mbps case, we observe that 76% of users are able to achieve the 
uplink throughput. 90% of users exceed 500 kbps and 95% of users achieve 256 kbps. The reported 
HUE UL performance is found reasonable, considering that the proposed QoS-SP-IM algorithm 
preserves the MUE UL performance, see Table 2. For both scenarios we can see from Figure 10 that 
no HUE exceeds the set NR limit. 
5. Verification by Field Measurements 
In order to verify the core functionality of the proposed QoS-SP-IM concept, a measurement 
campaign was carried out. Verifying the full concept requires extensive measuring trials across a large 
region so our measurement results focus on the femto coverage area and uplink noise rise contribution 
from HUEs versus power settings, as well as interference scenario. We have performed co-channel 
measurements with a femtocell and a macrocell in the same frequency band (2132.4 MHz) and have 
ensured a very wide dynamic range of interference level from macro in our measurements, by 
performing the measurements at macrocell edge and macrocell center. The measurement campaign 
was carried out at the campus area of Tampere University of Technology (TUT). A Nokia Test 
Network (NTN) macrocell base station (3GPP Release 6) provided macro coverage to the entire TUT 
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campus area. As the NTN is only used for test purposes, the network is considered empty after office 
hours and is ideal for simulation verification. The sector antenna of the macrocell base station was 
mounted on top of a nearby four-storey office building. For the measurement campaign, the HNB was 
deployed in offices, lecture rooms, or hallways at TUT and the chosen locations of the MNB and the 
HNB are shown in Figure 11.  
Figure 11. HNB locations and MNB sector direction. 
 
There are no buildings between the MNB and HNB location 4, hence LOS propagation, while a 
four-storey building is located in between the macro site and femto location 1, 2, and 3. Moreover, the 
distance between the MNB and the HNB locations varies between 250 m (Location 4) and 600 m 
(Location 1), while the MNB to HNB path loss was measured to 120 dB and 100 dB, for HNB location 
1 and 4, respectively. 
Throughout the measurement campaign, a single HNB was deployed at the measurement location 
and the backhaul was public internet via TUT network. Most measurements were performed after 
office hours to minimize the possibility of having other active UEs in the network, i.e., minimize the 
uplink noise rise error. The HNBs, measurement UEs, and the measurement software were all 3GPP 
Release 8 compliant [17–20]. 
A key element for verification is the ability to predict the femtocell coverage zone accurately as 
function of set pilot and data power ratios. The CPICH power of the HNB was set to −10 dBm. Next, 
the femto indoor coverage was measured at all four HNB locations with very different macro 
interference levels. The measurement UE was placed close to the HNB and connected to the HNB. The 
femto coverage was measured by walking away from the HNB while the UE was kept in connected 
mode. The distance was measured to the location where the measurement UE lost femto coverage or 
handed over to the surrounding macrocell. This procedure was repeated three times and the femto 
coverage was determined by averaging the three measurements. Figure 12 shows the measured femto 
coverage and the simulated femto coverage for similar RF conditions. 
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Figure 12. Measured and simulated femto coverage. 
 
Despite the small differences the simulation results are considered verified by the measurement 
results. For example, in the simulations, the femto antenna patterns are assumed to be omnidirectional, 
though, in reality, this is not true. Due to practical implementation imperfections, the actual antenna 
pattern varied up to ±10 dB when measured in an anechoic radio chamber—the antenna pattern 
measurements are not presented in the paper. Consequently, the femto coverage area varies accordingly 
to the actual rotation of the HNB. Therefore, from Figure 12, the measurement and simulation results 
show a good match given the expected accuracy, with some underestimation happening when HNB is 
near to the macro center. 
Next, it was verified whether uplink noise rise from HUE is effectively predicted by the algorithm (9). 
The uplink noise rise caused by a single HUE was measured at locations 1 and 4. These locations were 
selected as they represent the extremes in terms of HNB to MNB path loss, as location 1 is located at 
macrocell edge and location 4 is located at the macrocell center with LOS propagation conditions. The 
measurements were performed by starting a HSUPA data session while the measurement UE was 
connected to the HNB and then forcing the HUE to transmit at the maximum allowed transmission 
level (0 dBm during the measurements), by walking away from the HNB, before leaving the femto 
building, still connected to the HNB, and causing the HUE to generate maximum possible uplink 
interference in the surrounding macrocell. By accessing radio network controller (RNC) data from the 
measurement time span, the potential uplink noise rise is found. The femto CPICH transmit power was 
10 dBm during the measurements (e.g., case with rather aggressive coverage enhancement for the 
femtocell). The uplink noise rise measurements where performed at macrocell edge and at macrocell 
center. Figure 13 shows the measured noise rise and the simulated noise rise. 
The measurement and simulation results show a good match. The small differences between 
measured and simulated values are within the measurement accuracy and can be explained by the 
varying UE transmit power during the measurements due to the fading characteristics of the 
transmission channel between the HUE and the MNB and between the HUE and the HNB.  
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Figure 13. Measured and simulated noise rise in the macrocell. 
 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper, we provided a framework for QoS self-provisioning for 3G small cells based on a 
lightly cognitive approach—the network listen mode. The QoS self-provisioning and interference 
management method utilizes network measurements to optimally configure power configuration of its 
different downlink channels, as well as the suitable uplink transmit power limits for connected users. 
The method works for both dedicated and shared carrier deployment of femtocells as well as for both 
open and closed subscriber group modes. However, in this paper, we have chiefly focused our 
attention on the most challenging shared channel and restricted access modes.  
It is shown that our algorithm controls the target data rates with high accuracy and good robustness 
against the modeled dynamic effects which cannot be predicted by the HNB-only based method. 
Examples have shown only few percent outages of up to 1 Mbps downlink throughput and additionally 
guaranteed across the whole intended femtocell coverage zone. In uplink, fair rates around 256–512 kbps 
can be guaranteed, but beyond these rates, tradeoffs need be established. Besides controlling the 
desired femtocell service levels to tight margins, the solution offers additional benefits in terms of 
required downlink transmit power. Compared to not using power control and a fixed data to pilot 
power ratio, the proposed method provides 9 dB transmission power saving and better outage 
performance. Compared to a 3GPP reference method, the outage is very similar, but a power saving 
close to 4 dB is still achieved. By a simple parameter setting (coverage target set to infinity), the 
method automatically boosts the femtocell range while maintaining the QoS requirements at the cell 
edge. For the case where a 256 kbps service is sufficient, the method offers approximately 15-meter 
coverage radius increase compared to a no power control reference with a fixed and typical transmit 
power ratio.  
The framework was partially verified by field measurements in an existing network deployment 
with femtocell deployed on same carrier as macro. The results show a good match between predicted 
and offered coverage in real network with test equipment for macrocell edge deployment of small cell. 
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Furthermore, the assumptions related to uplink noise rise dimensioning were verified. The predicted 
NR contribution from a single user connected to the small cell was checked depending on the small 
cell geographical position during extensive measurement campaign. While not being a full verification 
of the proposed method, it verifies the main assumptions behind the algorithms. Future work will focus 
on moving beyond the initial parameter initialization to further enhancements that could be made 
possible by collecting measurements of end-users session throughputs and measurement reports from 
connected devices. 
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Abstract—In this paper HSPA Release 6 femto and IEEE
802.11g WiFi indoor data solutions are investigated from an end
user perspective. Femto and WiFi access points are deployed
at typical locations in an urban environment and end user
performance is measured. Three key performance indicators
(KPI) were defined - downlink and uplink user data rates,
latency and mobile power consumption. These three KPIs are
of high importance when choosing an indoor data solution. Our
measurements show that the downlink and uplink data rates of
the WiFi solution are significantly higher than femto data rates.
Similarly, latency results show that WiFi outperforms the femto
solution. Especially, the radio resource control (RRC) connection
set-up time increases the latency for the femto. In terms of idle
power consumption the best results are obtained when the mobile
camps on the femto. Whereas, WiFi performs best in all active
mode power consumption measurements. Based on our KPIs,
the preferred indoor data solution today is WiFi. The deciding
factor is the combined latency and power performance of the
WiFi, where WiFi outperforms the femto.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 2012 mobile data traffic grew 70 % and 33 % of the
traffic was offloaded onto fixed networks through WiFi or
femto cells [1]. These numbers show that indoor networks
already play an important role in the wireless communication
world today. In addition the share of mobile data traffic
offloaded by WiFi or femto cells is expected to increase
even further, up to 46 % in 2017. Consequently, indoor small
cells have received plenty of attention in academia and open
literature [2] [3]. Both technologies are low cost solutions to
improve indoor data capacity, usually deployed by the end user,
and connected to public Internet. Despite the similarities there
are also some fundamental differences. Whereas, the WiFi
access point is a standalone device, the 3G femto access point
connects to a femto gateway. The femto gateway acts as a
femto concentrator towards the cellular core network and for
configuration of femto access points. Hence, the femto solution
is more complex than the plug and play WiFi solution. Though,
for an end user the femto and WiFi installation procedure is
identical. In terms of spectrum, the femto solution requires
licensed spectrum where the WiFi solution utilizes unlicensed
spectrum.
Achievable downlink and uplink user data rates are impor-
tant in marketing and adaptation of wireless communication
technologies, and user data rates have also been studied
in several papers, both in terms of system simulations and
measurement campaigns. For example, the measurements in
[4] concludes that femto HSDPA data rates are up to five times
higher than macro HSDPA data rates.
The importance of low latency should not be neglected. In
[5] it is studied how increased website loading delays affect the
users experience. Delay is the time from the user is clicking
on a hyperlink to the time the web page is loaded. The authors
conclude that website delays should be kept under 4 seconds.
Otherwise, users tend to stop using the website. The authors
of [6] conclude that for simple tasks on the internet, the delay
should be less than 2 seconds. None of the delay studies
specify any access technology, but they clearly indicate the
maximum expected delay when dealing with internet services
and applications. In [7], 3G femto round trip time is measured
to approximately 130 ms. But it is not measured how the RRC
connection set-up procedure effects the overall femto latency.
Mobile power consumption has also been studied exten-
sively as it is part of the overall user experience. In [8], the
power consumption when connected to 3G macro and WiFi
is measured. It is concluded that the tail energy overhead is
significant in 3G, because the mobile is kept in high power
states after data transfers are completed. A similar conclusion
is reached in [9].
This paper contributes with an indoor 3GPP Release 6
femto and 802.11g WiFi measurement campaign performed
in realistic environments and for applicable use cases. Our
objective is to determine which is the ultimate indoor data
solution today from an end user perspective. For an end user
the important key performance indicators (KPI) are: user data
rates, latency, and mobile power consumption. Previous studies
have mainly focussed on the KPIs independently or for a single
technology only. We are measuring all KPIs for both femto and
WiFi, including the interaction between the different KPIs.
And based on the outcome, we conclude which is the best
indoor data solution today.
Section II introduces the measurement scenarios and mea-
surement equipment, followed by measurement methodology
in Section III. In Section IV, the measurement results are
presented, and finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. MEASUREMENT SCENARIO AND EQUIPMENT
Two measurement scenarios are chosen; a typical enterprise
scenario and a typical apartment scenario. Common for both
measurement locations is an overlay live macro network with
inter-site distances of a few 100 meters. At both locations the
macro network supports HSDPA dual cell, resulting in a DL
bandwidth of 10 MHz. The surroundings are characterized
by typical urban building constructions. At both measurement
locations, indoor macro coverage is sufficient for both voice
and data services, so an indoor data solution should provide
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higher data rates and increase the network capacity.
A. Enterprise Environment
The first measurement location is a 3-floor office building
with a ground area of approximately 15 m x 45 m. Inside, 20
offices and meeting rooms are connected by a single corridor.
During the measurement campaign, a WiFi or a femto access
point is deployed in an office in the middle of the corridor at
ground floor. Hence, the femto and WiFi access points provide
indoor coverage to offices 25 meters away. Measurements are
performed in all the accessible offices and meeting rooms at
ground floor. Outside the building, the serving 3-sector macro
site is located approximately 150 meters away. In previous
measurement campaigns, the building penetration loss has been
measured to approximately 20 dB at 2 GHz [10] and the indoor
macro received signal code power (RSCP) is ranging from -90
dBm to -65 dBm. Finally, it is noted that a planned indoor WiFi
network is already deployed in the building and is active during
all measurements. Therefore, it is not possible to select a non-
interfered WiFi channel for the measurements. This location
is referred to as Enterprise location.
B. Home Environment
The second measurement location is in a residential area
with surrounding apartment building blocks of up to 5 floors.
The area of the apartment is 60 m2 and consist of 5 rooms
and is located at the third floor in a 5-floor building. Due
to installation constraints, the femto and WiFi access points
are deployed in the corner of the apartment and the coverage
radius is up to 10 meter. During the measurement campaign,
indoor cellular service was provided by an outdoor 3-sector
macro site located approximately 150 meters away from the
apartment. The indoor RSCP is in the range -80 dBm to -70
dBm. Since it is a residential area, there is no coordination of
the WiFi access points deployment. Consequently, the number
of visible WiFi networks is approximately 10, and depends
on the exact location in the apartment. For the measurement
campaign the WiFi channel with the best quality is chosen,
which is the channel with the lowest interfering RSSI level.
This location is referred to as Home location.
C. Measurement Equipment
The femto access point is an IP Access E16 and is
UMTS/HSPA 3GPP Release 6 compliant. During measure-
ments, the total wideband transmission power of the femto
access point was manually configured to +24 dBm and the
common pilot channel (CPICH) power to +14 dBm. HSDPA
dual cell is not supported by the femto. The femto is co-
channel deployed with the existing macro network and con-
nects to a femto gateway in the cellular core network. Two
different WiFi access points were used at the two locations.
Both are IEEE 802.11g compliant. The WiFi total transmit
power is set to +16 dBm. Table I lists the femto and WiFi
specifications.
At both locations, the same backhaul is used for the
femto and WiFi access points. The backhaul performance
was measured, and the results are presented in Table III in
Section IV.
TABLE I. MEASUREMENT SET-UP.
Femto WiFi
Carrier frequency 2.0 GHz (UARFCN 10788) 2.4 GHz (ISM band)
Bandwidth 5 MHz 20 MHz
Transmission power +24 dBm +16 dBm
CPICH Power +14 dBm -
Version HSPA Release 6 IEEE 802.11g
Peak DL data rate 14.4 Mbps 54 Mbps
Peak UL data rate 1.45 Mbps 54 Mbps
DL Modulation Up to 16 QAM Up to 64 QAM
UL Modulation Up to QPSK Up to 64 QAM
III. MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY
For the user data rates and the latency measurements a
Samsung Galaxy S III device was used. The measurement
software of the mobile is QualiPoc1, which enables logging
of phone and network data. HSDPA dual cell is supported by
the mobile, and is utilized for the macro DL measurements.
All measurements are also performed for macro, and the macro
results are mainly included as reference results.
A. User Data Rates
All data rate measurements were performed during off peak
hour in order to minimize interference from other users of
the network and other WiFi access points. Consequently, the
measurements were performed during the evening at Enterprise
and during the night at Home. In practice, it is impossible to
avoid interfering users completely, hence the measurements
results are considered the best achievable performance in the
given environments.
In all available rooms, DL and UL file transfers are
performed. The file transfers are performed via the file transfer
protocol (FTP), and the average FTP DL or UL throughput is
computed per file transfer. It is ensured that each file transfer
lasts at least 1 minute. During the file transfer, the measure-
ment mobile is moved around inside the room at walking
pace. When measuring the femto data rates, a measurement
is considered invalid if the mobile is handed over to a macro
cell before the file transfer is complete and left out of the
comparison. Measurements are performed in 15 offices at
Enterprise and 5 rooms at Home and the measurements are
performed twice in each office/room.
B. Latency
In this work, the latency is measured as the round trip
time (RTT) plus potential RRC set-up time for femto [11].
By utilizing the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)
ping command it is possible to time the latency. Table II lists
the latency test parameters. In our set-up, the radio resource
control (RRC) connection release timer is shorter than 10
seconds. Therefore, with a ping interval of 2 seconds, the
measured latency includes only the RTT. However, for a ping
interval of 10 seconds, the measured latency includes both the
RTT and the RRC set-up time. The latency measurements are
performed in the same room where the femto or WiFi access
point is deployed.
C. Mobile Power Consumption
For the power measurements an Agilent N6705B (using
Option N6781a) DC power analyzer is used. The power ana-
lyzer measures and logs the instantaneous power consumption
of the mobile. During power measurements the battery of
1 c©SwissQual AG
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TABLE II. LATENCY TEST PARAMETERS.
Parameter Value
Destination http://www.google.com (212.10.212.30)
Number of packets 25
Packet size 32 bytes
Ping interval #1 2 seconds
Ping interval #2 10 seconds
the mobile is removed, and the mobile is powered by the
DC power analyzer. The sampling period is 1 ms and the
measurement duration is 30 seconds, except for the FTP
download case. In the FTP download case the measurement
duration depends on the achievable user data rate. For practical
reasons, the power measurements are only performed at the
Enterprise location.
We are performing five power measurements for macro,
femto, and WiFi:
• Idle mode - screen OFF
• Idle mode - screen ON
• Load a new web page every 15 seconds - screen ON
• Load a new web page every 45 seconds - screen ON
• 20 MB FTP download - screen ON
For the two web browse test cases, a total of 10 web pages
are loaded with intervals of 15 and 45 seconds. The 10 web
pages are the top 10 most popular web pages according to
[12]. In test cases where the screen is ON, the brightness
is set to MAXIMUM. For the WiFi idle mode test case and
screen OFF, WiFi connectivity is kept enabled. And during all
WiFi measurements the cellular modem is not disabled, it is in
idle mode. This way, cellular voice service is always available
via the macro network. No user inputs are required for the
measurements which ensures identical test procedures.
Comparison of the FTP test case is not straightforward. In
this case the measurement duration depends on the achievable
DL data rate. Instead of comparing the average power, the
energy efficiency is compared. Energy efficiency (EE) is
computed as:
EE =
Ravg
PFTP − Pidle, ScreenON [bit/J] (1)
where Ravg is the average downlink data rate, PFTP is the
average power during the FTP test, and Pidle, ScreenON is the
average power in idle mode and screen ON.
IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Before presenting the data rate, latency, and power mea-
surements, the backhaul quality measurement results are pre-
sented in Table III. It is seen that the Enterprise data rates
are significant higher than the Home data rates. Though, it is
important to note that the data rates are on par with the median
data rates in Denmark. In first half of 2013 the median DL
and UL data rates in Denmark were 20.4 Mbps and 1.9 Mbps,
respectively [13]. Therefore, similar results are to be expected
in an average Danish household.
TABLE III. BACKHAUL PERFORMANCE AT ENTERPRISE AND HOME.
MEASURED VIA WWW.SPEEDTEST.NET.
DL UL RTT
Enterprise 61 Mbps 33 Mbps 13 ms
Home 16 Mbps 2.8 Mbps 23 ms
A. User Data Rates
Figure 1 shows the measured DL data rates at Enterprise
and Home. It is seen that the WiFi at Enterprise performs
best by a large margin. Even at the offices at the ends
of the corridor (more than 20 meter away from the WiFi
access point) the DL throughput is 5 Mbps. Despite the
coverage area of WiFi at Home is smaller, the achievable data
rates are lower due to increased number of interfering WiFi
networks. The maximum femto DL throughput measured is
approximately 4 Mbps. Based solely on achievable user data
rates, WiFi is the preferred solution. However, the comparison
is not fair. First of all, the DL transmission bandwidth of the
femto is only 5 MHz, whereas for macro the DL transmission
bandwidth is 10 MHz due to the HSDPA dual cell. For WiFi
the transmission bandwidth is 20 MHz, shared between DL
and UL. The spectral efficiency (SE) for macro, femto and
WiFi is close to 0.5 bps/Hz, except WiFi at Enterprise where
WiFi differs from the others with a SE of 1.5 bps/Hz. This
is due to less interfering WiFi networks and is in general
accordance with the conclusion from [14]. Therefore, when
comparing the DL spectral efficiency, WiFi performs best
if only single user and a few interfering WiFi networks
are present, e.g. in a planned WiFi network environment.
Otherwise, there is no particular difference between the
achievable femto and WiFi user SE. Despite the higher femto
RSCP the macro and femto SE are similar because femto
only supports 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM).
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Fig. 1. Downlink data rates at the Enterprise and Home locations.
The measured UL throughput is shown in Fig. 2. Again,
it is seen that the WiFi performance is significantly higher at
Enterprise than the rest. It is also seen that the WiFi throughput
at Home is limited by the backhaul throughput (2.8 Mbps).
The femto UL throughputs are practically independent of the
location. Similar to the DL, an end user would prefer the WiFi
solution due the experienced data rates. Also, when comparing
the UL SE WiFi performs best with a SE of more than 0.24
bps/Hz compared to less than 0.13 bps/Hz for femto. This
number might seem low, but one should keep the maximum
theoretical SE in mind, as this is only 0.29 bps/Hz due the
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation limitations.
B. Latency
Next, the femto and WiFi latency is compared. Table IV
shows the latency for the Enterprise location with a ping
interval of 2 seconds. Backhaul performance is included as
upper bound reference with an average latency of 24 ms. The
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Fig. 2. Uplink data rates at the Enterprise and Home locations.
WiFi latency is the best with an average of 44 ms, and is
quite consistent with a minimum measured latency of 36 ms
and a maximum of 47 ms. Whereas, the average latency of
the macro and the femto solution is approximately the double
of the WiFi and just below the 100 ms mark. The maximum
latency of the macro and the femto is 119 ms and 112 ms,
respectively. These results are similar to those reported in [7].
TABLE IV. MEASURED LATENCY WITH A PING INTERVAL OF 2
SECONDS AT ENTERPRISE.
Backhaul Macro Femto WiFi
Average 24 ms 83 ms 99 ms 44 ms
Minimum 22 ms 53 ms 92 ms 36 ms
Maximum 35 ms 119 ms 112 ms 47 ms
At Home, the WiFi and macro latencies are reduced while
the femto latency is increased, see Table V. Still, the latency
is not a big differentiator between the wireless solutions, and
well below the acceptable limits from [5] and [6].
TABLE V. MEASURED LATENCY WITH A PING INTERVAL OF 2
SECONDS AT HOME.
Wired Macro Femto WiFi
Average 18 ms 71 ms 112 ms 23 ms
Minimum 14 ms 53 ms 105 ms 12 ms
Maximum 31 ms 105 ms 131 ms 46 ms
Table VI lists the latency results for ping intervals of 10
seconds at Enterprise and Home, respectively. It is noted that
the measured values include both the RTT and the RRC set-up
time for macro and femto. As expected, the WiFi latency does
not change when the ping interval is increased to 10 seconds
as there is no need for control signalling in contention based
medium access systems. On the contrary, the macro and femto
average latency has increased significantly due to the RRC
set-up time. With a interval of 10 seconds the average macro
latency increases to almost 1.5 seconds.
The latency of the femto is affected even worse, it is
increased to more than 3 seconds, approximately 60 times
longer than the average WiFi latency. The increased latency is
definitely noticed when using the femto for Internet browsing
and also longer than the acceptable 2 seconds from [6].
When the ping interval is 10 seconds, the mobile leaves the
TABLE VI. MEASURED LATENCY WITH A PING INTERVAL OF 10
SECONDS.
Enterprise Home
Macro Femto WiFi Macro Femto WiFi
Average 1.4 s 3.1 s 50 ms 1.2 s 3.3 s 26 ms
Minimum 126 ms 99 ms 37 ms 66 ms 101 ms 12 ms
Maximum 3.3 s 4.6 s 189 ms 3.1 s 4.6 s 46 ms
CELL DCH state [11] during the ping intervals. Therefore, the
mobile needs to come back to CELL DCH before it is possible
to use the data connection again. The required signalling is
sent via the femto to the femto gateway via public Internet.
The connection via public internet is best effort without any
quality of service (QoS) requirements [15]. A few times
during the measurements the phone was kept in CELL DCH
due to background signalling, resulting in minimum latency
significantly lower than the average.
Measurements show that WiFi achieves the lowest latency
for all the tested scenarios. From a user point of view, the
increased femto latency is definitely noticeable during web
browsing. The main problem arises when the mobile is not
in CELL DCH state when traffic is about to be sent and the
mobile therefore needs to go to CELL DCH state before the
data connection is available for the user. A potential solution
to the problem is to increase the inactivity timer such that the
mobile is kept in CELL DCH while the user is reading a web
page.
C. Mobile Power Consumption
Table VII presents the power measurement results.
In idle and screen OFF, the WiFi power consumption is
approximately 22 % higher than the femto power. With the
screen ON, WiFi power is only 7 % higher than femto, since
the screen/CPU is now the major contributor in terms of
power consumption. In theory, with screen OFF and in idle
mode, the battery would last 4 days and 7 hours with femto,
and 3 days and 12 hours with WiFi. Battery capacity is 7.8 Wh.
TABLE VII. POWER MEASUREMENT RESULTS.
Macro Femto WiFi
Power - Idle, screen OFF 85 mW 77 mW 94 mW
Power - Idle, screen ON 0.9 W 0.8 W 0.9 W
Power, Web browse 15 sec 2.1 W 2.0 W 1.3 W
Power, Web browse 45 sec 1.8 W 1.8 W 1.2 W
EE, FTP Download 222 kbit/J 139 kbit/J 1236 kbit/J
Comparing the web browse test cases show that WiFi
performs best. The web browse 15 second test case show that
the femto power is approximately 45 % higher than WiFi
and 51 % higher in the web browse 45 second test case.
The reason for the high femto power is that the mobile is
kept in RRC connected mode (CELL DCH, CELL PCH, or
CELL FACH) after the web pages are loaded, whereas the
mobile returns faster to the idle power level when connected
to WiFi. Also, WiFi is almost 10 times more energy efficient
compared to femto in the FTP DL test.
In idle mode the power consumption is lowest when the
mobile is camping on the femto, otherwise WiFi performs
best. For an end user this means, that WiFi delivers the
best power performance if the specific mobile is used more
than approximately 30 minutes per day. Using a femto and
considering the web browse model where a website is loaded
every 45 seconds the mobile battery lasts for 4 hours and 30
minutes. Using WiFi, the battery lasts almost 7 hours.
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D. Result Discussion
Based on the DL and UL experienced data rates, WiFi is
the preferred indoor solution from an end user point of view.
This is mainly due to the wider transmission bandwidth of
the WiFi system and support of higher modulation. However,
even when comparing the spectral efficiency, WiFi performs
best. Especially, if the WiFi network is not interfered by
other WiFi networks. The experienced data rates would be
higher, if the tested WiFi equipment was IEEE 802.11n/ac
compliant. Similar, a HSPA Release 7 compliant femto could
also improve the experienced femto data rates and spectral
efficiency as HSPA Release 7 supports higher modulation
than HSPA Release 6.
Our latency measurements showed that this is the main
disadvantage of the femto solution. The measured femto
average latency was longer than 3 seconds if the mobile
was not kept in CELL DCH state during ping intervals.
Such latency is simply too long compared to end user
expectations, and considerably shorter latencies are expected
in wireless communications systems today. For comparison,
the WiFi latency was below 50 ms. If the mobile was kept
in CELL DCH mode, the femto latency is approximately
100 ms. However, the power consumption in CELL DCH is
higher than in idle [8]. Therefore, configuring the inactivity
timers is a trade-off between perceived user performance
and mobile power consumption. Potentially, 3GPP LTE
femto cells could improve the femto latency [16]. Field trials
have shown that latency for macro LTE networks are lower
compared to macro HSPA networks [17][18].
The lowest idle mode power consumption was achieved
when the mobile was camping on the femto, WiFi power
consumption was 22 % higher. During the web browse
sessions the mobile’s average power was lowest for WiFi.
In femto and macro networks the mobile stays in the high
power RRC states after the data transmission is completed.
For end users, this means that if the mobile is used for web
browsing more than 30 minutes per day, WiFi is the best
solution in terms of power consumption. WiFi also showed
the best power efficiency in the FTP file download test.
Basically, our measurements show that WiFi provides
better latency and active mode power consumption than the
femto, regardless of the femto RRC configuration. Increasing
the RRC inactivity timers would reduce the femto latency
at the expense of increased mobile power consumption.
Decreasing the RRC inactivity timers reduces the power
consumption but increases latency.
V. CONCLUSION
Increasing mobile data volumes and user expectations en-
courage the deployment of indoor small cell networks. Femto
and WiFi solutions are two strong candidates for present and
future indoor data networks. An indoor femto (3GPP Release
6) and WiFi (IEEE 802.11g) measurement campaign was
carried out to conclude which solution is the preferred indoor
data solution today for an end user.
Three key performance indicators were identified: user data
rate, latency, and mobile power consumption. Based on our key
performance indicators, WiFi is the best indoor data solution.
WiFi offers higher data rates, lower latency and lower active
mode power only at the cost of a slightly higher idle power
compared to femto. The major femto disadvantage was high
latency due to required RRC state transitions. Our measure-
ment results also showed that the femto RRC set-up has a
huge impact on both latency and power consumption. It was
not possible to find a compromise where femto outperforms
WiFi in latency and power consumption.
In the future, WiFi 802.11ac and 3GPP LTE will be the de
facto WiFi and cellular standards. Further research is necessary
to determine the performance improvements introduced in the
aforementioned standards.
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Appendix D
Required Bandwidth
For the performance evaluation, the transmission bandwidth parameter is paramount for
the simulated throughput performance. Hence, the selection of transmission bandwidth
and Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) constraint is strongly correlated. If the GBR is set
too high compared to the transmission bandwidth, the system becomes capacity limited
rather than interference limited. In a capacity limited scenario, Inter-Cell Interference
Coordination (ICIC) techniques are not likely to improve the overall network performance.
Lowering the GBR, the resource utilisation increase, and the system becomes interference
limited. Based on [23,95] a resource utilisation operation point of approximately 70% is
targeted.
Assuming the default simulation parameters (no ICIC techniques employed), listed in
Table 4.4 on page 79, and a transmission bandwidth ranging from 20 MHz to 60 MHz,
the supported GBR is presented in Figure D.1. The supported GBR is defined as the
5%-ile UE throughput, meaning that at least 95% of the User Equipments (UEs) are
served with at least GBR. The figure includes two curves, for resource utilisation of
60% and approximately 70%. As expected, if the network is less loaded, the supported
GBR is higher and vice versa. For the simulated transmission bandwidth range, their is
almost a linear dependency between transmission bandwidth and supported GBR. For
sake of simplicity, a GBR of 3 Mbps is selected. The implication of this, is that the total
transmission bandwidth is set to 20 MHz. If a larger transmission bandwidth (and GBR)
is selected, the consequence is a significant increase in simulation time, however, the
conclusions for larger bandwidths are expected to be similar to the 20 MHz bandwidth
simulation conclusions.
Generally speaking, Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) supports carrier aggrega-
tion of up to 5 Component Carriers (CCs), the supported bandwidth for each CC ranges
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from 1.4 MHz to 20 MHz [136,137]. Each CC is backward compatible with Release 8/9
UEs. Furthermore, in [138] it is shown that the number of CCs should approximately be
half of the maximum number of neighbours. Therefore, in this work the number of CCs is
set to four. This implies that the bandwidth of each CC is 5 MHz, which ensures 3GPP
compliance in terms of CC configuration.
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Fig. D.1: Supported Guaranteed Bit Rate versus transmission bandwidth.
Appendix E
Fixed Frequency Reuse
The simplest form of Frequency Reuse (FR) is FR-1, also known as global FR which
simply means that all small cells utilise the entire spectrum for transmission. This also
implies that a user in a FR-1 network potentially experiences strong interference from a
neighbouring small cell in the close vicinity. To protect users from such situations, FR-2
or FR-4 can be applied. In a FR-2 deployment the transmission bandwidth is divided into
two transmission bands, from now on referred to as Component Carriers (CCs). Half of
the small cells transmit on the first CC and the other half of the small cell transmit on
the second CC. The advantage of FR-2 is that users only experience interference from
half of the small cells, thus the users experience greater Signal to Interference and Noise
Ratio (SINR) than in an FR-1 deployment. Ideally, the FR-2 pattern is designed such
that small cells close to each other (in terms of path loss) are utilising different CC for
optimum user SINR improvement.
Naturally, the downside of applying FR is the reduced transmission bandwidth. For
FR-2 the bandwidth is halved and for FR-4 only one forth of the original bandwidth is
utilised. Therefore, the capacity gain of the SINR improvement must be larger than the
capacity loss due reduced bandwidth before FR larger than one makes any sense:
C1 = B · log2 (1 + γ1) (E.1)
CR =
B
R
· log2 (1 + γR) (E.2)
CR > C1 (E.3)
where B is the FR-1 transmission bandwidth, γ is the user SINR, R is the reuse order, and
C is the Shannon capacity [19]. From (E.1) to (E.3) the required FR SINR improvement is
calculated. Figure E.1 illustrates the required gain for different frequency reuses. For low
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SINR users the required FR SINR gain is below 10 dB for all the illustrated FR schemes.
However, for high SINR user the required FR-2 SINR gain is 30 dB and for FR-4 the
required SINR gain is 90 dB. Consequently, frequency reuse is mainly advantageous for
low SINR users. For high SINR users the required SINR improvement is unrealistic high,
thus high SINR user throughput performance is expected to degraded.
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Fig. E.1: Required SINR gain for different frequency reuses.
E.1 Evaluation of Fixed Frequency Reuse Schemes
FR-1, FR-2, and FR-4 pattern is applied according to Figure E.2, the simulation scenario
is described in Section 4.5. By applying the above FR-2 pattern it is ensured that no
small cells in adjacent apartments transmit on the same CC. Two small cells transmitting
on the same CC is always separated by at least 2 indoor (or outdoor) walls. In the case of
FR-4 small cells transmitting on the same CC is always separated by at least 3 indoor (or
outdoor) walls.
Figure E.3 shows the 50%-ile UE throughput for FR-1, FR-2, and FR-4 versus the
offered load. The figure clearly shows that the 50%-ile UE throughput for FR-1 is superior
to FR-2 and FR-4. Especially at low load, the performance drop of FR-2 and FR-4 is
significant. As the offered load is increased, the relative gain of FR-1 decreases as expected.
At higher load, the UEs experience an increased interference and the gain of FR-2 and
FR-4 increases, and at maximum load the performance of FR-2 equals the performance of
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Fig. E.2: Frequency reuse 1, 2, and 4 pattern in the simulated scenario.
FR-1. This implies that the SINR gain of FR-2 is never larger than the reduced bandwidth
penalty. The figure also reveals that for FR-2 and FR-4 the network overloads already at
offered load of 400 Mbps.
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Fig. E.3: 50%-ile User Equipment (UE) throughput for FR-1, FR-2, and FR-4.
In Figure E.4, the 5%-ile UE throughput performance is presented. The trends are
similar to the trends from Figure E.3. From a coverage throughput point of view, FR-1
is the best performing solution. Even at high load, the gain of reduced interference is
smaller than the loss of transmission bandwidth. Therefore, the conclusion is clear, FR-2
and FR-4 are not suitable in a dense small cell environment. It is important to stress,
that this conclusion is only valid when the small cells are Open Subscriber Group (OSG).
Frequency reuse only improves the UE throughput performance if the small cells are
Closed Subscriber Group (CSG) as reported in [133,139,140]. In CSG scenarios, the UEs
might not connect to cell with the strongest received power, since the UEs are only allowed
to connect to the small cell located in the same room or apartment. And this leads to low
SINR areas inside the building. For UEs located in these low SINR UEs, frequency reuse
improves the throughput significantly.
In order to understand the limiting factor of the fixed FR schemes Figure E.5 depicts
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Fig. E.4: 5%-ile UE throughput for FR-1, FR-2, and FR-4.
the number of UE arrivals per second for each of the small cells in the scenario. The
number of UE arrivals varies between 4 and 9. The large variation in number of UE
arrivals is due to the actual locations of the small cells. E.g. if a small cell is deployed
close to an indoor wall, the coverage area of the small potentially extends deep into the
neighbouring apartment. Thus, the number of UE arrivals reflects the size of the small cell
coverage area. Small cells with a high number of UE arrivals are more prone to overload
than small cells with a low number of UE arrivals.
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Fig. E.5: Number of UE arrivals per second. Offered load is 500 Mbps which corresponds
to an average UE arrival rate of 6.25 UEs/s per small cell.
Figure E.6 illustrates the outage contribution from each of the small cells. It is
remarkable, that one small cell (number 14) accounts for almost 30% of the outage,
meaning that 30% of the UEs in outage were served by small cell 14. Comparing with
Figure E.5 it is seen that small cell 14 has the second highest UEs arrival of all the small
cells. Figure E.6 also reveals that the outage contribution varies significantly between
the small cells. And three small cell serves all their UEs with the Guaranteed Bit Rate
(GBR). Thus, the figure indicates that the overall network outage performance is limited
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by small cell 14.
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Fig. E.6: Outage contribution from each of the small cells.
Figure E.7 shows the Dominant Interference Ratio (DIR) Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) utilising FR-1 and assuming Open Loop Traffic Model (OLTM). It is
seen that UEs experience the highest DIR values for low load. This is explained by the
fact, that only a few UEs are active simultaneously, thus, only few of the neighbouring
small cells are causing the non-dominant interference part. By increasing the network
load, the number of interfering small cells also increases. Consequently, the non-dominant
part of the interference increase more than the dominant interferer. However, it worth
noting that the total interference increase for higher network loads. More importantly,
the figure also tells, that the DIR is larger than 0 dB in approximately 85% of the time,
or in other words, the dominant interferer is as strong as the non-dominant interferers
combined. In [6] the DIR for different 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) network
topologies are compared. The DIR of the dense small cell environment is larger than the
other network topologies, which means that the potential of muting only the dominant
interferer is larger for the dense small cell scenario.
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Appendix F
Backhaul Impact
Based on the message sequence charts presented in Section 4.4.1, it is clear, that the time
from a outage User Equipment (UE) triggers the framework to the time the action is
completed equals:
tAdd = tRTT + tActivate (F.1)
tMute = 1.5 · tRTT + tDeactivate (F.2)
where tAdd is the time from a UE triggers the framework to a Component Carrier (CC)
is added, tMute is the time from a outage UE triggers the framework to a CC is muted,
tRTT is the round trip time, tActivate is the CC activation time, and tDeactivate is the CC
deactivation time. Reference [141] specifies the requirements for tActivate and tDeactivate
which is 34 ms and 9 ms, respectively.
In [103], different backhaul technologies/classes and their properties are defined based on
operator input. The average carried load per small cell is up to 27.5 Mbps (550 Mbps/20)
in the results presented in Section 4.6. Thus, the required backhaul throughput is 50 Mbps1.
Considering, the possibility of end user provided backhaul, two backhaul technologies
from [103, Table 6.1-1] are considered; Fiber Access 1 and Digital Subscriber Line (DSL)
Access. The one way latency for those technologies are specified as 10-30 ms and 15-60 ms,
respectively. Using the average value, the Round Trip Time (RTT) for Fiber Access 1
(tFiber) is 40 ms and 75 ms for DSL Access (tDSL). From these values, it is possible to
calculate the effective Carrier Based Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (CB-ICIC) ratio
1This requirement is valid for transmission spectrum of 20 MHz only.
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for an UE being served with exactly Rmin as:
ηCB−ICIC−Add =
tSession − tAdd − tavg
tSession
(F.3)
ηCB−ICIC−Mute =
tSession − tMute − tavg
tSession
(F.4)
tSession =
S
Rmin
(F.5)
where tSession is the UE session time, ηCB−ICIC−Add is the effective CB-ICIC time when
a CC is added, ηCB−ICIC−Mute is the effective CB-ICIC time when a CC is muted, S is
the payload size, and tavg is the throughout averaging time. Table F.1 summarises the
values used for calculating the effective CB-ICIC ratio.
Table F.1: Values used for calculating the effective CB-ICIC ratio.
Ideal Backhaul Fiber Access 1 DSL Access
tRTT 0 ms 40 ms 75 ms
tActivate 0 ms 34 ms 34 ms
tDeactivate 0 ms 9 ms 9 ms
tavg 100 ms 100 ms 100 ms
S 4 Mbit 4 Mbit 4 Mbit
Rmin 3 Mbps 3 Mbps 3 Mbps
By using the values from Table F.1 in (F.1) through (F.4) the effective CB-ICIC ratio
is computed, and presented in Figure F.1. The effective CB-ICIC ratio for ideal backhaul
is 92%, whether a CC is muted or added. It is only during tavg that the UEs are not
gaining from CB-ICIC. For non-ideal backhaul, it is seen that the effective CB-ICIC ratio
lies in the interval from 83% to 87%. For this example the decrease in effective CB-ICIC
ratio due to non-ideal backhaul is rather limited. Obviously, this also implies a decrease
in CB-ICIC gain, however it is assessed that a significant CB-ICIC is still achievable with
non-ideal backhaul. Basically, if tSession >> (tRTT + tavg) it is evaluated that CB-ICIC
is able to deliver significant gains compared to ideal backhaul.
F.1 Required Standardisation
The proposed CB-ICIC framework is not 3GPP Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A)
Release 12 compliant. More specifically, there is not support for the benefit/cost signalling
and muting request. To give an estimate of the benefit/cost message size, the size of a
single benefit/cost hypothesis messages, is listed below:
• Add or mute: 1 bit
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Fig. F.1: Effective CB-ICIC ratio for different backhaul technologies.
• Acting cell: 9 bit (size of physical cell identity [131,142])
• CC identity: 2 bit
In total, the signalling size of each hypothesis (SHypothesis) requires 12 bit. Yet, multiple
hypotheses are typically available. Furthermore, from simulation results it is evident
that up to 8 hypotheses were executed as the consequence of a single outage UE. To be
on the safe side, up to 10 hypotheses should be supported in the benefit/cost messages
(NHypotheses). Considering the worst case scenario, where a single small cell constantly
serves at least one outage UE, the bit rate of the generated signalling messages (RMessage)
is 24 kbps per outage UE, and is calculated as:
RMessage =
SHypothesis ·NHypotheses ·NSC
tOutage
(F.6)
where NSC is the number of small cells and tOutage is the outage identification periodicity.
This bit rate is upper bound and typically a much lower signalling bit rate is required.
This amount of required signalling is considered tolerable given the network performance
increase provided by the CB-ICIC framework.

Appendix G
Generic MMSE Solution
In this section the general minimum mean square error solution is derived. Consider the
filtering system depicted in Figure G.1. The inputs x[n] and d[n] are generated from a
jointly Wide Sense Stationary (WSS) source.
~w
dˆ[n]
−
x[n]
d[n]
e[n]
Fig. G.1: Block diagram of filtering system.
An estimate of the desired signal dˆ is obtained by applying the filter ~w to the observed
signal vector x[n]:
dˆ[n] = ~wH~x[n]. (G.1)
Then, the quality of the estimation is given as:
e[n] = d[n]− dˆ[n] (G.2)
A commonly used optimisation criterion is the Mean Square Error (MSE) [143, page 419],
and the objective is to choose the equalisation vector ~w such that the MSE is minimised.
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The equalisation vector which minimises the MSE is denoted ~wopt:
JMSE = E
[|e[n]|2] (G.3)
~wopt = arg min
~w
JMSE (G.4)
Vector ~wopt is found when the derivative of the cost function (with respect to ~w) equals 0:
JMSE
∂ ~w
= 0 (G.5)
The left side of (G.5) is rewritten by inserting (G.1) and (G.2).
JMSE
∂ ~w
=
E
[|e[n]|2]
∂ ~w
=
E
[
|d[n]− dˆ[n]|2
]
∂ ~w
=
E
[|d[n]− ~wH~x[n]|2]
∂ ~w
(G.6)
The derivative of this expression is computed by using the chain rule method [144, page 444]:
JMSE
∂ ~w
= E
[
2 · e[n]d[n]− ~w
H~x[n]
∂ ~w
]
= E [2 · e[n] · (−~x[n])] (G.7)
JMSE
∂ ~w
= −2E [e[n]~x[n]] . (G.8)
By combining (G.1), (G.2), (G.5), and (G.8), the expression is rewritten as follows:
E [emin[n]~x[n]] = 0 (G.9)
E
[(
d[n]− ~wHopt~x[n]
)
~x[n]
]
= 0 (G.10)
E
[
~x[n]d[n]− ~x[n]~x[n]H ~wopt
]
= 0 (G.11)
E
[
~x[n]~x[n]H
]
~wopt = E [~x[n]d[n]] . (G.12)
Next, the autocorrelation matrix and the cross-correlation vector is defined as:
Rxx = E
[
~x[n]~x[n]H
]
(G.13)
~rxd = E [~x[n]d[n]] . (G.14)
Now optimal equalisation vector ~wopt is found by combining (G.12), (G.13), and (G.14):
Rxx ~wopt = ~rxd (G.15)
~wopt = R−1xx~rxd. (G.16)
From (G.16) it is clear that the auto correlation matrix must be invertible. This is ensured,
since autocorrelation matrices are positive definite, and one property of a positive definite
matrix is that it is invertible [145].
Appendix H
Reference Signals in LTE and
LTE-A
With the introduction of Minimum Mean Square Error - Interference Rejection Combining
(MMSE-IRC) receivers, which potentially are inter-cell interference aware, the requirement
of a practical estimating method for the transmission channel between User Equipments
(UEs) and interfering enhanced Node Bs (eNBs) has followed. In Long Term Evolution
Advanced (LTE-A) Release 10, a new reference signalling concept is introduced. However,
first Long Term Evolution (LTE) Release 8 Cell-specific Reference Signals (CRSs) are
described.
H.1 LTE Release 8 Cell Specific Reference Signals
In LTE Release 8, Channel State Information (CSI) and channel estimation is aided by
known pilot signals, called CRS. The CRS are transmitted across the entire transmission
bandwidth in order to enable channel estimation and detailed sub-carrier CSI estimation.
From the received pilot signals and the known pilot signals the influence of the transmission
channel is calculated. Due to overhead considerations, CRS are not transmitted in all
sub-carriers. Using interpolation, channel estimates are obtained for sub-carriers where no
CRS is transmitted. For in-depth details of LTE Downlink (DL) channel estimations the
interested reader is referred to [123].
Figure H.1 shows a simplified illustrations of the pre-coding and addition of CRS
process for LTE Release 8, x and r denotes the desired data symbol sequence and reference
signal sequence, respectively. From the figure it is clear the CRS are cell-specific and
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depends on the number of transmit antennas. Furthermore, it also shows that in order for
advanced UEs to estimate the effective channel estimate, the pre-coding must be known
in advance.
Pr
e-
co
di
ng
x[1]
x[NS ]
+
+
r[1]
r[NTx]
Tx
Fig. H.1: Simplified legacy reference symbol encoding process.
In LTE Release 8, the CRS is defined for up to 4 antenna ports. Naturally, the
more transmit antennas, the more CRSs need to be transmitted, thus, the overhead
also increase. Consider one subframe consisting of 14 Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) symbols and 12 sub-carriers resulting in a total of 168 resource
elements. In Table H.1 the number of transmitted CRS and the corresponding CRS
overhead is summarised for transmission with normal Cyclic Prefix (CP). It is worth
noting, that for four transmit antennas, the CRS overhead is more than 14% of the
resource elements. Furthermore, the overhead is independent on the transmission rank,
and depends only on the number of transmit antennas.
Table H.1: CRS overhead in LTE Release 8 for normal CP [131].
Number of Tx Antennas Number of Transmitted CRS CRS Overhead [%]
1 8 4.8
2 16 9.5
4 24 14.3
In order to meet the requirements of International Mobile Telecommunication-Advanced
(IMT-Advanced), as specified by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [39],
multiple antenna systems are considered an important feature [146,147]. However, antenna
systems with four antenna elements are not considered sufficient. Considering, that the
CRS overhead for four antenna elements are already more than 14%, a new reference
signalling concept with higher multiple antenna efficiency was introduced in LTE-A Release
10.
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H.2 LTE-A UE Specific Reference Signals
In LTE Release 8, the CRS are primarily used for transmit antenna identification and
serving cell transmit channel estimation. However, in LTE-A Release 10, new reference
signals are introduced to more efficiently support multiple transmit antennas and ease the
task of practically estimate the interfering transmission channels [122]. This is achieved
by introducing so-called Channel State Information Reference Signal (CSI-RS) and User
Equipment Specific Reference Signal (UE-RS). As indicated by the name, the purpose
of the CSI-RS are for the UEs to obtain the CSI of the serving cell, very similar to the
purpose of the legacy CRS. More interesting is the UE-RS. The UE-RSs are pre-coded
with the specific UE pre-coding matrix, thereby the name UE-RS. Consequently, the
UE data and the UE-RS are multiplexed before the pre-coding process as illustrated in
Figure H.2.
Pr
e-
co
di
ng+
+
x[1]
x[NS ]
r[1]
r[NS ]
Tx
Fig. H.2: Simplified LTE-A UE-RS encoding process.
One of the arguments for introducing UE-RS where the lower overhead for multiple
antenna systems. From Figure H.2 it is clear that the number of UE-RS are rank dependent.
This means, that the UE-RS overhead for a rank 2 transmission is the same for a 2× 2
and a 4× 4 antenna configuration. Table H.2 contains the UE-RS overhead for normal CP
as specified in [131]. Comparing Table H.1 and Table H.2 it is evident that the overhead of
UE-RS is comparable to CRS, despite the fact, UE-RS is defined for up to eight transmit
antennas.
Table H.2: UE-RS overhead in LTE-A Release 10 for normal CP [131].
UE transmission rank Number of Transmitted UE-RS UE-RS Overhead [%]
≤ 2 12 7.1
> 2 24 14.3
Naturally, UE-RS are only available for UEs which are scheduled. Therefore, CSI-RS
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are needed for unscheduled UEs to obtain initial CSI. However, UE-RS diminishes the
requirement of CSI-RS compared to legacy CRS. Consequently, the density of CSI-RS is
considerably lower than the CRS density. The CSI-RS density is in fact configurable, and
according to [82,148], the density of CSI-RS is typically 1 resource element per antenna
port per Physical Resource Block (PRB) and the periodicity is 10 ms. Worst case scenario,
i.e. 8 transmit antennas, this corresponds to an overhead of less than 0.5%.
Other important topics related to the introduction of UE-RS and CSI-RS are the
support of legacy UEs and codebook design, however, both of these topics are out of scope
of this thesis. The performance degradation of legacy UEs due to the introduction of
CSI-RS is investigated in [148–150].
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